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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 

confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving comnuni- 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

~ On 5/20/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 

radio. station at Midland at which time ἃ message, NR 323 GR 145, 

was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 
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- Mr. Conrad 
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Dates Lay 20, 1966 - Mastrovich | 
‘Tar _ Pirdeter . 

Durea of Intelligence aud Roscarch 
Repartmont of State G 

oa _ 

¥roat = John Edgar Hoover, Director | ΡΖ. 

_ Subject: ΠΑΤΊΟΙΑΣ, ΠΕΤΟΙΔΙΥΟΙΛΗΥ ἘΟΥΣΙΣΤΕ PANTY’ 
NEPUSLEC OF THE CONGO (EOAZZAVILES) 

ice. 4... ἅμα following information furnished by & scoured 
which haa supplied reliable information im tho past is 
bodixs brougut to your attontion.2s a matter of possibic © 
NUTCVOSE «¢ 

a in Apydi, 1966, tho fraternal colcgations of tha — 
Communint Party, USA (CPUOA), ond tho National Novolutienary 
Wovesent Party {ΠῚ}... topublic of tho Conso (Craszayazio) 
ChCD), not at the 23rd Congrons of the Communist Party of 
Sho Sovict Unien, hold Uarch £9 through Aprit ἢ, 1005, in - 
Roscay, Rucsia. At this reotine Lomry Winston, Vieo Chojrnan, - 
CPUSA, and Anbroice Nounazalay, First Politicos Sceratary, 
Political Curcou, OUP, 0CD, acted ac spolzossen for thoiy 
reppoctive Partios at thic meoting. Winston oxtended his 

ν Party's gvcotiuca to Nownatalay's Porty. Tho oscondd of 
Rowsazalay*s. comncats was as follows: 

_. μὰ poopie of the ECG are "surrounded" and this 
a econpols thea fo "play a peeuliay role." The Nrmotialists 

and thoir etooces" in the Republic of the Cosza (Looseldvilze) , 
wateh their aycry nove joaloitsly. The ΤΟΣ haa hoth economic σῷ { 
and: financial problens. ᾷ 
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Dixoctor a ee τ " fe 
Buren .of Intelligence. and Resoareh ᾿ς ες 
Repartuent of Stato ΕΣ . 

᾿ When the Congo yévolution. first began, “the NRUP, 
Rep, had to decide whothor tomrely participate or to - 
support the revolution. It was, deolidad to Support the - 

- revolution and then build the. NAEP, RCB,; as an organ of the. 
revolution, This ‘revolution was ‘aifforont ‘in that it was 
eens Out first and ‘thon. the NRIUD- cadets. had ta bo trained 

# ors 

‘The . present. RCB. Anbassadox to- tho ‘Soviet Union was. 
‘one, οὐ. ‘the leaders of the Congo revolution.. Tho masses and 

‘the most progréasive forees,-in the RCE are ‘being relied “Upon 
- to- carry thig revolution througl. successfully, Los 

-- The existing egindnic problens ‘gan be. understood 
when it is realized that currently 50 per cont..of the 
econony of the RCB is controlled by the. inperialints.'t 
Prior to the revolution thore had beon no experience in tho 
‘indnagenent. of the ocouony in this avea. Attenpte have besn 
made during the past few yeaxs to gain experience and learn ~~? 

τ Sees 

how to manage the. oconomy of thé RCB.. If has been nécessary — - 
to study the ‘country: howoves this has ‘presented pxobLeng,;. 
inasmuch as the French had taken ΔῚΣ of the records, statistics - 

. and so forth to Paris, France. Progress has been made slowly, 
- “however, and it is believed that the RCB can. ney: begin ‘to con< 

- trol ita economy. 

Ed¢ononie. relations with the Weoddalist sthten' are 
dn the formative stages, Economic adéistance.is hoing _ . 
received from the Soviet Union, The ROB doos desl with the 
"imperialists" but follows these dealings closely so. that 

the. ROB "does not Jose control," Tho. pecplo_df thé RCB have. 
habitually used imported goods, Consequently; the RCB las 
had to use ite currency. for certain inportd xathor than for: 
building the econoay s Today > France has, nost, of the trade 
‘Of the RCB,; : 

‘Tho RCB broke relations. with tiie United States an 
duty, 1965, because the United States had interfered in tha 
affairs of the RCB.- Tho United States had engaged in plots 
and was buliding a. counterrevolutionary cénter. in the RCB. 
The. United States 8180 used its information office in the 

- ROB as. 8 placé to conduct oaplonage activity. 

~2- 
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1 ‘Director 
Burdau of intelligence and Réscarch 
Department of State. ns - 

- _,. _ Regarding nationalization, some of the mines θα. - 
Already nationalized oither in whole-dr in part; Tha metal 
mining: and preolous stone. industries are donpletely ΝΕ 

΄. Hationalized. Initial steps have been taken to nationalizo 
‘the oducational institutions, The banking: indistry has not —° - 
as yot been nationalized. This id a matter for the future ~~ 

~ @ince hore there is a lack of cddres; Thid is part of the 
- ¥eason forthe dolay, ‘However, ἃ national bank was | 
established and there ig also a private bank system in thé 
Congo, Those institutions now serve ds a training ground. 
for ‘the- cadres of the NREP, 

ee Regarding the military; after tho revolution all; = = _- 
- except a handful of the French soidiors werd sent away, 6 Ο56ιΡ͵ά͵αι. 
The ROB Arny was against. France, ‘The moin traineés: today are 
“our people" with Soviet and Cuban officers. This was not ‘on 
easy change since oven “our” officers wore traéined by France. 
Problems in the Army are only half sotved, The.NRUP is how 

* applying Soviet sxperienco, along with sone now experiends of ὁ 
Your" ‘own, to political work in the Army. A péopie!s militia” ’ 
is being formed to ‘back up tho Army, ~ |’. 

“= "How ἀσ "we" characterize thé RCB vegine?’ This is ~ 
- both a strategio and ‘tactical question. ‘When wo" gay ‘yet | 

wiltiachieve socialisa, the United States becohes angry, — 
“However, Z believs “our history will chil if a People's. - 

.- Democratic National Revolution; — ΕΣ τς 

“--«ᾳφψᾳ{{1ω 



Director 7 - ; 
Bureau of Intclligenca ahd Réscarch ; 
Departnént of Stato: 

2... Because of the sonsitive nature oF tho source which dani thie snfommation available, thig domunication is @lasai~ | 
CQ “Lops - ᾿ 

Ls Director ΒΥ ‘LIAISON ΝΥ 
Central Intelligence Agency UG bic 

Ls 2 
- ᾿ ΜΕ ᾿ - .τῦ Cr Vv vd 

Attention: Deputy Pixector, Plans 1 s\ οὖν - 

“L-» Office of CountorInteiligoncs and: socurity π΄. Defense Intelligence Agoncy ΝΕ 

NOTE: 

of this ‘information could reveal the identity of the source. 
(CG. 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 

Could result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
Source obtained this information while on the 20th Solo - 
Mission in the Soviet Union, 3/8/66 to 4/25/66, Data _ 

‘-extractéd from.CGairtel 5/10/66, captioned "Solo, IS +c," 

Classified ἔρον Στ since “unauthorized disclosure 
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τος Director ' ὁ τ RGPuEDAR Durcau of Intelligence and Lessareh 

DBopartnent of State 

Broa, John Hdgar Hoover, Dircetoy 

Subjects COMUUNIST PANTY OF AUGTIALTA 

7 The Zollowing, which was made available by sources 
yvaich havo furnished reliabie infornation in ths past, is 
botng brought to your attention as ἃ matter of possible 

OVO. 

During the 2ord Consross of the Coomuist Party of 
tho Soviot Union hold March 29 through Anril 8, 1966, in 
Koscow, Russin, ropresentatives of the Communist Party, OSA 
(CPUS), and tho Comumist Party of Australia (CPA) not 
together. During this mooting,. Richard Dixon, Chaivman of 
the OPA, commented, in essence, ag follows: 

The CPA belicves that the present situation an the 
international communist movencnt dictates augainot holding on 
antormationsl conferonce of commmiat partics at thia tine. 
Tia sotbacks eufferad by tho Conriiniot. Party of Caina (CPC) 
in indonesian and Cuba make at unwise ta consider calling suck 

Me ἃ conference now. Tho CPA aise considers it unwise te ongnro 
in sharp poletics with the CPC at this tino. Towover, the 
CPA doos not. ngrea with tho pooltien.of the Communist Party of 

,, Groat Pritain that an international conference of communist nL 
.°* partiog showkd not be hold at 211. Tho CPA bSTio on that th i ye 

7  %4mo de not wipe for cuch a confarence. DO =k a ΠΥ 55 

x ‘ae CPA has dearned that, when the Communict Party 
Teison 0% How Zonland (CPNZ) moved into the,camy of Commmint China, -° Dehocch 3 Rad about 400 ronbers and aboiits quarter of these opposed 
Wick .. 
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Bureau of Intelligence and, Research 
| Department of State _ 

Director — a ΝΕ : ΒΩ 

this move. George Jackéon, former Chairman of the CENZ, along 
with a number of trade-union Jcaders, résignod from the CPNZ 
and is attempting to form a hew party. This group has 
organized but needs moral support from the CPUSA. . 

τς Regarding the-general. situation in Australia; Dixon ~~ 
commented, in essencé; as follows: . . τ τι 

eo Tho Australian ruling class is.moving toward a_ 
- = Glosey. alliance with the United States; ‘The. influence of. 

the United States is. strong in Australia and.many publica~. 
tions originating i ‘the Untied States aré circulated in 

_- Australia, - 

There, have ‘been two novyoments developing in Australia; . 
- - ,. & Movenerit toward big strikes: arid ari ahtivar movenent against. . 

- ~eonseription,. Since World ΚΣ Australian tradition, held that 
conscripts would not bé sent abroad. In order to implement.a 

- decision to triple the number. of Austalian troops in. Vietnan, . 
the Australian Govérnuent would have to violate this. ‘tradition. ἡ 
‘Polis taken in February, 1966, indicated that over half of the 

τσ Australian people pere opposed to sending constripts abroad, ; 
“ΑΔΒ a Yesult, opposition to the sending of additional Australian ~~~ 
“. troops to Vietnim is growing, τ - - 

2 . ‘These movoments indicate that the Labor Party of == - 
᾿ς Australia may win the noxt election which did ποῦ seem possible 

-. Several months ago, ον ΝΣ 

- Στ᾿ . Because of tho sensitive nature of the sources which ΄ 
Le a ovided the above: information, this communication is classified 

_ “La pirector . τς BY LIAISON . -Central Intelligence Agoncy 
_ ΝΣ ᾿ ? Attention: Deputy Director, Plans. ΤΠ τού) 

i ~ office of Counterintelligence and Security BY LIAISON 
Defense Intelligence Agency Tod Ci . - = | ) ᾿ τι " 



Director 
Bureau ὁ. Intelligence and Research. 
Department. of State 

NOTE: 
. Classified δι ἢ pincé rinsithorazed discldsux6é. - 
of this information, could over! the identity - of the source - 
(CG 5824-8*) who, is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally graye damage- to the Nation. ὁ 
CG. 5824-S* ‘is reférred to as’ "sources" in order to futther 
protect. the identity o£. this valuabie informant. CG 5824-S* 
obtained’ data. while’ on Sdlo Mission 20: to Soviet Union. Data 

- “extracted from Cgairtél 5/11/66 captioned "solo, 15... O," 
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ἃ portion of | 
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dated / δ 66, 

The contents: thersit, vhere pertinent; mst be reported. 
under appropriate captions ing afforded whatever investigative 
attention! ἰδ neceseaty, 

, Disposition of the τοῖς language natertal punted in 
"this comection is set, forth below: | | _ 
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TRANSLATION FROM SPANISH - 

The American University 

OFFICE. OF INVESTIGATION OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS 

Office of the Director 

December 4, 1964 

PROJECT CAMELOT 

Project CAMELOT: is.a study whose purpose’ is. to 
determine the possibility. of developing a general model of 
the social systems to make it possible to predict; and 
politicaily influence significant aspects of the social 
change in developing countries of the world. - 

More specifically, its objectives are} 

First, ‘to devise. procedures: to’ evaluate the 
potential of internal war within national societies; 

‘Second;: ἀρ. identify. with dnereasing dégress of 
‘security, — those actions which:a ‘government ‘can 
“perform: to mitigate: ‘the ‘cénditions Which are- - 2 
indicated: δὲ producing the. potential for internal 
War; and . 

_ Finally, to evaludte. thé possibility: ο΄ 
describing ‘the chardcteristics: of a system to 
Obtain and use the essential information. required 
to. execute the two abova’ objectives. | 

" The: Projact is “understood: as:a three or four-year 
effort, in order to be financed with about 14°million dollars. 

- & year. It depends upon the aid. of. the Arniy and the. Depart- 
ment of Defense and will be directed with the cooperation 
of other government agencies. The plan is to collect a 
‘considerable amount of fundamental information about the land, 
as well as thé extensive use of information already available 
on the social, economic -and political functions. 
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The CANELOT Plan is the result of the interaction 
of numerous factors and forces. Among these, additional 
emphasis has recently. been given to the role of the United 
States Army in the general North American policy to stimulate 
a strong increase and change in the undexdeveloped countries 
of the world. The \numerous programs of the Government 
of the United States aimed to this end, are often united 
under the sometimes deceiving appearance of “counter~insurgency" 
(it would be preferable to use a term which indicatéssprophylaxis 
of insurgency). This gives great importance to the positive - 
actions intended to reduce the forces of discontent which 
often cause the most outstanding | and violent activities of 
a destructive nature. The United Stites Army has an important 
mission in the positive. and construction aspects, of the 
formation of a nation, as well as a responsibility to help 
friendly governments with active insurgency problens. 

Another important, factor is the recognition, at 
the highest levels of defense, of the fact that relatively little 
is known with a high degree of security about the special 
processes which must be tinderstood in order to effectively 
intervene in the problems of insurgency. Within the Army 
there is an effective acceptance of the. need for a better 

᾿ς comprehension of ‘the. methods of social change if the Army 
is going to discharge its responsibilities. in the entire 
-counter-insurgéncy program of the Government of the United 
States. Of considerable importance 25. ἃ series of recent 
reports which deal with the problem of national security. 
and potential contributions which gocial science. could lend .. . 
to, the salutidn of these problems. One of these reports 
was published by a committed of the investigation igroup: of 
the Smithsonian Instituté, under the title "Social Science 
ReSéarch and National Security;" edited by Kthiel de Sola 
Pool. Another report 18 a volume on the transactions:of a - 
seminary! ‘The U.S. Army's Limited-War Missions and Sockal 
Science. Research:'* These Acts were published.in 1962 by 
the Office of Investigation of Special Operations of the. ay 
American University: a , a 

“4 4 

Project CAMELOT will he a nuitiedisciplined effort. 
It will be directed jointly by the Soro Organization and the 
strict collaboration of Universities and other institutions. — 
of investigation, within thé United States and abroad, The 
first months of work will be dedicated to polishing up the 
plan of investigation, and identification of the methodol~ 
ogical problems of the, investigation and its nature. This 
will contribute to the articulation of all parts: ‘of the 
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Project, up to the set objectives. The first participants 
in the Project will therefore have the untisual opportunity 
of contributing to the delineation of the investigation . 
programs and also of taking part in an orientation scheduled 
for the summer of 1965. This orientation, in, which the 
principle scientists of the country will take part, will 
consider the revision of plans for the immediate future and 
an analysis of the long-term goals and project plans. 
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_PRANBLATOR*S NOTE: Page 1 and 2 of the report are missing, 
and’ the text, picks up on Page 3 with:- 

- ᾿ 

‘and shhypophésés, ‘because the Aged for the collection of 
information, and methods to compile it has already been defined. 
In-a limited way, we consider the real specification of the 
exigencies of the collection of data as the vitimate goal of 
thezinvestigation. Nevertheless, this. text contains specifi- 
pation of the theoretical considerations as well as the 
hypotheses, so that the polishing up ¢cati becdone within the 
Gontext of considerations. It would: be useless to. speak of 
the need for data apart fron the theoretical context. It is 
this context which gives unity to the plan. and permits its: 
scientific evaluation. The first two conponents of the plan 
of investigation constitute the. model. As part of the 
investigation plan we are considering. a séries of models of 
processes of, internal conflict, such ‘3s specific. détermination 
of the basic: elements of the conflict.. For our purposes, we 
consider a model an abstraction of the reality for the 

ἡ purposes of simplification and analysis. The essence of the 
ἢ Iterative process, of: refinement which is. basic to. the Camelot 

Pian,, is found in the. successive verification of the results 
of ‘the. model with ‘the results of the real world. We shall 
look for explicit propositions of theoretical and defining 
puppositions, as well as.a group of logical, interrelated,. 
consistent and exhaustive hypotheses. which define the system 
of the model world, Through the experience of previous -__ 
axperinents,. we are convinced. that: a relatively. ‘sinple model 
will not. δὰ adequate, It was never claimed to be. There 
were, valuable contributions to cover the ‘possibility of 

; three ov four systems of variables. But more is. needed. 

Therefore, We are now working on what has been 
called the "théoretical-limit approach.” That is, we are 
considering a series of intérrelated models of internal 
conflict, stich that the resulting requirements for data will 
not greatly limit the scope of possible analysis. Frequently 
a single- investigator or ἃ small group, due to the limitations | 

_ of résources and tine, must limit thénselves to. work with a 
single model for thé verification. ἡ 

Project Canelot has set for itself the difficult 
‘goal of uniting comparative structured and outlined data 
which will permit the testing of various models, including 
some which have not yet been developed, 
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This concept of a unit of models may be graphically 
represented by a list or a unit of requirements for variables 
with specific models which use a special sub-group. Many 
of Lone se ubagToups contain significant numbers of the samo 
variables, (the total cost of.testing additional models is 
not cumulative (TRANSLATOR'S NOTE: believed to mean unit 
cost averaging). 

Unit. of Variables: ar 
1. 

Ze ἐς . . Yodel ἃ 

SB. = ἌΝ . - Model C 

4. Model B 

Se 

oa Model m 

We are convinced that such an approach in the 
construction of the model for the project has in its entirety 
a greater probability of producing a useful product than 
delivering the resources of the project initially for a single 
model-sfor example,.the refined. and amplified version of the 
Wolf Model in Appendix Ὁ. We are working with this type of 
model, but at this time it would be irresponsible to entrust 
the entire project to this model. Of course, it is possible - 
that previous tests and the polishing up of the plan; from 
now until September 1, will in fact reduce the need of data 
to the specifications of one or two models, Nevertheless, . 
it now seems that even if there ig a considerable. reduction; * 
the need of data will permit the testing of various models; 

At the present time, the plan detracts - * importance 
fron two important factors which, in the coming months, will 
receive preferential ‘attention. These factors are the real 
problens of collecting data and the specific procedures for 
testing anuanalysis. In the first quarter of the work; emphasis: 
Was given to the specification and derivation of the raquirenents 
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for data. Nevertheless, the interest in these two factors 
has been implicit in every decision. The top director of 
the project has had considerable experience in these areas, ~ 
which are supplied Girectly from the specifidation of the. 
reqduirenents for data. 

The project's emphasis on the express compilation 
-of comparative data is approaching the horder of the 
methodologyof social science. In recent years, considerable. 
experience has been gained in the cultural inquiries, such as 
the one which provides a solid base for the development of 
conparabie instruments. for our inquiries. We are obtaining 
and supporting work which deals with standardizing the results 
of the inquiry, analysis of the contents atid opinion of the 
@xpert. Such work is. critical for the Camelot Plan while 
we develop procedures of collection to assure that the data 
is. comparable not only within the studies of the analytic 
case or social systems, but also comparable among themselves:, 

'  - The Second factor refers to the detailed and explicit 
plan of analysis. in the project, The analysis is implicit 
in the form of particular hypotheses and types of. gathered: 
data. Although in this report, little attention has: been: 
given to the analysis, it is very important. In addition 

_~ to the most standardized forms of statistical analysis used 
_in social investigation, we are seriously looking into the 
use of operational technidues..of investigation, techniques’ 
of simulation, analysis of the contents of the machines. and 

εν new types ΟΣ analysis for the data ‘of the inquiries. So far, 
the investigation of these techniques has énphasized the: 
inférences for the. coliection of data--that is, what new 
types and forms of data: are needed for these kinds of analytical 
techniqués. Before. beginning; onvSeptember 1, the collecting 
of a large ‘ariount of data; these analytical processes will 
have been: :sttidied in detail. Nevertheless, one may be. confident 
that ‘the approach of the Camelot Plan~-to be as. scientific | 7 
and quatititative ‘as possiblé~-cxplicitly conditions. the ‘type . 
of analytical. techniques which have to be useds Ὑπὸ purposed 
‘Of the:Camelot. Plan is ta determine all that can ‘be. scien= 
tifically said of the Objectives of the ‘project, and not all 
that can be said in: ‘general. 

II. THE SCIENTIFIC. CONTENT OF THE CAMELOT PLAN 

‘In the last decade, there has ‘been a great advance 
in science, within the social. sclénces.. The development of 
techniques and theories, as well as a notable increase in, 

- 9.» 
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experience, has created an intellectual atmosphere in which. 
one can hope for the realization of a project. of the magnitude. 
and scope of Camelot. While scientific investigation on the 

᾿ internal war as such has been limited, there have been 
signifigant advances.in the investigation of attitudes, 
simulation, ability, use. of data, and. in such inportant areas 
as behavior in voting, analysis of power, legislative conduct. 
‘These steps forward in both ‘substantive areas, added to the 
collection of data and the analytical techniques, provide an 
inportant source}} of experience and basic scientific knowledge 
in which the Camelot Plan. is based, ‘A large part of this 
recent work is being published, owing to the delay--which has 
been for at least five yearss=between the. beginning of the 
investigation, plan and its publication. Nevertheless, we dre 
in contact with most of this, non=published work. Although ° 
much of. this work is not fully published outside scientific 
circles, because of the past and because many times there is 
not a complete discussion of the methods and:practical, 
experience: in- ‘publications, it is this unit of knowledge . 
which will be applied in the Camelot Project. , 

During World War Il, “thie géverniient mobilized. the 
ton. talent in the country in: social science investigation. 
Until a short time ago, the ‘government allowed these talents 
to be. concentrated. in. other areas of interests. and: other 
types. of governmént problems. Now that the government has 

_ professed its interest, through thé Canélot Plan and other 
prograns, ‘the, body. of: invertigators. in the social sciences, 
-is responding. The only problem-is in, thé: extensive 
- commitments which these: scientists must make and’ the -time 
“yequired to free them from the commitments. There is no 
matte of the interest: which this community has for. the. 
Matter « 

As stated above,’ it, is, δῇ, obligation of the Camelot _ 
Plan. to investigate ‘all which can be- Sabdiinta*sclentizic 
forn. At does: not matter how brilliant, and’ intuitive and 
plucky fanalysis. hay be; if it does not: directly contribute 
to the accumulation of scientific knowledge on the: proklens. 
of interngl conflict and to. the effects which government 
actions have.on it; Therefore, the majority Δὲ the. data: 
will be handled quantitatively. The most basic form of 
quantitation introduces a dichotomy of the data. While: it 
is hoped that the gathered information will permit a more. 
sophisticated transformation in the quantified forms, there 
“Wilt be casés in which this will not happen. In. most cases, — 
| the level of ordinal measurement is desired. Of course ; one 
‘must recognize that such procedures may ς eDiminates the 
i | Significance or the usefulness of some of “the data, We must 
know to what extent. In the context of the scientific 

- 10 = 
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approach, the work in Camelot Plan has been planned in such 
ἃ Way that if other investigators accepted the premises ». 
definitions and necessary information, the. data which they 
would obtain on the land would be the game ag that. of the 
“Camelot Plan, with a certain margin of error; Furthermore, 
if these investigators.dccepted the hypotheses of the Camelot 
Plan and tested then, ‘the results. ‘would be the same, and, - = 

- when their predictions confronted the real. world, the corre= 
spoadence would be similar. This is the purpose of the 
Camelot Plan. We shall hold in abeyance what can be 
‘scientifically saidabout the objectives,. because once the 
investigation is terminated; it will be said with a known . . 
degree of ‘secilrity. 

| YL. would be: unwise to exaggerate in ‘presenting ἃ | 
plan such, as Camelot, even with the poténtial of an important 6δ}Ὺ᾽ΓἙἘ. 
attack on a fundamental problem. The top ‘leader of the 
project recognizes well the. pitfals s and dangers of such 
an undertaking,. but he is alse aware that only an undertaking 
like Project Camelot has a large probability of success 
over less scientifically organized ‘proposals. As the project 
gets under way, it. will beconie more and more important that. 
the type of work and. the naturalnéss. ‘of the discoveries be. 
communicated precisely to the Investigation Center. The ᾿ 
success of the project depends upon ‘the correctly received. _ 
communication of intentions, plans: and discoveries. Itiis 
our responsibility to conmunicate in an exact and: effective 
way and to neither underestinate nor ’ overestimate thé 

«- i] - | 
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ROUTE IN ENY SLOPE 
iN (9) 100. 450091 BY LIAYSON 

} 1 ~ Wannall 
τς ; 1 ~ Liaison 

- Pate: ay 24, 1966 i = Mastrovich 

To: Director 
- Bureau of intelligence nnd Rescarch 
Depnriment of State ες \ ( 
a ᾿ Yr] b f - , τὰ ἃ Ye ὦ ‘ - | εὐ : 

fron: John πάσαν Hoover, Director Mh 

Subject: | BUOPLE's VANGUARD PANTY oF costa. nica 7 

Tho Zollowing intornation provided. by 2 sources: 
which has furnished rdlinble information in tho past is 
boing brought to your attention as A viatter of possible 

erost. 

During the cours of the 23rd Coneress of the 
Comnunist Party of the Soviet Union held in Hoscow, Russia, 
Harch 29 through Aprii,8, 1966, the fraternal doleration 2ror 
the Péople's Vanguard Party of Costa Rica personally aelivorcd 
‘the folloying conmunication, to 8 repres sentative: ΟΥ̓ tho a 

τς Communist Party, USA (CPUSA): - 7. 

"To the Central Committos of tho Comiunist Party of tha - ΕΣ 
United States | co 

τ 

\) "Dear Cosirades: 

"On June 16 of this yoar, tho: Harsict~Loninist 
Party of the working class of Coste Rica, the Poopic's 

rn” Y¥anguard, will. cclebrate its 35th anniversary. During the . 
| current year, many activitics Will, take place to. cclobrate 

+ this anniversary. These activities will include tho cane. 
3 paign to tepead the second part of Article 93 of tho Political 

Constitution which outlaws the activities of the Party. (fhe 
Poopie's Vancuard Party was made illegal during the 1948 Civil 

olen. War ond at the boginning of -the Cold. War unieasked by in~ 
DeLooch - == rperdaltste ὋΝ tha ‘world senie.) - 
MODE cans metetee inn 

Caspet mace 
Calleh 4 

Ce = Nay =P iB pol 
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Diractor 

Bureau of Intelligence and Rosearch 
Department. of. State 

ee event of greatest, significance and rolovatica: 7 
with which the people will ‘celebrate this 35th anhiversary 
igs the confirmation of the 10th Regulay Congress of the 
People! 8 Vanguard Party, 

"The agenda for. this cerenony will be: 

- Me, An dinlysid of thé intemnstioial, and ‘jadtionai 
political situation and their ‘prospects, 

Mb, Approval of the report on the activities, oF 
ἢ the Central Committee sincd the provious Congress; | 

Ng, Auendnents to the- by~Laws, 

πᾷς Convodation: of 2 special + Nagfonal Corigvess to - 
a approve the holy progran; and_ 

4 

᾿Ξ tig, Biéction of ths. Contited. Committee, 

"Surely, the fraternal voice of thé ‘Conmminist and 
-tiorkera? Parties, joined in solidarity, will ‘ba 8 exdat. 
stimulus fox: ‘the conmunists: atid patviotd. in. Costa Ridn. ii 

τον their struggie, | Th will enhance. "the offdctiveness. of tho - 
LOth Congress and Help toward Steaming Legal recognition 
of the > Party. 

tin particular; ‘it would -be. most. stimulating for 
us. to let the pdopla hear & message From, your Party; paket 
message Would make a substantial contribution to the tacit 
‘of ‘peanging our. Teapactave. peoples ‘closer togethers 

Ε 

fat very fraternal vepards, + 

USA, Mora . 

“Seeretary General — 
on. behalf of the Contzal 

ee Ν Committee" 



- Director - 

᾿ Department of Stato. 
Bureau of Intelligence and Rebearel, 

Ξ 

In “connection with. sending a mossage of greating,. 
_ 28. 5 Héquested above by the CPUSA, the following confidential  _ 
ailing addrésa-for the Peoplo's Vanguard Party of Costa Rica 

. wast provided: 

τος ΤΟ Madaredss ΝΥ οὐ τ 
ΝΞ “ir, dunn Rodtdguoz 9° τ 

᾿ | Post ‘Office Box 4665 
San Jose; Costa Rica. ' 
Central Aniorica” ce ΤΠ - 

a ᾿ ‘Because of the sensitive. nature of the ‘gource which. ἐς 
Γυώωονος τὰ information, this. communication is classified ᾿ 

i , ‘Dixéctor - 7 ΒΥ ΤΑΊ 
-  Ὁοἠεχ latelLigerice Agency ᾿- ie. a oy 

Ὁ 7 | | Attention: Depiity Director, Plans 1 “ἢ 

- 

“NOTE: 
~ Classified - Repo ince unauthorized disclosure .- ἢ 

ΟΣ ‘this information could reveal the identity of the source - 
(CG. 5824+8*) who 18. of continuing value and such revelation could: . 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Source — - 
obtained thig information while on. Solo Hission 20 in the ᾿ 
Soviet Union and other. ‘communist countries from’ 3/18/66 to 
“4/25/66, Data extracted from Caairtel 9/13/66 captioned 

~ - "Solo, “18 - Cv 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
BY LYAISOT 

LR, W, Smith: 
1, ~ Liaison 

Po: Dircetor. 1 - Hastrovich. 
Euroou of Intolhicéned and Reboaxichs 
Departrent af State . 

Brour- - John Ldgar Leaver, Director | - οὐ i: 

Subject: ΟΣ ΤΩΣ PANTY OF CZECHOCLOVARIA rs 49 Mh 

. The following information provided. by ἃ soureo 
whic has fumikstied xolidble information in the past ia 
boing brought to you ntiention ag a mattor of possibic 
dnt Orent « 

At tho present tind tho Cxechablovak Socialist + 
Republic, Ἢ londlocked countzy, Ja engogod in the ercation _ 
of αὶ morchont mavine Flect whieh 222 operate under the 
Zing of Czochoslovakia, Now ships aro boang tuske vhd 

_ others wild bo acquired for this. ficot. Tho Government 
of Caochnoslovakin pinnae to operate this ‘morebant marina 
ficot from Zonsod bases Located in tho Gorzidn. Denocratic 

- Republic and an tho Boelaliot Pedoraz Nopublic of YusosZavia. 
By operating froa these two bases, tho Eaitic and Adriatic 
mere tha eo to τον cid ees ee feole £6 wiih havo... 

¥ nccoss to world ‘trade areas. - 

EX-108 gee δ 100-42.304)- ny 56 1966 ΄' Tho main readon giver ὁ “yopresentativen of Sens 
Commubist Party of Cocchodlovakia for the ontablisimont of  - 
this merchant marine fleet ‘was that i¢ would ba cheapo For 
Czechoolovakin to oparata ita ova flcet of ships and thus, 
cut down tho outflow of hard currency for tho charterinr of 
Zoroign voinola ‘ta carry Czechoslovak: goods. This, tha 
Governnent of Ccochoslovitin wil2 bo faced with Lows: 
esononic problens in thisirerard, In. addition, the 

Totson τ Szechosiavals morchant: parino Shoot can ‘ond: pati be utanioda vi Wen 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Recearct 
Department of ‘State 

τὸ transport nftitary equ auipien, guns, tanks and so forth 
to other couttries. In this regard, by using Czechoslovak. 
flagships, it will be possible to deliver sich material nore 
efficiently, with greater security and léss eet ‘of 
enbarrassnont. to the ‘Government of Czechoslovakia. 

Because. of the sonsitive naturo. of the sdurce. witch 
mada Sls information availdbie, this, ootmunication is Clapsi« 

ο 

ἅ © Director BY LIAISON © 
Céntral Intelligencs Agency 

- Attention: Deputy Director, Plens 

1 «Office of Cointorintoiligencd and ‘Soourity BY LIAISON ¢/ 3 
: Defonsea Intelligence Agéncy ; ‘ 

NOTE: 
.. Classified popes! since data reported could 

_Yeasonably result in the idéntification of the Source (CG βορὰ ρος ΙΝ 
who is of continuing value and such reyelation, could result in 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Information extracted 
from CGairtel 5/11/66 captioned “Solo, IS ~ C," which. discloses 
that CG 5824~S* obtained: this information while attending the _ 
23rd Congress of the CPSU held 3/29-4/8/66 in Moscow, Russia. 
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in the past have furnishéd the following concerning: the 

ROUTE. IN ENVELOPE 

- - i Liaison 
. ee. ry ~ ν 1 ~ RCPutnam 

Date: ay ὅδ, 1966 OS, lo δ ᾿ 

‘To: Diredcter , ᾿ oe ᾿ 
‘Bareau of Intelligencd and Research 
' Departnent: of ‘State . ἢ 

‘Fron? Schn Edgar Hoover, Dircetor \ γι" why 
- " ' σ᾿ 1 44 - 

Subject: ὉΟΉΜΗΝΘ PanTy OF Ἰ5ΗΛΕΙ,. οὖ Ae _ 
hr 

Sources which have stipplied réliable information 

a 

Commmist Party of IsraeL (CPI). 

. While attending ‘the 23rd Congress of the Communist 
party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) in Moscow, Russia, Harch 29 
through ἘΝ 8, 1966, representatives of the Coumubist — 
Party, USA {CPUSA), attended a sories of.conferences. regard~ Ὁ 
ing ‘the CPZ. Yn one such coiferonee (First Name Unknown) , 

‘Malianoy,. Chie? of. the: sectién handling CPI affairs for. the 

a 
“Talson , 
DeLeach = 
Mohr 
Wick » 
Casper 

. Colichon 
_ Conrad 

Felt 
Gale 

Roses 

International Departnent of the Central: Comittee of the - - . . 
CPSU, commented, in essence, as follows: ' 

‘The CPI is. ἀλνλάδᾷά into two: Laetions. ‘One is. the 
CPL (pro-Israel) 3 frequently roféerred to as the "Hikunis ὦ 
Sneh Group!" whose Leaders are Sammoel. Mikunis, General 
Secretary, ‘and Moshe Snch, member of the Political Burenu,- 
CPI (pro-iszacl)... The second faction is the CPE (pro-Arab) , : 
frequently roferred to as the "Vilner « Toubi: Group? ‘headed - 
‘by Heir Vilnor, Secretary of the Political Bureau, an 
Tawiiq Toubi, menbox “ETB the Po Tee eee b ay LPS, as eS 

δι “- ὃ. 
There is no Sees as Hetweon these allie as & 

as the international communist moverient 4g concerned, Bofore 
the spit “tlie position of the CPY called for the return of 
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Tavel 
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Director _ 
Bureau of intelligerice and Reséaych. 
Department of State 

Ὡς, pefugeds- in the territory of Palestine to their foimerx place 
ΟΣ ‘abode or to compensate them for their dislocation. Now 
the CPI (pro-Israel) hoids that. this solution is inpossible 
Bince most .of.that land is accupied by Jewish workers and _ 
farmera, and the. CPL (prosIsrdel) ‘must defend the rights of 
‘these Jewish people.. ‘Thus, the cpr (pro-Israél) has departed 
ἔχοι ἃ class bogition and assumed a nationdlist Posttions 

mh ae 

‘get clases. to the: soviet talon The CPSU gees no way of 
normalizing relations between Israel and the Soviet. Union 
until Zsraei- changés its aggressive.policies toward, the 
Arabs, A recent meotiiig with Israel's. Foreign Minister, 

pO Abba Eban,; gave no indication of such ὃ. change, But: the 
Soviet Union: is. trying to improve relations. by sending 
cultural peopis,, artists .and others, to Israel. 

When. both factions of thé opt were recelyed by the 
Céntral Committee of ‘the cpst. {date not indicated), they werd 
informed ‘the: spit ‘in the CPI ‘was Unfortunate, ind could affect 
“other communist parties, They wére told to restore unity. in 
“the CPI. They promised to. stop public: polemics incthe ©... = 

τ ‘Knesset (israeli Parliament) and in youth, womer and #riende 
ship. societies, However; they did not. As a result of the ~~ 
split; both. sides lost. votes in the: Yaraeli élections (date 
not indicated) ;: 

A wttiitdd delegation from: the: CPL Was invited to ᾿ς 
the 23rd Congréss of the OPSU but did. not come ad such; * 
Prior to leaving. Tel ‘Aviv, Istael, Mikunis, of the CPI 
(proeIsrael) faction; talked to Mrs; Golda Meir, forex τς 
Foreign Ministées of isvael who. did so much to aggravate -- ~ 

. Féelations between Israel aiid the Soviet Union.. The Εν 8914, 
press reported she asked Mikunis ‘to take. up the statis ὁ of 
Jews in the Soviet Union with theCoPsu, 

The consolidation of the éountry of isradl is an 
-geconplished fact but; United States imperialists and Zionists 
are interfering in Israeli affairs, Dr. Nahtin Goldman, head 
of ‘thé World Jewish Congress.:and President of ‘thé. World 7 



" Zionist Movement, acts ag if ho xuns the Foreign dffics of” 

_ World Congress of Jews. Dr. Goldman asked that a delogation 

to Romania froin. Isvacki because they do not: have jobs and. ᾿" ---. 

saw MAO Tsae~tung, Chairman of the Communist Party of China, 

_-the Arab refugeo camps can be climinated by ‘training the 

--OP¥ (prowArab) faction, spoke to represetitatives. of the 
CPUSA, Tha essences of his romarks was. as follows! 

. hecause it causcyconfusion in other dommunist poyvties, The 

-- ΟΣ peace with the Arabs lies in ctitting Israél's tids with - 

the major countries, the Jews will not be saved by Isracl. | 

Director ΝΣ τ τ τ τ " Bureau of Intelligence and Research ee | 
Bepartment, of State τὸς 

Israel. Fox example, in August, 1966, there will be a So 

fron the Soviet Union attend. this Congress: The Sovidt Union 
planned to sénd a religious delegation,. but Goldman rojected 
this offer, The proparation of another typo of. delegation. 
will be difficult since thére is no Jewish community in the - 
Soviet Union, , ᾿ - ᾿ 

.. ....., Fhe- βονλοῦ Union ia aware that things ara not perrdct 
in Israél, in 1965, 1,700 Jews left the Soviet Union to. sottle: 
in Israel. ‘Se far; 100 have returned, some returning as 
tourists just to get. back ta the Soviet Union, There ard — 
27,000: Romonian Jews under the age’ of 25 who want to. return 

cannot. speak Hebrow, If is aldo Known, that, the head of the "--Ὁ 
Palestine xetugeas, an extremist, went to Poking, China, and . “- 

MAQ could not. understand why the Arabs, who vastly outnumber 
the Jews, do not destroy the country of Israel, This ig not — 
the attitude of the Soviet. Uniens Tho Soviet Union believes - 

refugees ahd building: plants whero they can obtain jobs, os τι 

At. ἃ subscatient heoting Meir Vilnor, “icadér of the 

a The CPE (pro~Arab) Paction-does. fot recognize the - = - 
existence of two factions of the CPI; The CPI (pro=Arab) = 
has a majority of the-CPI membership, It opposes the ‘split. 

CPI (provArab) faction beliaves the solution to tho question — 

imporiniism, ‘The oxistence. of the Jews. does: not depénd upon 
Israel. If tha imporialists make jar or there is fascism in 

"stn regard to the: Tri#Continental Congress held in 
Havana; Cubs; in January, 1966, the CPY (pro-Israel) faction 
opposed this conference in total « Tho CPX (prosArab) faction 
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would condenn énily that part of the resolution of thig 
Congress which calig for the elimination of Isracl as ἃ 
state, Tho CPE (pro«Arab) faction supports the main anti= 
imperialist content of the Congress, 

Subsdquontiy, Sanucl Mikunis, leader of the CPE 
(erocToracl) faction; talked with representatives of the. 
CPUSA. Tho essence of- his Yotlaxks was as follows: - 

_ The split in tid ΟἿΣ oxista because of Arab attacks. 
. On the oxistonce of the country of Isracl. Gamal Abdel Naseer, 
Presidont of the United Arab.Ropublic, and othors say that war 
with Israel tis inovitable to destroy the country of Isradl. 

_ The CRY cannot ask the people of Ysrael to support it if the 
_ CPL secks to work with thosé who would deatroy their country, 

The factions ‘in the CPI yere invited to: the- 
23rd Congress of the CPSU ag individuals. ‘Thoro was no 
agreenont to appear vs one delegation, The CPSU-will not . 
Yecoghize the split in the CPI, although itis well known. 
the split oxists. The CPI (pro-frab) faction is favored by 
the CPSU heciiuse. the CPSU cannot give the impression that.” 

: if favors: Israck over. the Arabs, 

Roproséntatives of the eeuga invited both, factions. 
of ‘the CPI to sond delegations to tha 18th Nationd2 Convontion 
of tha CPUSA scheduled fox June 22 through 26, 1966, in. . 
‘New York, Now York. 

Bocause of the ponsitive ἐλίυχο. of the sources 
which Te the above information ; » this communication 
as classifica ' Ὁ 

_ ἃ « Director — “BY LIALSON 
| Central Intolligenca Agency 

"Attention: © Peptity Director, Plans 



Director ᾿ 

"ν 

a 

Buréau of Intelligence and Research 
~Pepartment ‘of ‘State. 

NOTE = 
Classified στ ΠΕ since’ unauthorized disclosure 

of this: information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of contintiing value arid such régelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to: the Nation. 
CG 5824~9* is referred to as "sources" in. order to further 
protect. thé identity of this valuable informant, Information, 
extractdd from CGairtels 5/6/66, 5/9/66 &. 5/10/66, all captioned 
"Solo, IS = ¢." 
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ROOTE IN ENVELOPE 

k " ΜῈ - a ea 
-Ὦ .«" τ ~ ™ 

(15) 100-425092 " ᾿ BY LIAISON - ᾿ _ 

: a «- Cotter 

Date: May 20, 1966 | _ ΤΙΣ Mastrovich 
To: Director, . | ; ΕΝ Eurcau of intellicence and Nesearch 

i Pepartnent of State \ 

From: . John edrar Hoover, Director: yt " 7 oh 7 _— 
_ Subject: commmersr panty oF cuits (py At? | 

7 _ he following information furmished by ἃ source — 
which has: supplied reliable information in the. past ἀπ. 

. poking brought: to: your attention as a matter of possible 
erest.. ᾿ 

. _,_,i0 April, 1966, leadors of the. Communist Party of 
the ‘Soviet Union (CPSU) made ἀξ Inioun ‘to. tha leadership of 
other communist parties with whon they have had close cone 
‘tact, that the Communist Party of China (CPC) was ‘xeportedly . 
planning to stage an international gathering of-comunists Ὁ 
in the near future. It-was reported that. this international 
gathering would take place in some. world capital, probably 
Peking, China. | ᾿ 

_ The CPsv lenders. further advised that the CPC. vas: 
attempting to gathor all of its “fricnds" fron as many 

᾿ς eountries as possible. Tlie CPC would refer to osch group 
᾿ | ΟΣ “Exedonds" ag καὶ "Communist Party," regardloss of how. 26. 
i adndividuals:vora in the group, The CPC yould-thon, in.an _ 
. Ae effort to counteract the 23rd-Congress of' the. CPSU, announce _ - 

with great fonfaro and publicity that this international. σῷ ia gathering included ἃ largo nunbor of Sau ΩΣ 5 “AC 

| ‘The ors ag sive odaaldoeea tile gathoring hold 
| on April.9 «20, 1906, in Auckland, Now Zoaland, to bo the 
‘olson ος δας Of this Chinoso plan. This .gathoring in New Zealand 

Ῥεῖ σας. ᾿ 
Mohr — 

. 
f | ; 

Casper ΤΈΤΣΣΟ Paar ἣν 
--" δ ς (‘ 

δου ρα NIM pal ° } a re 
ve | 

o—— Ὁ ὺ - -PAGE2) γῇ 
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ἮΝ | 
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NOTE: 

Director 
Bureau :of intelligence ‘and Research 
Department of State 

"was ἃ jtotel failure since it was a snail, ineffectual group- 
ing. of Communist garty representatives from China, Albania, 
Belgium, Australia and New Zealand. 

Thé CPSU advised the leadérs' of other communist: 
pairtidg 80 they would hot be Vunprépared™ should the CPo 
make such δὴ announcement. ~ 

Because of the sérisitive. ridituire. of the soivee which 
made this info: ἔλθη Available, this communication 1s’ olaaée 

Lm Dixector’ Y: LIAISON 
Gontral Intelligences Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans τ . 
Classified ‘gop {Ὁ gince usauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity. of the source 
(CG. 5824-8*)- who. is. of continuing value and- such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave ‘damage. tothe Nation. 
‘Source obtained this information while on the 20th Solo Mission. 
in the. Soviet Union, 3/8/66 to 4/25/66. Data extracted. from, 
CGairtel 5/12/66, captioned "Solo, IS ~ Cc." . 



Γ TRECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY ὈΒΈΤΖΈΙΡΕΒΕ Ἔ ΒΕΕΣ 

FET AUTOMATIC ΡΕΓΤΑΘΤΕΙΤΡΕΈΤΗΒ ὈΠΙΒΕ 

ἡ ΤῈ OSL a-2OLe 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE . 
_——~— ΒΚ LIAISON 

So h » 

in (18) 200-428092 

. i - Branigan Data: Way 23, 22866 NL ὁ ΠΖἝηἬΘὍὃὅΣὅΗΟ. 1 - Cotter 
wi 1 = Liaison ἴος Director 1 =. RCPuthan Bureau of Intelligones and Research, 

Departmont of State. , . 4 
ν 

Fronts: John Edmay. Hoover, Diractor ras “ A 

Subject: COMMgrsT PANTY OF GIEAT DRITAIN 
* 

Sources ‘which havo supplied roliablé. information in 
the past have furnished tho Loliowing information regarding 
the attitude of John Gollan, Genoral Secretary of the 
Communist Party of Great. Britain (CPGB), toward the 
23rd Courress of thé Comunist. Party of tho Sovict Union 
(CPSU) and the attitude of the CPGB toward the intornationaL 
communint novenont. 

in April , 1966, John Gollan talked to representatives 
of the Comunist Party, USA (CPUSA),; During this cenverssition 
Gollan is reported to have comonted, in essence, ag follows: 

After the 23rd Congresd of ‘tho CPSU, held Harch 29° 
through April 8,. 1066, in Noccow, Russin, Gollan had a private Ff, 
neotine with three officials of the CPSU. ‘Shes officiais : 
were Hikhalt Suclov and Alol:sandr Shelopin, menhorg. of the. 
Politburo of the CPSU, and Loris Potomarey, a Secretory of - 
the Central Comittee of the CPSU. As. a romtliiof his, 
attondenee at the 23rd Congress of the CPSU and his tok. vith 

| these Soviot officiais, Gollan any thd Zolioving gonclusions;s ai 

ae Ἐκ "3 ὍΘΕΝ ΠΕΣ 35 6 ὃν» 

Tho LWBra Conwrdss oF RE ΙΝ 
arranged rally since τὸ ronk discussion took pisces 
‘onzy decent accomplisheent of the Congresda was the developing 
of ‘ndditional, capport for thé Soviet. position οὐ Vietnam as. 

πὶ opposed to the more aggressive position of the Communit Part 
Deck Of Chinn, Tho CPSU has taken stops back toward "Stalinisn" 
Mohs rather than in the direction of denocracy and more Liboral 
a Snternal controls in the: Soviet Union... 
Conrad ,. 5 . - : 

Felt ποτ ιν νὸς z ἜΣ << " 
___RCP:pah yy ᾿ 
_ ἃ 

TONE ετονυ,,, 
Tete. Room Hole call ῃ Sa abe TELETYPE unit] 
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Director: 
Bureau of Intelligencd and: Résearch- a 
Dopartuent of State - 

ae Golfan stated. that Aleksandr Shelepin. took no ‘part. 
in the meeting with him unless asked ἃ question. Therefore, 
Gollan, who conside#a Shelepin to: be stupid, surmised that _ 
the leadership of the CPSU sent Shelepin to the mecting with 

- him to watch Mikhail Suslov to make sure Suslov. did not make 
any compromises with Gollan. ΝΞ ΕΞ 

ΝΞ Gollan also commented on tho- attitude of the CPGB 
" toward. the international communist movémént, He: indicated 
that the CPGB wag not interested in developing closer tics. 
with other Europeah communist parties and, ih fact, was 
décreasing contact-with such parties. to δ᾿ greater and greater 
extent. ‘The, CPGB Will maintain some contact with these parties. 
but sees: no point in sending représentatives to gatherings of 

- the European parties bécause the big parties monopolize the 
_ .proveedings and push the smaller parties into ‘the background, . 

The CPGB also bolievés there should tiot- be a world-wide con~ 
ference of communist parties unless there is unanimity in the - 
international communist, riovement. : a 

; . Gollsnh indicated that the PGB had récéived an 
invitation to sénd ἃ fraternal delegate to the 18th National © 

| ‘Convention of the CPUSA.and. he wants to be that delegate. -. 
“Gollan, expressed ἃ desire fo addtess the National Convention 

_ of the CPUSA in order that he might win some members of the ~~ 
- EUSA to his position on the problems facing the intérnational — 
communist movement, Gollan stated that he would agree to - τα 
almost. any condition thé United States Govérnnent would: estab | 
lish in regard to his entry into the United States in order 
‘to address the 18th Notiohal Convention ΟΣ. the CPUSA, 

_, , , Beéause of the ‘sensitiye natiire of thé sources which 
mo furnsghes the ghove information, this. communication is classi-«~ 

fie ec " . 

“6 Divectéx τ ἘΥ͂ LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Doputy pirector, Plana OW, 
+. 



Director a - - 
᾿ Bureau of Intelligence and Research | 

Department of State Ν 

NOTE + 

τος ~ Classified “fe“Brewet-since unauthorized distlosuré ; 
of this information could reyeal the identity of the source «,_ 
(CG. 5824S) who is of continuing valtie and such revelation 
could. result. in éxceptionally grave damage. to the. Nation, 
CG 5824@S* is referred ‘to as “sources” in order. to further 
protect the identity of this valuable informant. CG 5824-s* 

: obtained this information ata ‘meeting between Gollan pnd the 
ΝΣ CPUSA delegation to the. 23rd Congress. of the CPSU in Moscow. | 
ες ‘Data extracted from. CGairtel 5/12/66 captioned "Solo, IS & ¢," 
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ears Oo | 
ROUTE IN ENy.OPE 

Date: 5/23/66 i 

. Transmit the following in ως . ΜΝ + [ 

| (Type in plaintext or'code) ἡ | | 

4 Vig AERTEL Ὁ Sot 
oes Priority) ~ να 

Μη TO. : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ᾿ of ly. 

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (184-46 Sub B) Mes ! 

SUBJE _—_ ᾿ — 
Ν oF a 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies, 
and for the New York Office one copy, of informant's naw? 
Statements captioned "SHOWING OF NATIONAL LIBERATION FRONT a” Oy ia : 
‘OF SOUTH VIETNAM FILM, MOSCOW,. MARCH - APRIL, 1966; (, 
MEETING IN MOSCOW, MARCH 28, i966, OF COMMUNIST PARTY, 
USA FRATERNAL DELEGATION WITH REPRESENTATIVE OF COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION; CONTACT WITH ZENON KLISZKO, 
DELEGATE OF POLISH UNITED WORKERS PARTY, TO XXIII CONGRESS; “| 
LOUIS WEINSTOCK,” 

The information set forth in the enclosed 
informant's statements was orally furnished on 4/25, 26 
and 5/2/66. by. CG 5824-S* to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and 
WALTER A. BOYLE: 

bs got ep ath Bose 
Bureau (Enc: 19) (RM) 

1 + New York ( 134637) (Enclis. 4) (RM) 
1 - Chicago a 5555 

faymes / ὥ υ “ YAeO 4 Ἵ |— 
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SHOWING OF NATIONAL LIBERATION 
FRONT OF SOUTH VIETNAM FILM, 
MARCH = APRIL, 1966 

7 During - the period of the XXIII Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) held March 29 ~ 
April 8, 1966 in Hosedy, USSR, the National Liberation 
Front of South Vietnan delegation was showing to various 
other fraternal. delegations a film which they had brought. 
with thet from South Vietnam. This fin ἄρατε with the 
training of National Liberation Frént recruits, and reportedly 

_ ἃ portion of this filn had been given to a Japanese 
_ correspondent who had visited in South Vietnam. ‘The portion. 
of the filn made available to. this Japanese correspondent 

- roportedly had been shown: over television in the West. 

Anong the various fraternal delemtions which — 
viewed this: film was the CB, USA delegation. After the 
showing, the National Liberation Front of South Viotnan 
representatives offered a copy of it to the OP, USA but 
beth Henry Winston ond James Jackson tuxned down this offer. 

. Both Winston. and Jackson indicated: thoy md refused —~ 
‘the film because of the problen of getting it into the 
United States. ‘and because. at involves sone. porsonad risks. . 

ENCLOSURE 
ogy 

Poe boy ae re a ᾿ 5 
“Ty OCs ip 



MEETING IN MOSCOW, MARCH 28, 
1966,-OF COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

FRATERNAL DELEGATION WITH 
REPRESENTATIVE OF CONMUNIST PARTY - 
OF THE SOVIET UNION i 

“Following the arrival in Moscow, USSR, of: the 
entire Communist Party (CP), USA fraternal delepation to ~~ 
the XXIII Congress, CP of the Soyict Union (CPSU),.they ~~~ 
met on March 28, 1966, with Vitaly G. Kordanov.,, Chief . 
Deputy to Boris N. Porémarev, head of the International: © 
Department and a-Scéretary of tho Central Connittee, OP3uU, 
At this meeting, Henry Winston, Vico Chairrian, CP, USA, — 
explained in detail to Korianov the reasons why Gus. Tali, 
Genera] Secretary, CP, USA had been ynable ἕο cone to the 
Soviet. Union as a member of the Party's fraternal delcration. 

“Winston explained that Tiall, had to remain in the U.8. during: 
the present critical period in order to personally Handie “~~ 

' the numerous details. concerning preparation for the CP, USA's 
forthcoming 18th National Convention scheduled. for June, 

ποὺς $966, in Now York. City. While Korianov indicated the CPSU. 
Was very disappointed in the fact that Halivhad not Game, - 
he did indicate satisfaction with the delegation's conposition,, 
Eo also added that who a Party sends to such a Congress => 
is. the. decision of thé Party involved and the CPSU respects - 

- Such. decisions. ; 

oe “Winston also at this méeting requested the — 
τς CPSU's assistance in contacting the various fraternal 

ὃς delegations in Moscow in ordér to inform these people of the - 
CP, USA's plans reparding Its forthcoming convention, He 
noted that the CP, USA also desires to Inyite these varidus - 
fraternal delegations to send representatives and/or greetings 

- to the U.S. Party's convention. .,Korianov, in. response, to 
Winston's request, agreed that he would sce to it that-the 
CPSU did. overything possible to enable the CP, USA fraterral . . 
delegation to maké the desired contacts. 

᾿ In regard to this latter ἤβέίοσγ. ἀὲ 185 to be - | 
noted that during the period of the XXIII Congress, March ὅσ 
April 8, 1966, and fer the week following this Congress, the - 

. OP, USA fraternal delocation rade contact with approxira tely 

τ᾿ el - 



75 Communis t and Workers Parties regarding their fortheon ing 
“convention... Invitations were delivercd to cach. one of these 
delegations. : | 

The invitations. that were “presented £0 the various 
Communist and Werkers Parties were in nimcographed fort 
and had been initinily prepared at the National Office of. 
the CP, USA in New York, The blank invitations had been 
carried to Noscow by Henry Winston, Once arrangements had 
heen made for a meeting, the invitation was addressed and 

| dated in preparation for delivery. lost -of the 75 invitations 
passed ‘out in Moscow for the CP, USA convention were done 
on.2 persondl contact basis. A few such invitations were 
trancnitted through channels to some of the CPs, 



ἦ 

CONTACT WITH ZENON KLISZKO, 
’ DELEGATE .OF POLISH UNITED 

‘WORKERS PARTY, TO XXIE1 
CONGRESS 

During the course of the XXIII Congress: of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet. Union (CPSU) held in Moscow, 

. USSR, March 29 ~ April 8, 1966), thére was occasion to hold 
a brief meeting with: Zenon Kliszko, a member of -the. Political. 

- Burdéau and a Secretary ΟΣ the Central Comittee, Polish  - 
United Workers Party. At this meeting with Kliszko, the . - 

~ personal, thanks of Gus Hall; General Secretary, CP, USA, 
were passed on to him and, the Polish United Workers Party — 
for their generdis act in sending Hali's brother, Toive -. , 
‘Halberg, a purebred Arabian Polish stallion.. When these - 
thanks had been transmitted, Kliszko renarked, Why are you 
‘thanking. me for the horse now, you haven't recélyed it yet 
_have you?" Kiiszke wag inforned that while the horse had. ‘not τς 
been received as yet, it was expected that 1t would be - 
deXivered soon ahd that Gus Hall-sinply wanted to be. cértain — 
that the Polish United Workers Party yoceived his innediate 
gratitude for, their conradely act in providing this ‘horse. 



LOUIS WEINSTOCK _ _ . - 

"When Max foinstein, Ὁ person utilized by the. 
. Communist Party (CP), USA, to handle possible business 

. investidnt matters, was in Budapest, Hunmary, during March, 
᾿ς 1966, he had οσόοαβίοῃ to bo in contact, with Louis: Voeinstock. 

- Woingtock is ἃ CP, USA member who recently took up permanent 
/ τ φοσλάοίσο in Budapest. During this meeting, Weinstock | 

Tequested that the following- ‘be passed on to the CP, USA 

In Heinstock's opinion, he + should venain con the 
. National Conmitteo, CP, USA, and be ré-clectod at the 

᾿ forthcoming National Convention. He stated that by this 
means, he would retain his good standing and priviléres 
with the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party. In addition to 
his boing clected to the National Committoc, Weinstock stated 
che should be invited. to attend the convention as ἃ member of the | 
Nat ional Coumitteo and that the Hunrarian Soeialist Workere 
Party vould pay the necessary fare for hin. 

ΜΕΝ 

ες Εδ “then noted that his health wad: good and there: . 3 
Was no Worry to the OP, USA on this score. Te would, ug in : 

the past, continuo to. pay his. dues to the cP, USA as a- nenber 
of that Party.. - 

- Ye also #enirked that his ‘proséht ‘activity dn τς . 
Hungary included teaching and lecturing at Party and tradé = 0 + = 
union schools anti at this tine he had.an office in the trade 
union. building, in Budapest. . 

—- Tho. forocoing information was passed | on. to Gus 
Hall, General Secretary, CP, USA; on April 30, 1900, Then 
Hall received this inforriat ion, bo bécane vory angry and. 

Upset and rentiarked "Nothing doing, Weinstock will not be | 
placed on the National Committee." Yall then. went. ‘into a 
tirade againsh Weinstock, stating that this individual was 
no good and porhaps it was true 4s soma were saying that. τς 
Weinstock must have profited from some of the graft in the. 
union he had belonged to. Hall was obviously upset about 
Woinstock and had not previously talked in a similar vein 
concerning hin, A few months ago, in fact, [All spoke rathey 
-highly of Weinstock when he was generally considered, in tho . . | 

- Panty to be. Seqnewhat of 2 “hero,” - ar 

ο -4- | 
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ει ἢ ; Date: 5/24/66 - | 
ay : * τ- Ι 

Tfansmit the following ta — 
| (Type in plaintext or code} 

Vio ____AIRTEL __REGIS'TERED MATL. ΒΝ 
nr ee ee ey ee re ee κοῦ "τ er ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee re ee ae ee 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β) 
ee a 

a gure 
ReNYairtel dated 3/24/66, no copy ‘Chicago, cap~ 

tioned, "ZIRCON; ESP-R," and NYairtel, dated 3/25/66 cap- 
‘tioned, "SOLO; 15- C," ce Chicago, 

BY | 

According to reNYairtel 3/24/66, on 3/11/66 NY 694-S 
had supplied ray ELai Ch ‘that an alleged Russian" bad con- 
tacted one NAT ELRICH, a former espionage subject who is 
now inactive, ICH had informed ISADORE NEEDLEMAN of this 
contact, and he, in turn, informed ΝΥ, 694-S*: CG 5824- S* 
‘was advised of this information by NY 694-St just prior to 

-  his..departure on the 20th Solo MisSion and reNYairtel of 7 
3/25/66 deals with iistructions given to CG 5824-S* to discuss | 
this matter with. the Russians, . ᾿ 

n 4/28/66 CG 5$24-S* advised SAS WALTER A. BOYLE 
-and: RICHARD" W. HANSEN that thé matter concerning ‘the ‘alleged 
contact of NATHAN ELRICH in NY by a Russian. had: -heén discussed - 
with VLADIMIR (LNU), a representative of the ‘Security Branch, 
International Department, Central -Committée, CPSU,: in 4/66, - 
VLADIMIR agreed to check into this. matter and later reported 
that there had been no contact: with any. ‘of, their people in - 
the U.S. with. ELRICH. He further advised that he had gone 
beyond this and had ‘checked with Anmtorg in NY and they also 
denied that anyone of their people ‘had, been in contact with 
ELRICH. In conclusion, VLADIMIR noted that as far as he ‘could : 
determine no Russian was involved in this contact and commented 
wghey would never do anything so. stupid as: oS b nga ni 

ὺ ate (RM) REG 3 | 00 a ERO EL: i= 
1-New York (100-13 4637) (Info) (RM) 
1-Chicago 

Aget in Charge 
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Date: 5/24/66 _ 
[ 
| Transmit, the following ‘in "“Ν : 

{Type in plointext or code} 

Vic AIRTEL ss COREG ISTERED MAIL __ 
- : ‘Priori 

FROM: SAC; CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

as Ν 

ΜῊΝ 
ΝΈΜΕΙ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies ve . 
} each and: for the: New York Office one copy each. of the following ε 

captioned informant's stateme ts: ἢ 

1) 
a a "ἢ 

2} : 5 τ, Chicago, Tilinois" rie 

i Cae le 3) ΑἸ ον 14 Bederation of Trade Unions and Response ἢ} ‘ 
Ξ to Employ George Norris at United Nations" 47 

ay ΟΝ Budapest, Hungary" | ΝΞ 

5): “Discussions with Representatives of ‘World 
: |: . Marxist Review, ' Prague, Czechoslovakia ,. April, 

: 1966} , : 
+ 

Ἱ 6) “Discussion with Representative of Communist 
' Party fret bn itain Re rene Reprad ection. 

Privile! i NPRECO ej ANPRECOR' 2 sting ul Pre. "(αν vespe nd “Ὁ 

Ao The i SE es set forth in the enclosed. informant "s 
statements was | ord¥ly furnished on 4/25-28/66 by CG 5824-S* to 
SAS WALTER A, Β E and RICHARD VW. HANSEN, 

| PGi. { RS rate rece 3 (OD YR 4 oH - 
ew York R0- 13.4637) (Enc. 6) (Info) (ΒΜ)... ee πτο'ύ. 

2-Chicago . ° 
(1 - A)134-46 Sub B-93) ΕΣ 5. way 2.88. 

RWH: MDW. _ | ΒΞ 
(6) coat gua “Ἷ 



CG 134-46 Sub 8 

Information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statements, where pertinent, is being disseminatéd’ by 
separate communication to interested offices. 

eae 
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Ib7c 
ja e March, 1966, it Was learned from JAMES BE, 

c In 

JACKSON that Δα : . 
the recent past been employed for ἃ period of time at-the ~- 
πε Nations in New York City but that.as of March, 1966, 

was no Longer -euployed: in this capacity, 

During the course, of the: XXIII Congress: of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), held in Moscow, 
USSR, March. 29 through April 8; 1966, JIM. JACKSON ; WhO Was’ 
a fraternal delégate from: the ‘Communist Party, USA (CP, USA): 
and attending this” Congress, met briefly with NIKOLAT 
FEDORENKO, Soviet Anbassador to, the United. Nations ,. New York. - 
City, who was an ‘official CPSU. delegate to be 
At this time, JACKSON raised the matter of 
previous employment at the United Nations and éxpressed his 
thanks to FEDORENKO and nade an inquiry concerning’ the possi+- 
bility of some. future: employment again at thé United Nations. | 
FEDORENKO agreed to. ο. Look: into the possibilities... ᾿ 

- 

[boyy λ)ς ὟΣ 5870 



FRIEDA CANTER, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

_ ._ A number of montis ago FRIEDA CANTER. of Chicago, 
Illinois, indicated a desire to travel to the Soviet Union 

- during the Summer of 1966 for the purpose of visiting 
-¥elatives residing in the Sdviet Union. In connection with 
her visit, CANTER approached ἃ representative of the Com~ 
munist Party, USA (CP, USA) and requested Party assistance 
in getting the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) 
‘to facilitate her travel and arrangements to visit relatives 
in the Soyiet. Union. ᾿ 

-οῊο τ 

In April, 1966, this matter was raised with repre- 
Sentatives of the North and South American Section, Interna- 
tional Department, Central Committee, CPSU. Their résponse 
in regard to granting ussistance to. CANTER was negative. 

-- ‘fhese representatives of the International Department stated, 
- ‘that 15 CANTER désired to. visit the Soviet Union for the pur~. 

: = pose she had stated, she should apply like anyone else for 
7 8 transit: visa through proper channels, 



; “WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS AND RESPONSE TO. 2 
- -EMPLOYMENT or GEORGE. HORRIS. AT UNITED NATIONS - 

A number of nonths ago, Gus HALL, General Secre- π- 
tury, Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), had proposed that an 
effort be made to get the World Federation of Trade Unions — 
(WFTU)., an organization which headquarters in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, to hire GEORGE HORRIS and utilize him as” 
‘their liaison man at the United: Nations. in New. York City. 

The aboye desires of HALL regarding GEORGE MORRIS - ΝΣ 
“were. made known to. représeiitatives of the Communist. Party . 
_ of the Soviet Union (CPSU)... . 

: In April, 1966, it was learned from a representative 
-Ὸ} the. North and South, American Section, International Depart~ 
ment, Central. Committee, CPSU, that, the Russians had conveyed © 

- the suggestion of GUS HALL concerning enploynent of GEORGE - 
᾿ HORRIS. to the WETU staff in Praguée.- However, the WFTU had 
refused to appoint MORRIS to the linison job at the United 
Nations in New York City and, instead, had named. an Englishman, . 
by the name of (first name unknown) BARTON to this post. __ 
However, the WFTU staff ‘did siggest that MORRIS work on a ~ 
“voluntary. basis with their people at the United Nations in -. 
New York fora year or so following which. they could evaluate 

his work aid maybe ‘thereafter they might be in-a-position 
to place hin ¢ on their staff assigned to the United Nations... 
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LOUIS WEINSTOCK, BUDAPEST, HUNGARY 

In. conversation, with ‘GRACE, GARDOS , a former 
Anérican who is now residing’ in Budapest, Hungary, which 
was held in Prague, Czechoslovakia, during March, 1966, 

- ghe remarked that no one in Hingary has any use for LOUIS 
WRINSTOCK. She stated that WEINSTOCK is naking himself 
a. real nuisance and is: constantly. bothering the Hungaxian 
Socinlist Workers Party as well as JANOS KADAR, the Party's : 
First Secretary. Βη6. 4150. noted that WEINSTOCK has béén | 

- traveling. throughout. the socialist countries atid former - 
Aniericdns in ‘the various places to which he-has Ween have 
developed considerable: ‘Aninosity towards hinm.. " 
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DISCUSSIONS WITI REPRESENTATIVES OF "WORLD HARXIST ᾿ ᾿ 
REVIEW, | " _ PRAGUE). CZECHOSLOVAKIA APRIL 1966 

. During the third week of April, 1966, HYMAN LURE 
and another representative of the Communist Party, USA (CP, - 
USA) wero in Prague, Czechoslovakia, at which time they net 
with representatives of the staff of the "World Marxist 
Review" ("WER"), official theoretical organ of the interna-. 
tional communist tioverient which headquarters in that city. 
fhe spokesman for the "WR" staff was: ALEXANDER SQZOLEV, 
Exceutive Secretary, At the time a number of complaints ᾿ 
were raiced by the CP, USA representatives one of whieh dealt 
with the methods of conmunication, and contact. utiliged by the 
"Wa", The CP, USA représentatives claimed that. every time a 
member of the CP, USA stops in or passes through Prague, sonmcone 
from the “WUR" talks to that individual on policy matters and 
procedures. For exarple, they had discussions during the past 
year with such people as Al RICHMOND and EOB THOMPSON and’ have 
‘sent messages back to the Party in the U.8. by such, people. 
In the case of THOMPSON, hea cane back to the U. 8, and told of 
his discussions. with the "WER" representatives in which he 
clained to have pointed out to the “WN that it was more 
important that they publish special issues of the magazine in 

‘Spanish than it was to issue special issues dealing with U.S. 
- problems. After the discussion of their complaints, it was 
τς agreed that the ΘΉ ΜΠ" would communitate only via proper ᾿ 

-  channeis hereafter and in particular with HYMAN LUMER on natters : 
of interest to the CP, USA. ‘They also agreed they would only 
speak to designated representatives of the CP, USA, leadership 
when such people were in Prague. ; 

In other conversation it was learned that the "WH" 
had received an article from GUS HALL, General Secretary of 
“the CP,- USA, which they hid requested earlier. However, this, 
article was much tonger than they had: anticipated, “‘gome 30-85 
pages... 18. was pointed out by the “WHR” representatives that 
the magazine normally did not print articles of such length 
and thoy ‘vere not aware that HALL would submit such a document. 
Thoy Yequested advice as to whether they should cut the article 
or even perhaps return it to HALL so that it might be condensed. 
Tho CP, USA representatives adviséd that in their opinion, since 
the "WHR" had failed to inform HALL more specifically regarding 
the length of the article, that they had bettér publish it in 
its full text, If they don't. so: publish the article, then the 
"UM" Had better write to HALL and explain ‘thoix action, They 
indicated they would not discuss this matter with BALL. . 



- : 

- Jt was also learned at this tine that the next 
issue of the "WHR" or its next supplement, the "Information. 
Bulletin,” would carry extensive comments on the, XXIII - 
Congress of the Communist. Party of the Soviet “Union and - 
summaries of speeches of the fraternal, delegates to. this 
Congress. Ν 
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DISCUSSION WITH REPRESENTATIVE OF COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF GREAT BRITAIN REGARDING REPRODUCTION PRIVILEGES 
FOR INPRECOR. 

A number of months ago GUS HALL, General Secretary, 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), stated that he wanted sone 
discussion carried out with representatives of the Comnunist.. 
Party of Great Britain (CPGB) to determine if the CP, USA 
could secure pernission to reproduce through photographic 
or. other processes some of the material which wis contained. 
in International Press Correspondence, also ‘known as INPRECOR. 
According to HALL, thé CPGB owned all ‘copyrights to this 
naterial and there was a large market in the U,S. for this . 
material, He stated that good prices could be secured from 
many sources like university libraries; etc., which now have 
a large use for such material. He stated. that the CPGB should 

- be. offered a percentage of the CP, USA profit from the sale of 
this material if they would agree to allow tho CP, USA to 
reproduce it. - 

This natter was discussed with JOINT GOLLAN, General 
Sééretary, CPGB, during a meeting in Moscow, USSR, in mid-April, 
1966. At this tine, GOLLAN advised that. they-did not allow 
anyone to reprint or reproduce ahy material which had appeared 
in INPRECOR for which they presently hold ‘all copyrights. He 
stated that such material is of historical interest. only and 
they ire afraid that if they allow anyone to reprodice. it, - | 
this taterial would. be ‘wisused. GOLLAN went on’ to state that 
the CPGB allows no reproduction of this matérial and ‘that 14 
it is-used without their consent, they would institute legal. 
action under copyright laws. ‘For no money in the world, GOLLAN 
Yrenarked, would we allow people to print. or : distort this 
‘iitformation from INPRECOR, | ᾿ 

Shortly after the above conversation with GOLLAN, - 
‘the refusal of the CPGB to. grant reproduction vizhts to 
ZTNPRECOR was discussed with IGOR MIKHAILOV,, Deputy-.to the 
Head of the North and South American Section, International . 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet. 
Union (CPSU), MIKHAILOV stated they violate the position of - 
the CPGB all the time and they. use this material from INPRECOR. 
Ile further suggested that thore was nothing to prevdnt someone 
from going to any library or museum in the “soviet Union where 
complete files qi INPRECOR mater inl are imintained and naking 
‘films or copies of such, In response to MIKHAILOV's remarks, 
it was pointed out that his suggestion was not practical. .In 
the first place, the Soviet Union is not a member of the 
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World ‘Copyright Union and is pot bound by its restrictions 
wheréas ‘the U.S. 4s and this would make the CP, USA subject 
to καλὲ if they reprocéced material fron INPRECOR. without 
consent. Then, it was noted that if the CPCS. should bring 
pozo netion against the CP, USA for using this Roterial, 
it. could be vory cnbarrassing 1 and other CPs would not under 
stand this action: 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: - SAC, CHICAGO (134-46. Sub By. ᾿ 
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Reairtel reflected, that GUS HALL, General Secretary , 
CPUSA, had given NY 694-S* certain material which he desired. 
transmitted to the CPSU: and ultimately to E, A. FURTSEVA, 
inister of Culture of the USSR. The material turned 

“previously been in 
possibility. of her. son coming. there to. study music at the 

, Moscow Conservatory of Music. She had gathered the material 
" he . and turned it over to the CP in furtherance of her hopes 
aa that the Russians’ would favorably review it and invite her 

yY son to come and study. NY 694-S* turned the foregoing material 
; over to CG 5824-S* just prior to the latter's departure on the 

20th Solo Mission on 3/18/66. , 

On 4/26/66 CG 5824-S* advised SAs. WALTER. A. BOYLE 
and RICHARD Ἢ, HANSEN that while in Moscow in March and April 
1966, hé had. prepared a letter which he sent to E, A. FURTSEVA’ | 
in the hame of the CPUSA which co recommendation that τὲ 
consideration be given to. invieing fee travel to the bic 
Ppoviet Union for study. The documents he had received: éarlier ° 
were enclosed with this -comminication to FURTSEVA. As of mid | 
4/66 he had received no official response to this communication} 
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ΤῸ +: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β). 

ReCGairtel dated 3/21/66 cap (ἃ. "SOLO; IS- ci 
and enclosed informant's. statemery captioned, “Document *e 
Setting Forth Criticism of Vict tof Ver lo. Regi arding, 
Bureaucracy in the Socialist Couptries.” rake 

ὌΝ 

Enclosed herewith for the ον E-Gnabncopied* 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's. ᾿ 
statement captioned, Reaction in: Socialist Countries to 
Document of Victor Pero on -Buréaticracy." 

~The information sét forth ‘in the enclosed. informant's 
statement was ora Ay furnished on 4/26/66 ‘by CG 5824-S* to SAs_ 
WALTER. A. BOYLE .CHARD τ, HANSEN, 

20n * ‘appearing in the enclosed informant's 
ye ement wh ertinent, is being disseminated by se arate 
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and which he, HALL, stated should be given: to repréesenta~ 

' Was prepared. by PERLO following ἃ trip he had made to the | 

.- delivered to representatives of the Communist Party of the. 

Unity Party of Germany, Hungarian Socialist Workers Party, 
and representatives: of other σου δῦ Parties, “πάθη, the - 

᾿ docunent was. delivered, it was. accompanied by a memorandun 

REACTION IN SOCIALIST COUNTRIES TO DOCUMENT 
OF VICTOR PERLO- ON BUREAUCRACY. 

ἴῃ ‘Haren, 1966, Gus ALY, General Secretary οἵ 
the. Cosinunist Party, USA (ΟΡ; USA). made available 4 
document which he stated had keen prepared by VICTOR PERLO 

. 

tives in the various socialist ‘countries, This -document 

Socialist countries where -he clains to have noted certain 
bureaucratic practices: a 

In, line: with- HALL's instructions, copies of this 
doctiment bearing the identity of PERLO as the author were 

Soviet Union, Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, Socialist _ 

issued in the name of -the CP, USA which pointed out. that 
the PERLO: document was not a document of the cP, USA, that. 
the CP, USA-did not concur in PERLO's analysis,’ and that 
‘the CP, USA completely divoreed itself from the conclusions 
noted. In addition; it was also set forth in. this memorandum... 
that the purpose in supp ly ing the document was to bring it . 
to the attention. of the. respective Parties; | 

Subsequentiy it yas ‘learned that the document pre~ εὖ 
pared by ‘PERLO and delivered to the representatives of ὅπη coe 
Socialist countries had -caused Gonsiderable constérnation. 
Certain investigations had already been undertaken by sone. 
of the socialist countries and-all Partieswere extrenely _ 
unhappy with VICTOR PERLO:for having prepared such a document, 

tae . z - 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ReCGairtél dated: 5/12/66 captioned, "SOLO; 15-0" 
and LHM captioned "Informal Meeting ΟΣ Fraternal Delegation 
of Communist Party, USA to XXIII Congress; Comniunist Party 
of the Soviet Union, with Répresentatives of Leninist Young 
Communist League of the Soviet Union, April, 1866. " 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau. are three copies 
and for y of an informant's statement. cap= 
tioned, Communist Party, USA Youth. Diréctor." 

τς The information: appearing in. “the- ‘enclosed informant's 
statement was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* on 4/27/66 to SAS. 
WALTER A, BOYLE.: ICHARD W. HANSEN, 

, A@omten (Rn oF (RN) | | “τῇ 4 
i-New York (@00-134637) (Enc. 1)(Info).(RM). - — 5? 
1-Chicago ~— 7 " 00-2 1{-- Ἐν 
RWH: MDW ; 
(5) REG 32 i, 27 "966 
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‘ On Apri 12, 1966, a neéting Ὁ was held at Komsomol 
Headquarters, Moscow, USSR; with Ἡ, I. ZHURAVLYOVA , ‘Secre- 
tary of the Leninist Young. Communist League (LYCL) of the - 
Soviet ‘Union ahd an alternate member of the Central Comittee, 
Communist Party. of the Soviet Union (CPSU), and (first name 
unknown) KOMSHOLOV, a Secretary of the LYCL, by representa-— 
tives of the: Commuhist. Party, USA (CP, USA). At. this meeting; ἡ 

ionad Russians indicated that they had met with 
CP, USA Youth Director, when ‘the latter had 

; een in the Soviet ‘Unio s time, one of them. remarked - 
_ that their meeting with| fied been ‘a big disappointment | Ε 

5 and that based: on this meeting and other contacts with hin 
while he was in the Soviet Union, they coitld not, figure out 
why. he ‘had been placed in. charge of Party youth, 

ε 
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Wig AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL - ΝΕ | 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428097) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ἮΝ i ὅν" ΙΝ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies each and for the New. York Office one copy 
each of the following captioned letterhead memoranda: 

| 1) "(First Name Unknown) ‘Chernik, Czechoslovak 
Socialist Republic Representative at Seventeen- 

-. a a Meetings; Geneva, Switzerland" 

ΒΡῈ δι." 2) "Oldrich derki, Head. | of International Depart- 

(yee ΜΝ > menk,.central, Committee, Communist Party of~ 

) C2echoslovakia" παν το 

| "Eb. 
‘te 3) "Miroslav ska, International Department, 

ee ( entral Committee, Communist Party of, _zecho- 

. ia. slovakia" 

' 4 : "Ἢ = corte sia, SRR 
He 

A) "Deputies to Boris N. Ponomarev, Head of 
International Department, Central - ‘Committee, 

Party of thé Soviet Union" 

. ἐπὰν ΤῊΝ appearing in the enclosed ‘letter- 
head memoranda was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* during ol 
the Bee ΟΣ ̓Ξ SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and | ACHARO ἧς αὐ Up 
HANSEN. τ Ὁ ~ 
ἣν ec at / U0- yy: 3} ἢ “| - 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

The enclosed jetterhead menoranda have been | 
classified " ‘ since unauthorized disclosure 
of the information contained therein could reasonably 
result in the identification of this source who is fur- 
nishing information on the highest level concérning the. 
international communist movement thus. adversely affecting 
the national security. 

To further protect the identity of this source, 
the enclosed letterhead memoranda have been shown as hav ing, 
been made at Washington, Ὁ: C. 



PECLASS TIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRON: 

In Reply, Please Refer to . Washington, ἢ. C, - oe 
File No. ° 

DATE 02-29-2012 ἜΣ ΕΣ 

. ΕΝ ᾿ ᾿ 7. 1. Oo Oe 4 . = ‘ ΗΝ 7 # ~ 

ἣν ΕΝ πον τῇ ὐ- ἐν 

_ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT, OF-JUSTICE™ 
-FEDERAL.BUREAU. OF INVESTIGATION 

May. 245.1966 =~ 5“ 

est ἢ ‘NAME UNKNOWN) CHERNIK, CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST 
REPUBLIC REPRESENTATIVE AT SEVENTEEN-NATION DISARMA- 
MENT MEETINGS _GENEVA, SWITZERLAND | 

- A ‘source, who has furnished. reliable ‘information ’ 
in the Past, in April, 1966, advised.as follows: 

In March,, 1966, it was learned ‘that among the 
current individuals representing, the Czechoslovak Socialist 
Republic at the Seventeen-Nation Disarmament Meetings cur- 
rently being held in Geneva,., Switzerland, was one (first 
name unknown) Chernik. Previously, in the Fakl of 1965, 
Chernik was Known to hold the, position of Chief Deputy to 
the Head of the International Department, Central Committee, 

--Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, ard was specifically in 
charge of relations| of the Communist Party » ‘of Czechoslovakia | 

cts . - 

This- document contains neither. recommendations nor conclusions 
of. the FBI, It is the property of the.FBI and is loaned to your 

᾿ agency ; it ‘and its contents ane not to be distributed outside 

your agency. - 

ENCLOSURiy 
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In Reply, Please Refer τὸ Washi ing ton » ἢ. Ὁ, 
File No. 

ΩΝ ADTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT oF JUSTICE: 

FEDERAL BoREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

τς May 24,, 1966 _ : 

σο TAL 

OLDRICH KADERKI, HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST: 
PARTY. OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
“in the.past,. in April, 1966, Advised. as. follows: 

- Among. representatives of the Communist Party of. 
Czechoslovakia (CPCZ) attending the XXIII Congress: of the 
Comminist. Party of the Soviet Union - ‘(CPSU).,, held in Moscow, 
USSR, March 29 through April 8, 1966, as..2 fraternal dele- 
gate. ‘was Oldrich Kaderki. Kaderki at the: present time holds . 
the position as Head of the International Department, Central 

open CPCZ, and is a member of the ‘Central Committee, 

| Fhis ‘document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI,. It is the property of the FBI and is. loanéd to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to he: distributed outside 
your agency. 
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MECLASS EPICATION AUTHORITY DRBIVED FROM: 

fait he a 

DATE O5-O1-2012 

9᾽ 
UNITED STATES-DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION - 

In Reply, Please Refer to | hington, Ὁ. Ὁ, tn Repl Washington, .D. Ὁ 

May 24, 1966 ΕΞ Ε 

MIROSLAV JIRASKA, INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL 
COMMITTEE, .COMMUNIST. PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA _. 

- A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in April, 1966, advised as follows: ᾿ 

As of mid-April; 1966, Miroslav Jiraska, the 
individual in the International Department, Central Com- 
mitteé, Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ) , in 
charge of relations with Communist Parties in Western: 
countries, was confined to a hospital. Jiraska was to 
pe operated on in the near future for the correction of a 
ernia,. . 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to -be. distributed outside 
your .agency. 

ENCLOSURE 

Looe 90 7|-- 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

i 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer ta Washington, D. Ὁ, 
File No. 

May 24, 1966 

CO TAL 

DEPUTIES TO BORIS N. PONOMAREV, HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION 

- 

A source, who has-furnished reliable information 
in the past, in April, 1966, advised as follows: - 

- As Head of the International Department, Central 
Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), Boris 
N. Ponomarev, as of April, 1966, was being assisted ‘by three 
individuals who now act in the capacity as Deputies to him. 
These Deputies in order of rank are as follows: 

Vitaly ἃ, Korianov 
A. S. Belyakov 
E, Kosko (phonetic) 

Korianov and Belyakov have both ‘been serving as 
Députies to Ponomarev for some period of time, but the 
appointment of Kosko to this position is apparently of recent 
date, 

Kosko is a white male, approximately five feet, 
four inches tall, and of medium build, He allegedly holds 
a degree in Philosophy. As a symbol, perhaps of his authority, 
Kosko always attempts to speak in a very foreeful manner. In 
regard to Kosko, one individual, a (first name unknown) Gregory 

who heads up the British Commonwealth Section of the Interna- 
tional Department, described him as a "man who has power, he 

investigates," 



Θ Ο on 

DEPUTIES TO BORIS N. PONOMAREV, HEAD. CONF TAL 
OF INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL 
COMMITTEE, CPSU 

in regard to Korianov, it was learned that this. 
individual had hoped for and believed that at the XXIII 
Congress of the CPSU, held March 29 through April 8, 1966, 
Moscow, USSR, that he would be elected to the Central 

Committee, CPSU, Korianov, however, was not elected to 
the Central Committee and this was a disappointment to 
him, 

This document contains. neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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Memorandum | ΝΕ a TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) PATE: 5/24/66 

‘Re New York airtel dated 5/11/66, Pages 5-6, 
and New York airtel dated 5/20/66, setting forth information 

. ‘yen relating to: travel by KOHANA WILES to the USSR. in the ΟὟ, 
οἷ of TIM BUCK, National Chairman of the Communist Party: ey 

te of Canada, yoonlt) 
NY a 
gf Ao - CG. 5824-S* has advised that while. GUS HALL, Geneva 

γ΄. Secretary of the CP; USA, was in Chicago May 7-8, 1966, ἘΜ’ 
hé délivered to CG 5824- 85 a. handwritten letter which he had KK 
received: from TIM BUCK, This, letter chad ‘been delivered’ by me 
ELIZABETH MASCOLA, to whom BUCK refers as "Β'". in the letter. 
This Letter was furnished by CG 5824..8%* to. SAs WALTER: A. BOYLE 
and RICHARD W,, HANSEN: on May 12, 1966. The contents of. 
BUCK's léttér aré set forth below, together with - explanatory 

_ remarks included in parenthesis. for the purpose ‘of adding. © Ξ 
Clarity: 

το τ =... ὦ “Abril 12th 1966 
“Dear Herb (GUS HALL). 

"tr have been wanting to write this note to 

is in my. locallity. Now. it. happens ‘that B (ELIZABETH 
MASCOLA) will be. coming your way so I havé to send ~ 
it ‘to. you in this scrawl for which I apologise, The, 
purpose .of the note is as follows: 

"T have an invitation warm: and even pressing ,. 
for the two. of us (TIM BUCK, Chairman, ΟΡ of 

CO: 94 FWY τ, 
Bureau (RM): y ( ai Ζ 

1 - New York (100-134637) (RM) ~, py ὦ!’ " 1 = Chicago my oo- 1 ΟἽ - Ὁ 
anes. ες δὲ REC STi 6. may 2:1 1966 

| ane 
(ay AN 6. 1968 ac U.S, Savings Bonds Regularly on the agra Savings 2 Plan ; 
“oes 

a ΝΞ ΞΕ ὦ 
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ch 
a 

Canada ; and ELIZABETH HASCOLA) to spend a month - 
across (in USSR). Naturally we are excited and 
Looking forward to it ~ although several - 
engagements already entered into make it impossible 
for ug to go before early September, Because this 
period inust elapse, providing time for additional 

᾿ arrangements, I. have decidéd to .ask you to , 
consider the following request. -- 

"We would like very riuch to take B's sistér 
-Kohana (WILES) with us. I-ménutioned it to- my 
.fniends (the CP.of the Soviet Union). when they 
extended thé invitation but they were reluctant to 
take attion which would inydlve going outsidé their 
jurisdiction and is, in ἃ way, of an extra- 
territorial ature (since KOHANA WILES is from USA _~ 
rather than Cariada); I should add, parenthetically,:. 
that the rather peculiar situation with repard to, 

_inner relationships here does put my friends (the 
ΟΡ of the Soviet Union) in a delicate position which 
I always urge thei to bear in mind continuously and 
patiently, Because of-this I didn't press τὴν - 

. Suggestion; indeed, Τ ‘helped out' with the comment : 
‘Tf -you think it would be better 111} ask 'Herbert* ΟΣ 
(GUS HALL). ᾿ 

"Now, I don't know it you will. consider Lt 2 Lo. 
advisable ‘and ΔῈ you don't: you may be assured that I’ 
shall understand, but my request is that you request 
an invitation for Mrs.-Kohana Wiles to go. She has 
helped us, specifically me, considerably over the 
past twentyseven years and. I should have arranged. . 
an invitation for her long*ago. If you are able td. ᾿- 
do this, no expenditure will be invalved; Kohana . 
will pay her own fare. ον 

OE feel rather optimistic abowt your situation right 
now. Fron the distance it appears to be brightening quite 
a lot - almost enough to indicate possibilities fora . 
major breakthru. You've earned it and I'm sure you will 
take full advantage of every opportunity. 

ao Ὁ . 
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4 

αἴ think that all of us should keep a very 

critical eyé on the economy. The conbined weight 

of new capital expenditures and sovernnental 

éxpenditures is now such a large proportion of the 

G.N.P. (yours as well as ours) that a decline 

of either one at this stage of the cycle could touch 

‘off a chain reaction and not necessarilly in credit 
operations alone. τ ν- . 

“Your draft (“New Program of the Communist Party, 

U.S.A. - (A draft)") is an excellent job. 1 81 - 

confident that your forthcoming Do (18th National . 

Convention, CP, USA) will open up a new period of 

growth and I plan to write you about my reaction 

+o the draft before that. in the meantime, with 

warm greetings I am yours, 
4 

Tin" ᾿ 
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FD-36 (Rey. §-22-64) ae { 

"" ῳ O. .. OPE 
¢ * . ep eg aa 

" RQUTE IN EN vie - 
k » Date: 57 25/ 66 | 

i Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) ; 

ATRTEL REGISTERED : | 
| (Priority) | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

YORK. -(100-134637) 
\ ἮΝ 

es | we 

While in New York, OG 5824-S*, on 5/25/66, made 
available to SA ‘WILLIAM C. MARTIN three-documents, which _ 
CG 58204.s* described as credentials for JAMES WEST to travel 
to: the 13th Congress of the CP of Czechoslovakia and the 
15th Congress of the Mongolian Peoples ‘Revolutionary Party, 
and an agénda of these two Congresses. CG 5824-S* signed | 
GUS HALL's name to the original documents and stated he 
intended to give these documents to WEST in New York City | 
later in the day of 5/25/66. These documents were Xeroxed ] 
and are attached hereto. 

3 jpn CLOSURE, | 4 6S 46) 

wy We 
. 3] 7 

~ Chicago (134-46-Sub.B)(AM RM “0 
1 G68 (av) am ἘΜ _ W 

“Ὁ 1 - ΝΥ 100-134637 81 

WCM:msb. 

(7) 

A : 
» ‘pproved: 
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at your Congress, but the preparations 
for our own 18th National Convention 

in the spirit of international} 
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your great Congress, 
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" ρου oO φ a co © ᾿ | 

᾿ ROUTE IN ENVsiLOPE 
7 Date: 5/25/66 

_-Bransmit the following ἀπ. τος — (Type in plaintext or codel 
y; ATRTEL REGISTERED : ᾿ | 

10, es (Priority) en 

TO ᾿ς: DIRECTOR, FBI :(100-428091) | f} 0 ἢ ἢ 
χά ‘| FROM s-=~SAC,.NEW YORK (100-134637): δ ὟΝ LAAs 
ἊΝ ουθσεσὶ, © S00 γ 
Ah. “iso 

“ΖΓ: ‘5/24/66, pursuant to previously made arrangements 

the Soviets, via a drop, a roll of microfili containing $i |: 

.ὔ ξ with Soviet. “Bor tact NIKOLAL TALANOV, NY 694-S* transmitted to 

J 
‘several messages in plain code. The plain texts of the Lint ‘ 
aforementioned - ‘messages are as follows: 

(1), “CCCPSU - Confidential | ἐξ 

"Our National Board has beet in session for. past A 
“three. days discussing final CPUSA Convention preparations ¢ 

ΝΞ and deciding the question of the future. leadership of CPUSA. 
! Except for. the, electing of 10:15 CPUSA Youth, the CFUSA 
Lo . leadership will remain substantially the | game, with GUS HA 

as the ‘head, with probably one or two officers, of which 
HENRY WINSTON will be oné. More details: will follow. 

"og 5821}..5} * 

}-Foel TED ἢ 
ey Bureau (RM) J ἢ At 
.1 - cicago ee i) B (AM RM) ' Uf 
1 ~.N¥ 13 ΝᾺ Ἵ, 
1 - NY Tas alo geese Cc (TALANOV). (3.1) ΣΤᾺ 
Δ, - NY 100-134637 (81) aa 

a 4 
eaten ΝΣ ΝΣ “6 MAY 27 1966 

Approved: 

GB JUN 1018 » 
Sent θ- Μ᾽ Per ὺςς. 

gent in Charge 



NY 100-134637 

(2) “CCCPsU - Urgent 

"Urgently call to your attention 7 
isin your city now, staying at National Hotel 
talks with him on economic questions will be most interesting. 

Nog 582h~s¥" 

Re above; seé NY airtel 11/29/66, page 5, and 
ΝΥ airtel 4/14/66, page 1 ᾿ 

(3) "σσορϑὺ - Central Committee - Komsomol, 

/ "We call to your atterition and to our Youth 
_ROBEI TREISLER that we had. no. prior notice of World. 
“Federa or for Democratic Youth: assembly: ‘The datés 
conflict with district conventions and make it impossible 
‘for any leading ‘comrade to attend fuch to our regret. 

[- te are "@US "HALL" 

NY. 6o4-8* states he has ‘ho further information 
‘ .concerning this conference. The above message 

dis a reply by HALL to a cable recently: received — 
at the. National Office asking a delegate ‘be. sent 
to a World Federation for Democratic Youth assembly. 
NY 694-S* has no information as to when this 
conference is being held. 

Re HEISLER, sée NY airtel 5/11/66, ‘page 2, 
reflecting he was ἃ (CPUSA delegate to. Komsomol 
Conference in Moscow in May, 1966 

Om 
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(4) "cocpsu 

γε am sending. the following as guests to tour 
se are to be included ik the total of 40 who are 

eS guests to USSR for 1 @G.\\ They are the attorneys 
ae JOSEP RORER. and his wife FLO R of Washington, Ὁ. ὅσ... ἐς 

and HAROLDIN BUCKMAN of Baltimore ἐνὶ aryland. “While they γα a 
not politvosl workers “they cannot. puDLTely acknowledge that j; ~~~—— | 
they aré members of our Party. They are concerned with ᾿ ' 
Legal problems pertaining to our Party. In the course of --- 
mony of these past critical and crucial years their activities 
as attorneys have ‘been in the field of civil rights, civil 
liberties and in defense of our Party pertaining to the 
Mc Carran Act, etc. Myself and comrade GEORGE MEYERS request 
that they: be received by your legal institutions and that 
they tour USSR. Please notify your Embassy Washington that 
they will requést visas for entry into USSR and. Moscow, 

"GUS HALL" 

(6) “ccersu 
ΠΈΜΜΑ GREDERS oRRENR. from San JOSE, © califomia, 

isa prominent Α ELDERS eta é United states an 
on dune 22 to tour USSR. HOLLAND ROBERTS an 
of the American-Russian Institute. have given her a letter of | 
introduction and recommendation to Mrs. ANNA MOSLOVA,, ~ 
Institute of American-Soviet Relations. Our leadership 
of West Coast Party (CPUSA) requests that CCCPSU help in 
getting ANNA MASLOVA to speak to this important writer in 
person. Mrs. ANNA MASLOVA is awaré-of this since a letter 
was sent from HOLLAND ROBERTS to her. EMMA GELDERS: S'TERNE 
will. arrive in Moscow on- Flight KIM 301. from Amsterdam at 
4:50 PM on. June 22. Please arrange that shé be met ‘by the. 
‘Institute of American-Soviet Relations. 

"aus HALL" 

a τγευγο το ὁ identified in 
πὲ 4 Ε sé , > 
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(6) "ccocrsu - Urgent. 

"On behalf of myself, HENRY WINSTON and our 
Secretariat we most respectfully. request that your _ 

hing to help treat 
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT. 

Both, HENR Ty personally ask you to give a 
this matter sf Serpe a consideration. Should _ bic 
you agree that can be medically treated in USSR. 
he will be accompanied to USSR by ἃ woman corrade as a 
teacher who will be able to help you and ‘him in every wey. 

᾿ Tn the name of our Secretariat, we wish to 
thank you for everything you have done for’ HENRY WINSTON's 
Son while he was in USSR and HENRY WINSTON again wishes to. 
express’ his gratitude for your solicitous interest and the. 
help which you have given hin and His family. He sends CCCPSU 
his warmest greetings. 

"GUS HALL " 

"An immediate reply rf is very urgent." 

eT - 

(1) ᾿σσόρου 
“our National Committee Comrade. JIM WEST will 

pass’ through USSR en route to Mongolian. CP conference 
which will take place on June 7. He will be our ‘CPUSA 
delegate. 

i 
t 

"eG 582h=se" 

" ᾿ . 
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(8) "cocepsu 

‘Urge Cultural Institute expedite contact 
with BURROUGHS in Chicago. regarding Negro artists 
and. publishers delegation. So far they received only 
one communication from your Embassy Washington and 
nothing more. 

“GUS ALE" | 

Re above, see NY airtels 2/16,26/66 anid 3/8/66. 
τι 

(9) "cccrsu 

“Thank you for accepting. LEE DLUGIN for study 
in USSR. She will apply at. your Washington, D. C.-, Embassy: 
for Wisa.and will arrive in USSR. approximately at énd of 
June .or beginning of July. ‘When arriving in Moscow, | she 
Will go directly to the Ministry of Higher Learning.’ 

Re above, see NY airtels, | 4/21/66, pages 4-75 
5/11/66, page ὅς. LEE: DLUGIN's Bufile is 
100~43109%. οὐ . 

oe 
(20). “Drop. PEGGY next." 

Information herein of interest to other offices 
wid be furnished to them by separate communication, requésting 
that ‘the foreign travel of security subjects. be handled in 
accordance with the Manual of Instructions. 
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“INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ τον 

Captioned case*involves the Bureau's-highly valuable confidential 
informant NY 694-S* who.has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by: radio. 

On 5/24/66, transmissions were heard.by the Bureau's radio. LK 
pted. station at Midland at, which time a message, NR 456 GR 55, was interce 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: | «(ἢ a, 

For information. 

we Woo 
Enclosure ν 6. IAAY 

--Ὴ Ὁ 
a 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
4- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing ) 
1- Mr. Newpher 
1 ~ Mr. Paddock 

es Atop ge” 

EB Apr 9.1'966 



5/24/66 

— NR 0456 GR 055 05/24/66 

~ 42734 94664 49289 58983 91212 68415 00851 69618 68366 93305 - 
91355 08276 38572 73389 47558 26118 98847 37469 71183 92439 

: ‘ 97297 ' 30852 17977 26154 45086 79120 95873 07699 91868 77881 

| - 90695 27347 77885 20258 74964 99427 50186 20213 26906 57309 

84304 20824 46638 52567 63851 06811 95170 95987 51957 86624 

- 10529 95158 59967 56641 96903 

. a 
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D NR 0456 GR 055 05/24/66 
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Memorandum ' 
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 5/17/66 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

“CG 9824-S* 

y ONF INFT 
SUBJ 

4 

ReCGlet dated we 14, 1966. γε 

1. Recommendation oe Σων 
\ 

It is reco Za tna sunt y be evan ae to 
continue payments to OG 5824-S* in amounts up to Ip_ to $1,500 300 
per month for services rendered and normal wee SO in- 
curre uring the four-month period effective June 1. 1966. 

2. Residence and Employment 

Unchanged. WwW 

3. Membership in Subversive Organizations = =e ep in puoversive Organizations 

In December, 1961, GUS HALL, General Secretary - 
of the Communist Party, USA (CCP, USA), advised that leader~_ 
Ship titles within the CP had been abolished: but that their. 
respective leadership responsibilities would not be so ‘ 
eliminated. He advised that certain boards and committees 
would continue to function as in the past, and he informed 
CG 5824-S* that the source's responsibilities would be 
unchanged and this situation continues to date. In view of 
HALL's statement and CG _5824-S*'s current res onsibilities, 
the source is considered to hold the following positions within the CD, USA. rte within » USA: 
ae ae NS Fora όχι αὰ 

Ex officio member, Natiorial Board, CP, USA 

Covert member, National Committee, CP, USA Va 
‘Beg Δ - $28 6 7)-ὅ5: q9 

@Bureau (RM) Ἴδης ὁ ae! ROVED MAY 24 1966 ὃ6ΟὋ 8 
cago δ ς Date ον δ Ὡς a 15 HAY 25 1966 

RWH: MDW 

(3) 
NM "Ἢ Ψ 

se πα νας MAIL, ROOM 
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Head of National Review, Audit, and Appeals Com- 
mission, CP, USA 

Secretary of Foreign Affairs Committee, CP, USA 

Official representative - of CP, USA to CPs of the 
Soviet Union, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Mexico, 
Poland, Gerrian Democratic Republic, Brazil, Greece, © 
and other Communist and Workers' Parties throughout 

- . the world with whom CP, USA. maintains relations 

In addition, the source also holds the following 
positions and/or membership in the. CP of Illinois; 

Ex officio member of Staff, CP of Illinois~ - ᾿ 

Ex. officio member, State Board, cP of Tllinois 

‘Member at large, CP of ILlinois 

cd, Summary of Information Furnished Betiveen 
January. 35, 1966, and May 16, 1966. 

, During the pertinent. period, CG 5824= Se has continued 
to furnish top, level coverage of the more important: phases. of | 

= both open and covert activities of the CP, USA on a local, τ 
> ; national, and international basis. " 

During the present period,- the Source successfully 
completed the 20th Solo Mission, oné of 39. day Sanduration., 
during whieh he visited the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, 
andthe German Democratic, Republic. The source atténded the 
33ra ἃ Congress of the CP_of the Soviet Union held March 29 
through Aprils, 1966, Moscow, USSR, and also was in contact " 

. during his sTay™ Yn Nostow with représentatives s of at isast 
: 75 Communist and, NoxkersRarties. He met With M, SUSLOV, 
- _ &emberor the Political. Bureau and a a Secretary “OF the | 

Central Committee, and with B. N. PONOMAREV, a _ Secretary of. 
the Central Committee, Cl CP of of ‘the Soviet Union. : 

Based on contacts. with USSR leadership, source 
secured up-to-date information regarding CP of the Soviet 
Union leadership, .Sino-Soviet relations, and also secured 
contents of a number of documents prepared by the CP of 
the Soviet Union dealing with the CP of China, the war in - 
Vietnam, and related matters of interest to the United 
States Government, . 

-.ἀ - - 
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Also, during the Moscow visit, source heid two 
meetings with representatives of the National Liberation 
Front of South Vietnam and received current, up-to-date 
information on National Liberation Front attitudes regarding 
the Vietnam war and subject of negotiations. 

ΝΙΝ In both the German. Democratic Republic and Czecho- _ 
slovakia source was in contact with leading representatives . 
of the respective Parties in those countries and secured tos 
current, up-to-date information on matters of current interest. 

As in the past, €G_5824-S* has continuéd to be one- - ᾿ 
of GUS HALL s closest confidants and has had numerous covert 
meetings with this individual. ~ Through contacts with HALL 
and other individudls ih thé leadership of the CP, USA, the 
source has, on a continuing basis, .been able «to furnish the 
Bureau with, details. of most important developments, occurring ᾿ 
within the CP,-USA, ΑΒ in the past; information furnished - ΕΝ 
by CG, 5824-.- has placed the Bureau in the position. of knowing 

7 ‘most of the significant details concerning the GP, USA's 
ΝΕ . current operations arid, in many instances, source's information, 

was provided sufficiently in advance so as to enable effective 
coverage of many Party activities. ᾿ 

ΝΕ In the field of funds, CG 5824-S*, together with 
_ NY 694-S*, has continued to furnish comprehensive, detailed 

information .concerning receipt of funds fron abroad arid their 
disbursement in the United States. . 

-5, Amounts Paid for Services and Expenses ΝΣ 

1268 
- ει 

$7.50. on 1/26/66 for services and expenses dur ing 
- period 1/1-15/66 . . 

' $250 on 1/26/66 for unusual expenses connected | 
x 

with li-day trip to NYC, 1/13-25/66. 

2/66 | 
wa 

_$750 on 2/1/66 for services and expenses during 
period 1/16-31/66 | - he 

$750 on 2/17/66. for services and expenses during ᾿ 
period 2/1-15/66. 

. ΝΝ . = ἃ - 
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3/66 7 . τι 

$750 on 3/1/66 for services and expenses during 
period 3/16-28/66 | 

; $250° ‘on 3/5/66 for unusual expenses connected 
with 7-day trip to NYC, 2/19-25/66 ᾿ 

$1,586 on 3/16/66 as advarice for expenses con-= 
nected with 20th Solo Mission 

$250 on 3/16/66 for unusual expenses connected. 
with 4-day trip to NYC, 3/5=8/66 

$750. on 3/16/66 for services. and expenses during 
period 3/1-15/66 

$1,500 on _3/16/66 as an advance for services and 
expenses “suring period 3/16-4/15/66 

5/66. 

$750 on 5/10/66 for Services and expenses during 
period 4/16- 5/1/66 

naiGtaleet Gi the ieee of the SAC eae ee Office, 
; “for the future. benefit of CG_5824-S*, For the months of 

January through April, 1966, “deposits were made to the 
above account. The total am Ὁ maintained 
in this spécial account at the First "National Bank of Chicago 
and in “another Account maintained ¢ at the Harris Trust and 
Savings. Bank, Chicago, as of Ma 16, 1966, was $14; 759. 10. 

On the ‘basis of the 1965 Federal Income Tax Return 
submitted by CG 5824-S*, it has been found that at least 
$600. a month of the amount source receives 15 expended by 
him for normal expenses, On the basis of this, the Chicago 
Qffice withholds a total of '_-$200 per. month.for Federal. Income 
Tax from Y the “anount ‘paid. ‘to the source. 

G. _ Meetings and Other Activities 

1/15-17/66 Attended enlarged National, 
Committee meeting, New York 
City 
-4- 
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1/18-24/66 — 

1/25/66 

1/26/66 

—*'1/26-27/66 

1/28-29/66 

2/1/66 
“ 

2/3/66 

2/4/66. 

| 2/7/66 

2/8/66 

2/9/66 

-- 

2/10/66 

2/12/66 

2/13/66 

2/14-15/66 

2/16/66 

Individual meetings,’ NYC, with 
CP, USA leadership, - including 
“GUS HALL, HYMAN LUMER, CLAUDE 
LIGHTFOOT, HELEN WINTER, etc. 

Returned to Chicago 

Meeting with JACK KLING, a leading . 
functionary of the CP of Illinois 

Meeting and contacts with MAX WEIN- 
STEIN, an individual involved in ~ 
cP, USA financial matters. - 

Individual. dajly meetings with JACK 
- KLING 

Indiyidual meetings with JACK XLING 
and MAX WEINSTEIN 

‘Contact with JACK KLING and tieeting 
with MAX WEINSTEIN © 

Individual meetings with JACK KLING. 
and CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, leading func~ 
 tionaries, CP of. Illinois 

“Meeting with JACK KLING 

Meeting with CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT 

Contact With JACK KLING 

_Individeal meetings with JIM WEST, 
leading furietionary, CP of Iilinois, 
and JACK KLING: contact with CLAUDE, © 
LIGRTFOOT | 

Covert. meeting with GUS HALL, Chicago: 

Attended State Board meeting and covert 
meeting with GUS: HALL, Chicago 

Contacts with JACK KLING | oo, 

Attended CP of Illinois Staff meeting; 
individual meetings with JACK KLING, 
CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT 

~ 5 - 
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2/17/66 

2/19/66 

2/20/66 

2/21/66 

2/22/66 

' 2/23/66 

2/25/66. 

2/24/66 

2/26/66 
τ 2/27/66" 

2/28/66 

3/1/66 

3/2/66 - 

3/8/66 

3/5/66 

3/5/66 

376/66 © 
_ 8/7/66... 

“Contact with JACK KLING 

- Meeting with: CARL WINTER, Editor, 
"The Worker"; contact with MAX 
WEINSTEIN ;- departed for NYC 

Ea route Toronto, Ontario, Canada - 

Contact with WILLIAM KASHTAN, — 
General Secretary, CP of Canada, 
re joint :CP,- USA - - CP of Canada 
school . 

Returnéd RYC: cohtact with GUS 
HALL 

Contact with GUS HALL 

‘Contact with GUS, HALL and leading 
CP, USA functionaries 

Returned to Chicago 

Meeting with JACK KLING. 

Meeting with CLAUDE LIGHITEOOT. - 

Meeting with JACK KLING 

Individual meetings. with JIM WEST 
and JACK KLING 

“Meeting with JACK KLING 

Meeting with JACK’ KLING and téle-. 
-phonic contact with Gus HALL " 

Departed for NYG 

Individual heetings with IRVING 
_ POTASH and GUS HALL - 

_ Meeting with GUS HALL 

- Meetingswith HELEN WINTER, CARL 
WINTER, NY 694-S* and returned 
to, Chicago 

«ὃ - 
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3/8/66. . ; 7 Confidential. icet ing with GUS - =_ | 
° _ HALL, Chicago - oe 

3/9/66 | Contact with JACK KLING τ 

3/10/66 . “Contact with JACK KLING; meeting. 
ST with CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT ΝΣ 

3221-13766, Daily contact with ARNOLD JOHNSON, 
- ΕΝ ΝΕ ΕΞ hational functionaty, CP, USA, and 
a ον individual meetings with ‘SACK KLING™ 

ΝΣ and CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT, Chicago 

3/17/66 τι Departed for NYC; meeting with GUS 
ἐπ το a, HALL | 

| | 3/18/66 -  Weeting with GUS HALL; departed 
τ πος ot ΝΣ _ ye on, 20th Solo Mission 

3/19~24/66., Cat Prague, Czechoslovakia; contact. ~~ 
- ᾿ "with CP of Czechoslovakia repre- 

sentatives, “World Marxist Review" 
representatives, former Amexicans . 
currently employed in Prague 

BYR de AS TE/66> ΄... “in. Moscow, USSR; 3/29-4/8/66- attended - 
ΞΕ ΝΣ ΝΣ " 23rd Congress, CP of the Soviet Uniony..- 

ΝΣ ; in contact with representatives of 
es Security Departient, Central Gommittee,, 

“os CP of the Soviet Union, on two occasions; 
ΝΣ . : individual contacts with. approximately Ὁ 

τς ᾿ . Ε 75 Communist and Workers * Parties 

representatives; meeting- with M, A.. 
-— _ SUSLOV and Β, N, PONOMAREV , Secretaries, -: 

- «τ τς Central, Committee, CP οὗ the Soviet Union —_ 

4/16-18/66. =. In Berlin, Getman Detiocratic Republic: 
meetings with ¥Yepresehtatives of the be 

το a
 i Party of Germany and ΠΣ 

τς ΝΣ 4/18=23/66 . >In Prague, Czechoslovakia; ‘eontact with 
—— - τς GP of Czechoslovakia. and "World Marxist 

εἰσ Review'+ represeitatives; meeting with 
represehtative of World Federation of 
Democratic Youth from Canada, 
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4/23-25/66 ΝΣ Arrive Zurich, Switzerland; returned 
. to US at Boston. and debriefing by 

SAs . 

4/26/66 | At NYC and debriefing by SAS 

4/27/66. Meeting with GUS HALL at NYC and 
. ᾿ debriefing - 

4/28/66 - τς Contact with HELEN WINTER and debriefing 

4/29/66 ‘Debriefing, NYC - 

4/30/66 Meeting with GUS HALL ᾿ 

5/2/66 Meetings with HELEN WINTER, ‘GUS 
" το HALL, and other Οὐ. USA functionaries; 

returned to Chicago 

5/4/66 ΕΝ Meeting with JACK KLING 

5/5/66 - Individual meetings with JACK KLING, 
_ °°‘ LAUDE LIGHTFOOT, and JIM WEST 

5/6/6600 Individual meétings with JACK KLING 
“ΕΟ - and CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT | 

571-826. ‘Meetings with HALL at Chicago and ες 
: with leading CP of ‘illinois functionariés 

5/10/66. Staff meeting, cP of Lllinois 

5/11/66 | — Meeting with CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT 

5/12-13/66  - Meetings with JACK KRING. 

5/16/66 Staff meeting, CP of Illinois 

7._Reports Submitted 
Written - none 

“Oral (reduced to writing) = approxinately 210, of which 
75 ..consisted of letterhead memoranda devoted solely to 
Solo information 
:.-.---τὍνὔψπτὶ΄πτϑΠ'ί’' πῇ ῇ ποτ -πὉ 
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8. Information Furnished οἵ Unusual Value 

See sections 4 and 6 above. 

9. Approximate Number of People on Whom Informant 
Furnished Coverage arid Their Importance | 

It is: estimated that during the current period 
source provided information on approximately 325, individuals, 
including nearly all of those in the top leadership of the 
CP, USA, as well as a number of individuals active in the 
international communist movement, 

10. Steps Taken to Advance the informant 

' As: has been stated in the past, CG 5824-S* has. 
reached the point of leadership within the CP, USA where - 
there remains little opportunity to rise ‘to a higher organi- 
gational level without making ἃ direct political challenge 
to the léadership of HALL or to the leadership of some. other 
top -Party. functionaries, An effort to do this would possibly 
jeopardize the source's current high standing and, therefore, 
the Chicago Office continues to direct its efforts toward a - 
goal that will enable CG 5824+S* to continue his own high 
level of activity but not placing hinseif in a position which. 
might jeopardize his ability to furnish the . Bureau ever- 
increasing - inforriation, 

11. Stability ahd Reliability - 

" In. the opinion of the. contacting agents, CG. 5824-S* 
has no personal weaknesses nor has he given any indication of 
untrustworthiness or unreliability which could be ἃ source | ἢ 
‘of some future embarrassment to the Bureau, , 

12, Indoctrination Against Disclosure 

Every possible effort has been made to- properly 
indoctrinate CG 5824-S* against making any disclosure of - 
his relationship with the FBI through any jhedia whatsoever. 
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13. | Action Taken on information Furnished 

Information furnished by the informant has been or 
is in the process of being disseminated and where necessary 

"the appropriate action is being recommended. . _* 

34, Miscellaneous 

“None, Ὁ oO Ξ- - 

- 10 - . - 



| >! τὸ ΝΞ 
ΒΟΌΤΕ IN ENVELOPE 

® SAC, New York. (100-184687) | a 5/27/66 

we ΥΒΣ (lod-4g8001) Ὁ ΄Ὸ -9ΞΚ(ψ.1-Ὁ Bland «΄ ᾿ 
ΝΞ . ᾿ς Let ompson 

s Sn 1 = RePutnam 

ee SECURITY = C Be 

RecGairtel 5/12/¢ sed a letterhead. τι Ns 
memorandum (LUM). entitled indicating that - ΝΞ 
Scheér was an “activist” im udents: for ἃ. Democratic. | 
Society, visiting in Budapest, Hungary; en route to Vietnam,. — 
who desiréd' to travel to the Soviet Union for a brief visit. 
On. the -hasis of data furnished no. identifiable referénce for 
this ivgividual could be Located in Bufiles, 

Report of Special Agent: Albert... Falter, 5/11/66, - - 
at New, York, “captioned "Communist infiltration of Students . 
for 80, contains the ~ . 
nane Brooklyn, New: York, 
as being on the ox " of the New York Chapter at / 
Large of the Students for 8 Denderatic Sdpiety. | μὲ 

. loFC 
New York should determine if [is τ, πον 

Adéntical with subject of reLWii. Chicago should recontact an 
- CG 5824—g%- Lor. additional ‘identifying. data regarding subject. --- we 
Of paul ‘Submit results of investigation under appropriate ἢ 
caption, - 

2 = Chicago. (194-46 Sub B 
5 ΝΣ 

my) "et | 00-4231 ~ ~56
b0 | 

RCP :pah- ἐν So 

| 6. MAY 27 1966 
NOTE: : 

ReLHM contains insufficient identifying data data regarding 
a person. “who. wants to travel to the ‘Soviet Union: and Vietnam, and’ 
he should be identified prior to disseminating LAM from Chicago, 

Feit Ὡ " δ: 

GONG eee 
RROSCT ene ᾿ 
Sulliven eee , 

Tayvel — 
‘Trotter — 

Tele, Room. YF 19 
Hi 

gaan tet “revetyPe.uniTl 
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“3 ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Legat, Mexico City - 5/24/66 

Director, FBI (64~200-217) PERSONAL, ATTENTION 

| " ᾿ 1 ~ ἔν. Baungardner 
COMMUNIST PARTY ~ HAITI 1 ~ ir, Wannall 
IS = HAITI 1 ~ Mr. Solomon 

__ . Recengly a highly sensitive source, whose information 
is classified "Top Beésad!! and cannot be set forth in any 
gocunent for dissemination outside the Bureau, advised as 
ollows: 

The Parti d' Entente Populaire (PEP ~ Noscow~ 
recognized Communist Party of Haiti) is utilizing the following 
two accommodation addresses in Mexico City for the transmission. 
of written communications and documentary waterial, 

Garela Perez _ 
Ave. Morelos 65 
Mexico City, DB. F. 

Romulo Rozo ' 
Calle Sacramento 521 
Mexico City, D. Ἐς + 

_ With regard to the latter address, refor to your. 
file 105-5030, "Gerard Pierré-Charles, aka, IS. ~ Haiti.” 
You will note that Calle Sacramento 521, Mexico City, is 
Listed in American Embassy records as. the. current. residence 
address of Picrre-Charles, previously identified as exile. 
coordinator of the PEP in Mexico. 

It is desired that attempl> be made through your 
established sources to develop additional data concerning 
these addresses. You should insure that any action taken will 
not jeopardize the highly sensitive source which provided 
this information.¥ 

Review of Bureau files based of the limited information 

Ὁ 1 

ΝΥ 

ᾳ-226- 2} ~ 

mw 6 

ORIGINAL 

known Located no data identifiable with Garcia Perez or Romulo Rozo, 

| | 00-4 04 | 
i - Foreign Liaison (Route through for revicw) NOT RECORDED 
L ~ 105-1489 Pi ~Charles): 128 MAY 25 1966 
@)- 100-428092 “(soLo):: : 

56 ἼΩΝ ᾿ bey acs mora sae ποὺ oOJUNT \/ APo uri, $ TE PAG 

DOMINO re - 



᾿ ,δδιοι 0 

Letter to Legat, Mexico City 
Res. COMMUNIST PARTY «- HAITI 
6 4.200.2 17 

ΠΟΤΕ: 

mane qgbouree is top level Comminist Party ληζοσμα ὃ. CG 5824-S* who obtained. the above information during attendance 
at 2ord Congercss, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Moscow; 
in late March aud early April, 1966.. 



DECLASSIFICATION ANTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
“TET ADTUMET IOC ΕΠ ΑΓ PI LaT Ee mii 
DATE G3-O01-2012 

ὯΝ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
7 (73) 100-42809% : iby xarson 

ΝΑ 

1 - Cotter 
1 - Liaison 
1... Mastrovich Date: πὴν 29, 1οσο 

To: Dircctor Be 
Luroau of Entelligenes and Rescarch - 
Denarteent, of State. \ 

pron i - John Edgar Noovor, Dircetor ane 
/ ee Bubjects COnwNYST PARTY OF cuDS ἐν 

_. ._ ἅδο Following. information provided by ἃ. source 
which hag furnished reliable information in the past is 
boing brought to your attention as a matter of possibile 

. ΟΣ ΟΞ ι, 

" , oh Apr§l, 1966, after attending tho 23rd. Consvoss 
of tha Communist Party of the Sovict Union, hold Harch 29 

| through Apr2l 2, 1606, in-Meseow, Russin,. tho fraternal deloe_ 
Τ gations to this Congress from the Coummist Party, Ushi (CPUSA}, 
and tho Communist Party of Cuba (CPC) het ond exchanged greate/ 

=} Suge and ongapéd In somo genoral discugsion.. { 

τς Axnondo Hart Davalos, ἐ menbor of tho Politien2 
} Surcau ond Contral Committee, CPC, and hosd of the Cuan 

wet frotornal dologation, was spoliommin for the. Ch, fart stated © 
that the CPO desires to strongthon fraternal comections with 

. . ‘the CoUSA. Hart ndded that the CPS secs creat importance in 
if. tho: big movomonts developing in the United States among the. " 
᾿ working clans, the Negro people, the inteliectunis, the ΟΣ, } 

end other such Gxcups. arc. Ὁ Lo 0). 42-709/— bo 2} 

_ Honsy Vanaten, Vico Chairman, CPUSA, who honded tho 
€PUSA fraternal delegation, responded to Hort's renarks, and , 
the essoncg of big comonte was 29 Zollov:—— —— ὡς 

— AY 6 MAY 277 1966. 
—=nau:pan ἢ 7 
——— (9) 

Sulltvort ome yh o- 
‘avel —— 3 yr 

Trotter ὡς - 

re Sage APR ἃ 1 1966 olnes 9 bs a: : 
Οαπὰγ ---- ο΄ maw ΒΟΟΜΙΣ ἶ ΤΕΚΕΤΥΡΕ url] 
͵ 



“CPC donrddos, Winston stated that he vas in prison at tho 
_ tine Premier Fidel Castro of Cuba announced his willingness - 

_ Bureau of Intolligence and Tesoarch 7 ΝΞ oe so 

- Departnent: of State τ ΝΞ 

The CPUSA was aied ‘to venow old ‘acquaintances ΩΣ 

to exchange a Cuban Goneral for Winston's release from prison. an 
_ This was tho. first tirte.in history that an American socialist . 
State could naka ‘guch an announcement and. offer te undertake - 
“ptch-an aet, But shortly after Prémior Castrdé's humanitarian - ~~ 
“act, John Ἐν Konnady,, then, the. Presidont of the United States; — ~ 
Signed ‘the papors- that set. Winston free, - Castxo, had tipped 
the. ‘Scales and now ‘there arg ‘two Anoricas, - 

The -Vietnan war’ has ‘been: the ‘point of. departirsa fox ἢ 
the CPUSA. The OPUSA and thé people have joinad together to. 
fight against this war. The CPUSA ‘is leading the movement. to 
Withdraw American. troops fron the Dominican Republic. The 

| CPUSA 38 also trying to-doyolop a movement: to broak the hostile. 
politics. and blockade against’ Cubi, At the same tino, the. CPUSA 
“is. working ‘to develop ‘trade with Cubs atid ‘tho withdrawal of 
‘United States troops from Guantanamo. Thé CPUSA is seeking - 
& policy of fridgndship hatween, the peoples, of. the. United States 

το τ and Cuba, 

ὑπ - ἡληϑέου. presented. & eh to tho. be Which vas-to- be..- 
ΠΝ to Cagtra τὸ be. used to sign tho. treaty: to “gat the 
United | States troops. ont of ‘Cubs, ᾿ 

“Hort Was. tien provided with an * invitation: from ἫΝ 
Τ σρυδα to the CRC to send 4 fraternal delegation to the 
18th National Convention. of the CPUSA to bo held. in 
Now York City in JUNC; - 1966, Hartt stated that the. ΟΡΟ would 

_ Pry. its. bost to send δὶ delegation to the ‘CPUSA. Convention. ᾿ 

Hart stated that in developing policies Fr Cuba - 
“the CPC wints. the CPUSA to always know ‘that’ it keeps the: 
Amoyican people in wihd and that the opinions. of the CPUSA, 

ες On ALL matters aro most carefully weighed. . 

onry Witistor, statdd ‘that. today in. the tinktea States 
‘there aré ‘many disagreonénts’ in thé bourgeois. camp. — Vast: 

᾿ς ἀγαθόν. of people have. last: their eohfidence in the present | - 
administration ovor the situation in the Vietnam war and this. . 



Dixector | 
Bureau of Inteliigénce and Research 
Department of State 

is being clearly shown by the most recent polls. It could 
be ἃ great help to the CPUSA in the United States in its | 
fight to break the hostile attitudes on Cuba if Cuba could 
issue somé apponl to ‘the American pedile on the need for 
hormal trade, diplomatic relations, and so forth with Cubd. 
The CPUSA desirés the CPC's help on this matter, 

‘|... , ,,dart responded by stating that thé opd is very 
interested in those contradictions presently éxisting on. _ 
United States problems, particularly as they are reflected 
by the polis and other events. At the Tra-Continenta2 © 
Congress bald Jast January in Havana, Cuba, Fidel Castro 
instructed that the CPC always keep the American people in 

“ ‘mind, What the CPC needs is an information center’ on the 
United States: and the CPUSA cin help with this, herd are 
nany things happening in the Unitdd States about ‘which. ore 
information is needed. The things in which the CPC would 
have an interest would mainly. concern political questions. 
The CPC will send the CPUSA the items in which 1t is 
interested and on which it degires more information; 

_ Because. of the sensitive nature-of the source 
which furnished this information; this dompanication is , 
classified “Tépssegret ,'! | 

i= Director 65)’ ΒΥ LIAISON 
Central. Intelligence Agency 1 

Attention: Depiity Director, Plats 

1 = Office of Counterintoliigence dnd Security . BY LIAISON 
Defense Intelligence Agency zB Di CA ny fl Is 4 Ye “td 

Lair, J, Walter Yesgioy Ὁ ΝΣ 
Assistant Attorney General. . 



Director ; 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State’ 

NOTE: 
᾿ Classified Sareea since unauthorized. discldsuré. 

of this information could reyeal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of contimiing yalue and such revelation 
could result jin exceptionally graye damagé to the Nation. _ 
Source obtained this information, while on Solo Mission, 20 in’ 
the Soydet Union ὃς other communist parties from 3/18-4/25/66. 
Data extracted from CGairtel 5/12/66, captioned "Solo, IS = C." 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 
: Mr. Ws Cs Sullivan DATE: May 23, 1966 besa 

1 = DeLoach iia 
‘irs Ἐς Js Baumgar 1 -n Hohr Holmes — 

4 1 = Callahan Gandy τ 
Gon (Attention: HM: F. 

OLO ΝΣ | 1 = Sullivan 
INTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST 1 ὦ Baumgardner 

. οι, 1 ~ Rozamus 
Le ἢ, C3 Putnan — 

(Solio is the code word used to refer to the liaison 
operation performed by our informants With other communist 
parties ‘of: the world.) - “Ἄμε 

: ͵ 

_ PURPOSE: 6“ 9» 

To recommend that a ‘$1, 000 award be made to CG 5824=S* 
for having subjected himself to extraordinary risks in travel . 
ing to the Soviet Union, East Germany and Czechoslovakia on 
Solo Mission 20 in order to obtain vital intelligence data pezx~ 
taining -to- the international. communist movement; In addition, 
to recommend: informant receive a personal letter of appreciation 
for his efforts as recomménded by Special Agent in charges 
Chicago, in letter dated 5/17/66, ᾿ 

BACKGROUND : ‘ ; i 

‘On 3/18/66 CG 5824- 5. ‘departed « on Solo ‘Wission 20 
which took him to the Soviet Union, East Germany and 
“Czechoslovakia, He attended the 23rd’ Congress of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union held 3/29 = 4/8/66 in Moscow, Russia. 
He ‘participated in discussions ‘with, top Soviet leaders such as 
Mikhail Suslov, a member of ‘the Politbuvo,,and met individually 
with delegations fron communist. parties throughout the worlds 
As a result of these high-level contacts, CG 5824~S* has sup- 
plied us with much sought-after data regarding the interna~ 
tional communist movement, This has enabled us to disseminate 
to top Government officials. intelligence data which is vital 
to the shaping of United States foreign policy: 

Some of the more important items of intelligence 
obtained by CG 5824~S* on this Mission concerned the informa- 
tion that the leadership of the Soviet Union is now in, the 
hands of. Leonid Brezhnev and Mikhail . ‘Suslov,; but their posi-a- 
tidéns is being, 3 maintained by compromise in ae) to oil Ῥόδος of 

100~428091 - REC. 28 | 00-\-4 ΝΜ 
Enclosure S 2 ete == OVER 

ΤῸΝ i 6 MAY 277 1966 _ 

sue N66 ΝΣ — ...ὄ.ὄ. 



Memorandum to Mr. Ws C. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 
100~428091 

[ 

alleged wtaninity in the Politburo; Source studied highly con- 
fidential-Soviet documents relating to Soviet aid to Vietnam 
and the split between the Soviets and the Communist Party of 
Chinas Source met with leaders from North Vietnam and. 
obtained their views toward the war in Vietnam; His con~ 
tacts with representatives of most of the. other 90 communist 
parties present. in Moscow developed a wealth of ‘material on ' 4 the status of the international communist movement’, ‘ ‘One item, 

| kegarding a proposed conference of intellectuals in | τ 
North Vietnam-furnished. the White House, evoked a request to 
utilize this information in: paraphrased-forn, 

Solo Mission 20, as in all preceding missions, was 
an extremely arduous undertaking, CG 5824-S* was in 111 
health at the inception of the mission and returned ‘to the 
United States in a state of’ exhaustion; 

OBSERVATION: 

‘The intelligence obtained by’ CG 5824=S* on Solo 
Mission. 20.cannot be measured in dollars and’ cents; 6. 
Although his activities in this operation place his life 
in jeopardy; his willingness to overcome ‘the obstacles | 
in order to accomplish this assignment certainly merits 
Special recognition, 

| RECOMMENDATIONS : 
a 

ror - 7 hn an a 

a, ᾧ 

(1) That σα 5824-S* receive a personal ietter of. 
appreciation.as well as an award of. $1,000;,. ᾿ - 

- 

(2) That attached letter be sent to Special.Agent ἡ 
in ‘Charge, Chicago, authorizing the payment-of ‘$1,000 ‘to 
CG 5824-S* and instructing the Special Agent in.Charge to -. 
make the presentation of the award along with the attached. _ 
letter of appreciation; (After CG 5824-S* has had’an 
opportunity to read the letter of -appreciation, it will be 
returned to-the Chicago Office and retained-in the office safe) | 

Gwe “ 
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FD-36 (Rev, $-22-64) 

Date: = 5/20/66 
it ROUTE IN Ἐπ OPE 
Transmit the following in 

(Type in plaintext ot code) Ὁ 
{ AIRTEL L | 

᾿ (Priority) ἱ ᾿ 
ΝΕ 

ῃ{0{0Φ|Π7 ὴ 

| TO : DIRECTOR,. FBI (100~428091) \ . 

, { WV) FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) _ “σ΄ γα 
Ἂ , . γος > } ‘¥- . + 

"i SUBJECTS “SOLO | ημ| aed achat 
_ On 5/20/66, there, was réceived from the Soviets, ἡ le) 

via radio, the following ciphered-coded message, the plain rot 1 
text of which is as follows: tee 

"To GUS BALL 

"L. USSR Ministry of Higher Education is ready to receive 
LEE DLUGIN: as research worker for three months. Her expenses | 
in USSR will be paid by Ministry according to rates established 
for scientific exchange and she must pay her travel expenses 
to and from USSR. Advise her to inform our Embassy Washington — 
on her departure date to USSR wheh she applies for visa. 

(Re LEE DLUGIN above, see NY airtel 5/11/66, 
page 6, and NY airtel 4/21/66, pages 4-7. 
LEE DLUGIN's Bufile is 100-431091. ) 

"2. According to your request WILES will not be included into 
your quota. Desirable that you arrange with TIM BUCK that he 
gives us his advises on her trip to USSR together with him." 

(Re WILES abové, refers to KOHANNA WILES (Bufile 
105-25100). See NY airtel 5/11/66, page 5.) 4 2 = 

/-Fo¥ %€D ye κα; Ζῶ 
' - Bureau (RM Re 100 (2.50 fl— 5G 

1 - ae ee βὰν B)(AM RM) 
1 - NY 13 INV) (43 
1 - NY 100-134637 ἐπε 6 MAY 277 1966 

WCM:msb . en 

(7) ᾿ 
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ROUTE {N E
NVELOPE. 

(IS) 160420007" tan: BY LIAISON 

> Date: = May ὁπ, ise τ og gee, to: piroctor 1 ~ RCPutnam 
Bureau of Intelligence and Nesparch. 
Deparinont of Stato — 

from: John Edgoy Hoover, Director gy 

Subject: FORBIGH POLITICAL MATTERS = GHANA 

AL "ἡ “a 
we 

7 Tho following wag Zurnished by sources which have 
furnished reliable information in the past and is boing 
brought to your nttention as ἃ matter of possible interest. 

. in April, 1966, J. Voddis, a mombor of the Political 
Committee of tho Executive Committee of thdcComuunist Party of 
Groat. Dritain, dolivered a veport on Ghann. Woddis had 
rocently spont a numbor of nonths in Africa. Thé essence of 
his touarks was ag follovs:. 

in order to tinderstand the. events and hanponings 
in Ghana, a background on the tadt 18 months in Africa is 
necessary. During this period "revolution" was advancing in - 
a@ nunber of African states, Then the “inpeorinlists" Launched 
their counterattack with the November, 1964, coup in tho . 
Ropublic of the Congo (Leopoldvilio). “his was fotleved by 
dssascinntions. and αὐτου σα ascassinations in Burdndi, the 
Republic of the Congo (Drazzavilic}, and Kenyn. This was 
followed by attempts te invade Uganda and by offorts to over= 
throw the Govornzent of the Repubiie of the: Sudan. - 

in view of these events the ovorihrow of the govern. Lf 

OT γ727.- 004 | 6 MAY 51 1865 

* | GGRESNOTE AGE. 3) “4 
ἐν ἈΠ ἐξ ) ; 

Soviot. Union, a majority of the Central Comittes of the : 
Convontion People's. Party of Ghann was "right wing” and \\ 

ne 
i 

MAIL ROOM 



Director “τ 
Bureau of {nteLligence and Nesearch 

: ᾿ Departmént of Stato 2 

ΕἸ 

tthe 17 members: of the Executive Committee ware "of. the “test. ft 
‘The masses ‘in: Ghana were not organized and many people listed 
aS members’ of the Convention People's Party. were only members 
"on paper," Nkrumah's biggest mistake was his failure to 
organize x strong party, Nkrumah also suffered because of the 
“éult of the personality" since those’ responsible for. building | 
hin up turned out to be his "chief. énemiés and assassins."" 

The fact that economic conditions an Ghana were: bad - 
also aided in thé overthrow of Nirunah's- governnent.. For 
example, thd main product of Ghan&. is. cocod.. From. thé tine 

"Of Independence until. Nkrumah was deposed ‘the. price of cocoa. 
dropped from 390 pounds (Ghana) to 90 pounds pox ton, ‘This 
happened while production of cocoa Was. increasing in. Ghana 
and gave the government a greater. burden. 

Ghana,. Fike. Nigeria, ‘thas: ry Jarger Hourgeods: 
, Strata than itany countrios in Africa. This strata of society: — 

' was composed o£ traders, ‘Jand speculators; ‘vich. eoconut farm~. 
meg and the like. Nkrwinh permitted this upper class te 
Rive in, luxury while failing to-organize the working ¢lass.,. 

- Before. Nkvumah was overthrown, -Ghana could bést bo deseribed, et 
- BS- being on the. réad to becoming 8 noncapitalist state, τὸ -Ἕ flee. 
was hot 66 ἃ. sacialist state, a 

- . The above. sources also. advised that in Apri, 1966, 
ΝΕ wreprasentatives of the Communist. Party, USA, wore. furnistied 

‘the: following information. by voprogentatives, of the. Communist 
‘Party of the ‘Soviet: Union: _ : 

." Representatives: of the Soviet ΕΝ ‘eontacted iewame ~ 
_ Nkrumah shortly after he was removed fron his’ position as ᾿- 
President of Ghana. in late Fébruary, 1966. Nkrumah was 

᾿ offerdd ali the gid hé would need if ha desixéd to take somd. _ 
- ‘getion to oppose his removal. -Nkrutiah indicated his. appracia 
ation for. this gesture én the part of the Soviet Union; but: 
declined ‘the: offer of assistance at that time. However, 

. Nkrumah suggested that the Soviet Union keop its diplomatic 
- personnel in Ghané since this might make it possible for the 

τς Soviet Union to. exert sone influence. on future events in: ‘Ghand. 



: "NOTE: 

Directo ΝΣ ΕΝ 
Bureau of Intelligence and Resoarch οι τ 
“Department of Stat a 

ΝΣ Bocause of the senoitive nature of the soureés’ - 
ΠῚ provided the above information »- this communication - 
is classified u : 

Ὁ Director BY LEATEON 
Central Intelligence Agoncy 

Attention: Doputy Director, Plans. τ 

-- 

Classified S Typ Cones" bécatise unatithorized digelosure * 
of. this information could reveal the identity of thé source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result 35 exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, 
CG 5824-S* is referred ‘to as "sources" in order to £furthey 
.pratect the identity of this yaluabié informant. CG 5824-s* 

. obtained-data while. onSolo Mission 20 to Soviet Union. Data 
᾿ΕΝ extracted from, CGairtels 5ΖΧ11 & 16/66 captiqned "solo, XS. ὦ συ" ΕΝ 



DECLASSIFICATIUN AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASS — 
DATE O23-OQ1L-£0OLe a 

~ wo, oO Q 

ROUTE if ANVELOPE 
- 

(18) 100—428093 6 BY LIAISON 

a (Gel?) ἐπ Eto 
To: Director lL - Mastrovich 

Bureau of intelligence ond Research: 
‘ - Department of State ἮΝ 

From: John. Rdgar Hoover, Dircetor υν 
Subject: SOCZALIST UNITY PANTY OF GERMANY ΩΣ 

. 
on” 

| The following was provided by a. source which has: 
furnished relinble information in the past and is boing 
brought to yous attention as. a matter of possible interest. 

| Ν The International Departmont, Central Committee, 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPS), is very desirous . 
of having a representative. of thé Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), 
cone to the German Democratic Republic in the foil of 1966 for 
the purpose of iccturing to SUPG activists, state officials 
and wiss organizations. In making this yequest the SUPG 

during tho CPUSA lecturer's stay in the German Democ¥atie 
Republic. In. Surtherance of tho desire to have a CPUSA ΕΝ 
iceturor como to the German Democratic Republic, tho 
International Department, Central Conmittee,. SUPG, prepared 
aud delivered an official letter on this matter to 2 repre~ 
sentative of the CPUSA in April, 1966, he text of this Ἢ; 0 
detter' was as follows: REG. 28 ἰθ ὦ- 49 re. j | 

"Socialist Unity Party of Germany 
en Central Committes = ¢ ay 27 1966 

“Central Committed House on Horx-Engela_Sauare 105 
Berlin, Telephone: 2028 Oo 

ΜΝ “Departnent: International Liaison ν i 
DeLoach ταις 

| 

Wet “To the Communist Party of the United States of . 
Casper προ νς er ton 
Callchey An ΝΞ 

Pelt | ἣν Re = PZ 

(7) ~S 
Trotter eteeeaeny ᾿ 

Tele. Ro ae oe aha τ, soar SAH ial lS | Gendy = P HRO TELETYPE unirl_l 

(SEE NOTE -PAGE '3) 

offered to pay ‘oll expenses of travel and 23} czpenses de . 

4 τ ! 
Ὁ , 



Director —- yg! 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

: ᾿ ‘Berlin, March 91, 1966 

"Dear Comrades: | 

"We take the liberty of extending an ‘invitsa- 
tion for one. of the comrades of your Party to come to 
the ‘German Democratic Republic as αὶ lecturer, 

" "The proposed péridd of tine is from August. 8 
through August 18, 1966.. 

“The cemvades and fictive population og the 
German Democratic. Republic experience 4 very great 
need for direct information concerning tha probléns. 
' encountered ‘by brother. Parties in -theix struggles, ΝΞ 
Therefore, wa would be very Blad to have ἢ comrade 
from, your Party hold: a series of Lectures ‘in the 
German Demoeratic ‘Republic: concerning the following | 
subject's” Ἶ | 

Heghe sliatponing of the contradictions of ΝΞ 5 
United States impervialicm and their effect’ 

- On. the Situation of the American peoples; =‘! 
‘The. American ‘Labor movement, ‘and: the struggle " 
of the Communist ‘Party to seciire “their 
potstical rights," ᾿ 

ἐς 

a pa 

tite ask you i to , sidvise us promptly whether it 
wild be possible: for you to accept’ our invitation, — 

wrth Socialist. regards," 



O O 

“Erie 
Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

Because of the sensitive nature of the source which 
made this infoymation available, this communication is classi- 
fied "opasctget." 

L ~ Director -_ BY LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans, ODM vi 
| τ΄ pe 

NOTE: 
' Classified Tos=sesraL" Since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity .of the source. 
(CG, 5824~S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally grave damage to the nation. 
Source obtained this information while on Solo Mission 20 
in the Soviet. Union and other communist countries from 3/18/66 
to 4/25/66. Data extracted from CGairtel 5/13/66 captioned 
"Solo, IS - ¢." πον ὄρος 



PRCLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERTWED FEGH: 

sao FEIT: AUTOEATIC ΓΗ ΡῈ ΤΡ ΈΞΕΕ ΚΤ ION GARTER ws e Se — --ἢ Ἐπ τὸ 
SETHE O3~-O1—20 iS 

srent | a Ε 

μπῇ 

100-428091 ὁ. πο ΤῸ: May 26, 1966 

1-8. C. Putnazi 

| en a ° - ife Hon iprens Solo by | 

The following inforaation ‘has been supplied by 
sources which have furnisted reliable information in the 
pist. 

The Holideers is ἃ name adopted by a group of || τα 
dndividuais who are or were nenbors of the Communist Party, - 
‘USA, and the Communist Party of Canada, The group was 
formed soveral ‘yonrs ago as a huiting and fishing club. 
It’ is ἃ social orgatiization., Ho inforniation is available 
to indicate that thesd. individuals ‘ara operating ag a ΝΣ 
specific group involved in international finances and | 
investments for ‘the communist movéerent and. functioning 
under the titic of the Holideers, There is no informa - 

ἊΝ #hon to indicate that this group has mot in the recent. 
Past 2 . 

ae Foreign Liaison Unit τ 2 ey “2. 276 / Sl 1 oreign Liaison Un , «(0 [06 2847 i S bole 

RCP: pah ΝΣ ᾿ . 
(5). 45 MA OF “ὃ - | 

NOTES — een ἢ 
. ' ed at thé oral r of 

τῇ ̓ ee Officer... is aware of identities, 
of these individuals. - 

Classified tt 't since imnatithorized disclosure _ 
of data reported could Yeasonably result in the. identification. pe 
of the source (CG 5824-S*). who: is: of continuing: value and 2s 

rhs 

such revelation could result in grave damage to the Nation. 
TORSOT msewenemens - (100-428091~2856) 
DeLooch con - ry woe “ 

el aie 
: | 

Gate 
Rosen ος - ΟΣΖ, 
ΕΠ ΗΠ ΘΘΒΌΟΝ § ae - 
TOLL cinco, , , 
Trotter Perret, 5 7 JUN vA iso . εὖ - pit 
Tele. Robm a pve , ; 4 
HOWRGS peecmenue " “τ 
Gandy τσ, ΟΟΜΜΆΒΟΟΗ CO) TELETYPE ὑπ ἢ 



SECLASSTEFICATION AUTHORITY DRETVED FROWN: 

ee ne a ERE AUTOMATIC DECLASS LF IGAEEON CUTE 
VATE O3-O1-EOL2 

- -π - - . 

- — at oO 

~ y - Ὁ" 

(15) 100-420092 BY LIAISON 

1 .- Wannall 
ΝΣ . ; L - Liaison 

. 1 = RCFutnam 

᾿ Date: Hay. 25, 1966 

To: Director. _ 
Buroau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of Stata 

Fron:. John Edgar Hoover, Director νυ 6. 

Subject’: 1OTH CONGRESS OF THR Ἵ ΠΩ 
COLIMNIST PARTY OF DUGUAT a 

Sol, ὃ 
The Lolloving was provided by souress which havo 

supplied roliable information in the past and is being 
brought to your attention as a mattor of possible interest: 

Zhe 19th Congress of the Communist Party of 
Uruguay (CPU) is scheduled to be hold in Montevideo, Uraguny;. 
dune. 29 through July 3, 1966; The CPU has issued invitations: 
tovvarious communist portics to send fraternal dologations to 
this Congress. <Arons the parties which received euch invita< 
tions fis the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA). 

SS 
Loe 2LOG-A - Ζ- 

As. of early Hay, 1966, the crush was seriously cone 
sidering sending 2 delegation to tho 19th Congress of tho CPT 
which would be headed by Gus Hail, Goneral Secretary, CPUSA. ῃ 

lbs \) i» Director BY LIAISON 
JNRECORDED ‘COPY FILED 15} Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Dixrector, Plans 

aa rk Ae Δ = lir. Je Walter Yengley , ὦ, 
Assistant Attorney Οοποχοῖ 

ΤΙ Νὰ RCP :pah 
DeLoach a (8) 
Mohr τα 100-4 24091 ~ 5,0 

19 MAY 26 μετ, 
Tele. Boom - we Holnes 5 ἀν τίς url] Gandy 



Director 

Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

NOTE: 
Classified TBecmek" since unauthorized disclosure of 

this information could reasonably result in the identification 
of the source (CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such 
revelation could result in grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824-S* 
is referred to-as~"sources" in order to further protect the 
identity of this yaluable informant. Source received informa- 
tion while attending the 23rd Congress of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union in Moscow 3/29-4/8/66 and in conversation with 
Gus Hall in early May, 1966, Data extracted from CGairtel 
5/12/66 captioned "Solo, IS - C." : 



TIC ἢ “ATION GUIDE 

{IS) 160-425092 BY LIAYSON 

?, Devas May 25, 1908 br Bland 
a To: Director . . 1 = RcPutnam 

Bureau of Intellirenco and ‘Research. 
Department of State _ \ 

Fron: John Udgar Hoover, Director 

T MER ~ Cc 

Tho. Lolioving was provided bya source which has furnished yeliablo information in the past and is boing brought to your attention as ἃ matter of possible intérest. 

Se Πτττατττ ττττς τστς τῖσαι Lumer, a monber of tho, Nationa ec of tho Communist Party, USA, aud oditor of sts monthly theoretical, organ, __ 
"Political | Kwas residing in Berlin, Gersan Denceratie 
Republic. lives in a new one-room bachelor apart~ mont located on the Unter don Linden, ἃ block or ὑπ from. the Gi Srandonburr Gate. This apartment was d hin by the. 

=|Socinlist Uaity Party of East Germany. 4s onrolied as ἃ otudont in tha Brecht School of Drana ast Dorlin. 

| thile[____]is considered a fenids and bas mastered » the Gernion Language during a short xesidence, he is vory | demanding and no matter how nich is provided Zor hin, it ig 
not enough, He constantly douands items of food and drink ὁ oe | 
which aro in short supply in East Gormany.;,.. , / | a c 

τὸ . . REG 18 26) ̓ Oo “εὐ 
a "ho source also advised that, although ohied 
J ‘to renain at the Brecht School. for three or four yoars, he ΣᾺΣ Loave after 2 period of oné—-and-one » No two years. 

1» Diroctor _ _ BY LEAISON.-,, 2 Tein  Contwal Intelligence Agéney ©" * 
ur 

7 “| | ρ᾿ Ὀεμοαοῇ. »" 
~ j ᾿ fo ᾿ Wick ΠΣ  - Attention: Deputy Director, Plans ay ς [Fy a4 Casper - ἢ - : ? Collchcn τος ἢ Le, J, Wadtey Yeagioy AM [4 = — ‘fn ~«=— Assistant Ν᾽ Lz 4 

19 MAY 2°2%g66 
Trotter ns - 
fowl -—— RCP spa 
Tele. Room (8) 

sagt 168 5 cc} TELETYPE unit L_] 



Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research. 
Department of State 

* 5 

NOTE: 
| Classified "Sserekt_ since unauthorized disclosure of 
this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG_5824~S*) who is' of continuing. value and such revelation 
could -result in grave damage to the Nation. Source obtained 
this information While on Solo Mission 20 to the Soviet-Union; 
East Germany and %Czechoslovakia. Data extracted from 
CGairtel 5/12/66, captioned "Salo, is ~ ¢," 

ae ee offi* 

~2— 



DRECLASSIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED F Rom: 

FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASS IFICATION ὈΠΤΡῈ 

(15) 100-426092 . ‘BY ΣΤΛΙΘῸΣ 

ena _ 1 ~ Branigan | 
( Date: Hay 25, 1966 1 ΞᾺῈ. ἢ, Smith 

: " . 1- 
: To: Divactor μι - 

Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State . 

Frod: Jolin Hagar Hoover, Dixcetoy. 
Subject? WORLD RAREST REVERT Se 

a re 
ne See g, The Following information-provided by a soutce which 

has furnished reliahlo information ‘in the pasties being 
brought to your’ attention as a matter ‘of possikie-interest. 

> fhe. "World Matxtet Review," official cbt rdtacht 
organ of ‘the Intornational. communist movemout which heade 
‘uarters in Prague, Czechoslovakia, dosires .optin: to devote, 
2s had been done last year, a major portion of one of<its 
Sorthcoming dssucs to articles dealing. vith. problems ‘and 
conditions in the United ‘States,, The edition of the: “World 
Uarsist Review" for which they désire.such articles he prom 

τς paved is-the’Soptenber, 1966, issua. She "World Narsist. Ὁ 
pe Soquests that Communist: Party, USA {CPUSA), repro= 

wo sSoutatives prepare such articles. The topies an which . 
, ‘Sxticies are desired by the "Yorld Larxist Review," torethor 

AY with sugecsted author, 22 any, are as.follows: .  ” 

T.. 7} fhe: Peace Uovettont, inthe Gus Hall; Gensrat 
| AS [United States: Secretary, CPUSA 

Wax andthe United States 
Econony’ 

Hyman tumor, Editor, a 
"Political Affaizg ἐν 

᾿ thoonotieat ‘organ ΟΣ COMM-FBI 

+ 

“The Upsurge-of undtdd -Btates 
~~ Youth. - ‘Meh 

; - : uj - 

¢ Hohn —e 7 < . ᾿ Fo. 4 oat ‘2 

Conrad mene NE tpah i : al * 
Felts ---Ἔ (9) . 
Gale = 

‘ 

συ Pooho4faget 
19 May 2779 : 

ΠΣ ΘΝ Fi 

Tavel τα — ἃ od \ . 
TORE T eee we i . 

55 JUN Ὁ 1θ08 [A 
Holmes eee ~ f ' . 

Gendy em, = MAL. ROOM EC] ΤειΕτυρε UNE] | 



¥ 

in -- 

Li» Ὠλγοοίου ¥ LIAISON 

Director 
Bureau’ of Intelligence sind ‘Regeniich. 
Department - ‘of State 

‘Present Stage of Developnent in. 
the Civil Rights Struggle in the 
United States 

Ideological Trdnds:in the 

member, CPUSA 

New Developments in Labor Unions 
_ in the United States 

Central, tatelligenee Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Pinus 
1ω ἴδοι J. ‘Walter Yeagley: ΕΝ 

‘Assistant Attorney Geriezal | 

NOTE: 

᾿ς οὐ this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG. 5824-S*) ‘who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in graye damage to the Nation. CG 5824-S* ob- 
tained this information while on Solo. Mission 20 in the 
Soviet Union,. 3/18/66 ~. 4/25/66, Data extracted froni CGairtel 
5/16/66, captioned "Solo, IS = C." 

“we Boe 

Herbert. Aytheker, 
United States. National. Comittee 

Classified NSS ‘since unauthorized tisciosuie’ 



SECLASSIPFICATION AUTHORITY DRETVED FROM: 

A ᾿ “BEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

MATE OS-OGL-£OLe 

" - rt 2 

ἵ (iS) 1OG—420091, DY ΣΥΛΥΞΟῚ 

Datos tiny 23, 1066 
᾿ : 1 ~ Cotter 

Zaz. Director _ . 1 = Liaison _ 
Tarcau of Inteliinonce and Research 1... Mastrovich 
Dopartnont of State 

From: γ Jann Legis Πσουον,;. Dixostor \ of LS A 

| Subject}/) COikine prosin's pany ov virmian 9:2 Ale wht 

_ kha followiny information furnished by αὶ cowrro 
which has supplied roliabio inforzation in. the past is 
podng brought ta. your attontion as a mattor of possibic 

arest « 

ss On Στοῦ 30, 1966, Lo Duan, Firnt Cocretary of 
the Contrad Comitteo, Vorkiny Pooplo's Party of Victnan, 
‘speaking os Ὁ fratornal dolecato, addressed the dolesaten 
to the 23rd Congress of the Cosmunist Party of the Saviot Union 
(LSU), hold Narch 29 through Aprik 8, 1005, in Uoscoy, Ducsia. 
Tho full tozt of Lo Dunn's npgech is attached horota.. i if 

Huy, procontod to Le Duan 2 ceardot banner cubroeiderod in 
gold with a profile of ¥V. 1. Lonin and tho insesiption: "To 

the £uli text of his opooch, whlels ds atts orxote. yoni 
- a / 

pr) Teleoure ΣΟ 
> Ibs ἃ « Dircetot BY LIAISO -(rolesuro) a Central Intodtigince Agoxey OG ig 1 way parece 

Τοΐξου scmnveee Attenticn: Dopaty Dix: cotor, Plans "2 τῶ]. Sc 
DeLocch nmin τ 
Mobe ων 

Wick ok “ Offieo of Counterintollipence and Sceurity {Enclosure} py ΤΙΣΑΊΒΟΝ fenr——— ‘Defense Intokligonca Acomey τη CoM Gh emu as “0 a) f νὴ | 
~ . epaltiee ! | 

(SEE NOTE PAGE, 2) 

Felt 

ee souzen | 
CW 

” Conrad _ 

a Vy 

Saliven nian 

Faved assem 
Trotter —_—_— γί ry 
Tale, Roo Spee a Gandy 

»» Lae : ἊΝ MALL RooML] teverype {ΠῚ ll] declagsi ary 



᾿ "Solo, IS-= σι" 

Director 
‘Bureau-.of Intelligence and Reséarch ον 
Department. ‘of "State | ΝΞ ᾿ 

NOTE :- 

Classified " t" since: unauthorised disclosure 
of this information could. reveal the identity of the source. 
(CG. 5824-S*). who i8 bf continuing value and such revelation. -. ~ 

"gould yesuit in grave damage to“the Nation, Source. obtained 
‘ thig information while: on the 20th Solo ‘Mission: ain the - 
‘Soviet. Union and other ‘communist déuntriés from 3/18/66 to. ᾿ 
4/25/66. Data extracted from, CGairtel 5/10/66. captioned 

a 

Page Ἵ refers to. Lé Duan while. ‘the text: of the speech 
7 refers to Le Zuan, This is becausé the speaker's name is: 

> <orrently written in English ‘as. Le ‘Duan ‘and’ in Vietnamése | - 
. as Le Zuen. τς : . 



FD-36 oe QouTe Τ Ν EN YEOOPE 

AN FBI 

INS Date: 5/26/66 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

να. AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL I 
ΝΝ ᾿ (Priority) ᾿ ᾽ 

ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

ἷ ne. Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and τ κα 
: three copies and for the New York Office one copy of ἃ | fA 

| | letterhead memorandum entitled, “Shirley Graham Du Bois, ANE f 
London, England." . ΛΝ Na | ‘ 

| The: information appearing in the enclosed ἡ ἣ ἱ 
letterhead memorandum was orally furnished on: 4/26/66 A\ 
by CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE. and RICHARD ἢ, j f) 
HANSEN, ἢ 

ϑ 

τε 

The. enclosed letterhead memorandum has been , 
classified since unauthorized disclosuré 
of the information set forth therein could reasonably . 
result in the identification of this source who is fur- 
nishing information on the highest level concerning the 
international communist movement thus adversely affecting 
the national sédanity. 

protect the identity. of this sdurce, 
ead memorandum has been shown ἃ having 

Washington, D.C. 

@iute iN a 4) (RM) 1-New York (100134637) (Enc. Aa. Wy ἧς af A! All 1-Chicago 

«Ὁ / ox4 

To fu 

‘the enclosed le 
been vin ared Κι 

oo 
5). μ , Μ 

AGE a ' 6 MAY 51 1906 
REQ REC'D . of AW. 1 

pate Fox. 1776 2 ΝΕ" eS 
HOW FORT, -π 7 : , = ἢ > 

BY Ei εἴτις... % 

Approved; 

6B JUN Τὸ [δ i 
Sent __ Μ Pet 



CLASSEPICATION ANTHORETY DERIVED FRO: 

STE O8-02-2012 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE = - δ᾿ 

FEDERAL. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ~ - 
“os - 

- 
In Reply, Please Refer to Washington », Di- CG 2. « 
File ‘No. ; - ᾿ ; 

May 26, 1966 
- περ 

co 

SHIRLEY GRAHAM DU Bors LONDON; ENGLAND 

A source, -who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in April, 1966, advised as follg εἰς. 

ἫΝ is of apse, ἢ 1966, snirtoy tap ‘Du Bois, the —-- 
widow ΟΥ̓ΛῊ B.Du Bois the Negr@iedicator who joined - 
the Communist rey ak the age of ninety and went to Ghana 
for. residence, had taken up, residence in Loxidon, England, 
following the overthrow of Kwame Nkrumah as President or 
Ghana. Du Bois. was at this. ‘time. living in- near seclusion = 
and was under the impression: she ‘was. constantly -being spied 
upon. She was refusing contact, especially with Americans. 
However, in late March, 1966, She did allow Fern Winston, 
wife of Henry Winston, a Vice Chairman: of the Communist . 
Party ,. USA, and Esther Jackson, wife of James’ Jackson; a - * 
member of the Secretariat of the Communist Party, USA,. to ὁ 
visit her for a brief period of time while these two 1η81- 
viduals were stopping over in London en route to. Moscow , ae 
USSR. - 

Ε - 

" 

-This document contains neither recommendations nor’ cone lusions 
of the FBI. It is the’ property of the FBI and: is loaned to your 
agency; it and its:contents are not to be. distributed. outside 
your agency, . 



τσ 7 : το πῆ ὃ τπτοΠ τῆς . - τιν τη 7 

Ἀν “- .- 

FD36 (εὐ βνν5-22:84} SS ᾿ 

"Ἂ —- Relat aed ny ἢ 

FB! 

Date: 5/24/66 

Lor 

‘4 
4 9 | eae : ae 

ra ἐμ καὶ “ὦ .... -Ξ | a 

-- πα πα π-ἃ ee “-- Transmit the following «in 
(Type in plaintext-or code). 

Vie > AIRTEL ἣν 1. 
τ ΔῈ - - - -- - = ~ - . . - evo. - ' 

᾿ τ Priority) 

——————ee—eE OO [oe ne ee ee 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) 

SUBJECT: Ge 

a FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B). ¢ 

g-<C 

| ue 

Re Chicago airtel to the Bureau enclosing a 7 Citas ἡ- 
letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "OPINIONS REGARDING. ey 
‘POSITION IN. WORLD: COMMUNIST MOVEMENT OF GUS HALL, GENERAL 
SECRETARY ,. COMMUNIST PARTY, USA." 

: ἕ }  Referénced LHM contained. information that 
ΓΕΈΤΗ MOFEEV, Deputy Director of theInstitute for 
Wor lat jconomymand.InternationalRelations,, HESR Acadeiny 

“J ; of Sciences,, had prepared an article for publication in ’ 
ἢ δ  Konmunist," the official theoretical and political organ mA 

~ 

ὃς of the Central Committee, Communist Party (CP) of the 
mas Soviet Union; This. article was;. according to- “TIMOFEEY, 

based. to a large .extént on. two unSigned editorials appearing 
in the January and February; 1966 issues of "Political 
Affairs," the theoretical journal of thé CP, USA. 

Eviclosed herewith are four copies’ for the 
Bureau, and one copy for New York, ΟΣ ἃ translation of an 
anticle by TIMOFEEV: entitled “The ffioxking Class. 0 Class. of the 
capitalist Countries gin the > World tRevolutionaey > rocess,,” 

ich a} appeared on Pages | 92- -103, 1 issue Number” Ὅν 1966, of 
“Komnuniist., “This ΝΣ appeared: in Volume XXII, 

a 
@-s Bureau (Ene? 4), (ras) 

1 * New York (100-134637) (Encl. 1) <5 
1 + Chicago : = ~ Sb lam 

WAB/ned eo REC» 79 | δος. a 2 ὅς. ]- ΖΕ | 

| Hy gi -τ- -π 
ΒΝ A 

---- Sent —_____ Μ δι 
AsSent in Charge «bd 

Loew 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

No. 42 (480), Friday, 5/13/66, of "The Daily Review, Translations 
from the Soviet Press," published by Novosti Press Agency, 
Moscow, USSR. This translation was furnished by CG 5824-5* 
to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN on 5/19/66. 
It is being furnished to complete the information appearing 

in the above LEM. 



Transmit the following in 

«. AIRTEL . ί 

FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ι O Wig rt 
a 

ROUTE Ϊ 
| 

Date: 8/11/66 ! 

Ι 

(Type in plaintext or cade) 

i 
- - 

Jf fo Priority? ὁ ~ 

—_ rr “τι, Sake 

Approved: ; (fo - 

iE JIN ὁ Specigipsgent ia Charge 

Ι 

παν eh ee eee ee me ee σαν τ απ eee een eee een neers coro gc he ΜΠ ae 

TO > DIRECTOR, FBI (100428091) 

FROM : (SAG, NEW YORK (100-13).637) ον 
suBJECT: \“SoLd 5 

ιὸ pad 
οὐ 5/10/66, pursuant to previously made cor 

arrangements with Soviet contact ;. NIKOLAT TALANOV ; 

NY 69-S* transmitted to the Soviets, via a drop, 8. Fails Fr 

roll of microfilm containing several messages, one Ain 41 

of which was in cipher-code and the others in plain 

code, The plain texts of the aforementioned messages Ὥ i! 

are as follows: 

"GGCPSU - “fy: ih ἢ } 

- ‘gan you please give us the name or names sry KE? * 

of those whom you will send as delegates to our CPUSA. Ἧ 

Convention, to be held in June, Would appreciate an ΝΗ WK. 

immediate reply. ΝΝ ΕΝ 
ke 

"Gus Hall" ας he 

"Correction: Sentence should read FRATERNAL 

DELEGATES OR FRATERNAL DELEGATE, 

"Aliso: We have received word from other | 

Socialist countries that they will send delegates to our 

CPUSA Convention. 

. "aug Haiti" 

var 
("32Bureau (100-h28091) (RM) 
_“1-Chicago (13)-46-Sub B) (AM RM) 

LeNY 134-91 (INV) (41). 
LeNY ΤΌΣΟΥ 3 (NIKOLAL N. TALANOV) (31) 
LNY 100-1 34,637 (41) REC Oe ABO LL 5 lo/ ‘2 

WOM? eac vie 

- py gg i arte 
OW 

_ 

‘t 



NY 100-13).637 

"CCCPSU 
"“Gentral Committee ~ Komsomol 

tthe following two comrades have been officially 
chosen to be delegates to the Komsomol Conference to be 
held on May L7the 19663 

to "Robert Heisler (Bufile 100-0371) will get 
hye his passport in the next day or hours. it is important 

ext to notify you in advance that these two comrades must be 
αὐλὴν back in New York in time for the New York Youth Convention, 

| Which will be held July 11 to 12, and that preparatory 
*« meetings start on July 2nd. This must be noted most 

seriously. 

Washington, D.C. Embassy to obtain his visa on Wednesday or 
- ἡσὺ "Qur same young lady comrade will be at your. 

Ib 
G Thursday. Please notify them, Ip 

15 

7c 

m va "Gus Hall" 

Kar g lady" in above paragraph refers to 
ye μ Bufile 100 3963. 

- ἢ 
" Ε = 

. (es Re Komsomol Conference, see NY airtel 4/18/66, 
νὰ ue page 2. , ew 

x ‘ , 
; Ke Le "ROBERT HETSLER * Mie 
4 ε, πὶ [ΣΑΣ | B, SPPROK. 

tabtertica Music and Art High School, 20 years old, 

van "Organized school peace group, city-wide high 
ws ‘ gthool peace council and high school left-progressive ἡ 

* “diseussion group. 

"Joined the Party ag a junior in High School © 
at 16.172 yrs. Became High School coordinator for 'Advance', 
progressive youth organization. 

"Attended C.C,.N.Y. and served as President of 
college DuBois Club for one year, First city-wide coordinator 
of New York DuBois Clubs-=coordinated initial organization 

- of first 5 New York DuBois Club chapters--At that time 
member of National Coordinating Committee of the DuBois 
Clubs, Helped form National Coordinating Committee to 

-2- 



S00 TRASE fOREY. (Bute 100-43849U) ΩΣ δι ᾿ 

NY 100-134637 7 ᾿ 
| "Enid the War in Vietnam, 

"Arrested in Civil Rights 196 World's Fair 
demonstration. 

"Présently youth director in New York,. Communist 
Party}. public spokesman. Member of the National youth 
Commission and Executive, 

"31 years: of age, married, 2 childrén. Born 
of working class family; majority of them. involved in 
working class movément and Party, in Philadelphia. High 
school graduate. Worked as serviceman. in. appliance field, 
Active in progressive, youth movement, 

"Was until last year in youth work; chairman of 
N.Y. State. Youth Commission and tiember of National Youth 
Commission. ~~ 

; ve oe netariematatecaneen anata μων - 

“WGurrently in N.Y. State Party ‘lesdérship; 
chairman of State Negro Commission and member of National 
Negro Commission, Responsible for work in Negro - 
community. Especially involved in α' project in the Harlem 
ghetto with unemployed youth; many. of them school dropouts. | 
This is a multi-issue organization of struggle in. the. ghetto. 

"Attended N.Y. youth schol (Party). 

"Member 6f N.Y. State Board and State Gommittee. __ ᾿ 

"Approximately 4-5 years in the Party. ΝΣ 

en ee ς΄  Ἰ- 
. 5." "CCOPSU. _ | : ᾿ 

"Central Committée « Komsomol 
πνς 

“Robert Heisler, ἃ delegate to Komsomol Conferencé 

-~3- 



{ «0 
A wt 

We 

NY 100-134637 

"will arrive in Moscow on May 16, from London BE #910." 

"CCCPSU for Central Committee - Komsomol. 

“ROBERT HEISLER, delegate to Komsomol Conferenceé 
Will leave from New York on Airlines BOAC Flight. number 506 
at 10 pom. on May 15th. Arriving in London 9:40 asm. May 16th. 
and will then depart from London on airline BE number 910 
and arrive in destination airport :30 P.M, - Please meet 
him upon arrival," 

"CCCPSU 

"Thank you for letting us mow when Henry Winston 
will arrive in New York City. 

"Gus Hal3" 

ΝῊ Cs raads Abe ‘Isserman (Bufile 100-3723) m7 
and his wife Jo Jog eee urileLo0-1.03815). Both Aa 
are members ΟἿ" 8 δ σὸς 
Isserman will — in wae ? Samer eae WAY wii 
stay at the National Hotel, They will be accompanied by | 
Joan's parents (Samuel Stampleman and Fannie Stampleman 
of Miami, Florida, Bufile 100-342109) «== All are paying 
for this trip as tourists, Their schedule on this trip 
will be Moscow to Vilnius June 10th. Return to Moscow, 
visit Leningrad, and leave the USSR on June 16th, - 

"T would Like to add this in reference to Abe 
Isserman, he was one of the first defenders (as atherney) 
of the Smith Act victims---for doing this he was victimized 
and was disbarred from his profession as an attorney, and 
the result was that he had to seek other means of a livelihood. 
He requested that he would definitely like to learn about 
Soviet laws and courts and to talk with and interview 
Soviet attorneys and visit a Soviet Court in action. I 
respectfully request that this be granted to him while 
in the USSR, ALSO, in addition I would like to call’ to 

~ lo 



NY 100-13637 

"your attention that while he is interested in legal 
and court procedures, he is NOW involved in planning 
of housing units to fit in with whole community needs. 
Also he has special interest in housing for the aged, 
If he could study planning in this. field we, our Party, 
and I would be most grateful. 

"Gus Hall" 

"ALSO re: his wife, Joan Isserman, she requests 
permission to stay in the USSR longer, for the purpose of 
improving her knowledge of the Russian language. Joan 
Isserman worked with the Editorial Board. of DIALOGUE 
for the past two (2) years. She has a fair knowledge of the 
Russian language and would now study it more intensely in 
the USSR, paying for a tutor or instructor~-she will pay 
for all this with her ow money but not at the tourist rate 
of exchange--=a lower rate would meet with her needs. 
It may also be noted that Joan is a former successful 
actress, If you are in a position to grant these requests. 
to her it will also be greatly appreciated, 

"Ag you note, both are. paying their own travelling 
and other expenses and therefore are not on CPUSA's quota οὕ. 
guests for 1966, Whatever help you can be to. these devoted - 
comrades will be appreciated by. all who work with them 
here, 

" "Gus Hall" 

"CCCPSU 

"Kohanr es (Bufile’ 105- 25100) 8, comrade 
of GPUSA and a member of good standing in the New York | 

᾿ς Party; is related to our beloved Tim Buck of, Canada, and 
in last two years has devoted hundreds of extra hours of 
work in typing for Tim Buck his autobiography, which he 
is now working on. Comrade Tim Buck has requested that 
permission be given to Kohanna Wiles to accompany him on 
his travels to USSR. In doing so she would pay her own fares 
to USSR and return. This permission is granted, that she 

~ 5s 
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"accompany Comrade. Tir Buck in this travel and, of course,. 
with the understariding that she pay her: own fares from her 
home and return, While we are most happy in granting such 
a request to Comrade Buck, she, in no way, is to be inchuded 
in our quota of CPUSA guests for this year of 1966 (this 
point we emphasize)----Please notify your Embassies in 
Washington, D.C, and Canada to have a-visa for Kohanna 
Wiles, 

"Og 5824s" 

“Can you expedite reply regarding Lee Dlugin's - 
request. (Lée. Dlugin Bufile 100-31091) 

"Gan you help to fina Rasheed Storey!s sister, 
who is in one -of your health clinics," tobet 

pe a \n Re LEE DLUGIN above ». seo NY airtel 4/21/66, 
page |-7. ; 2 

ee (Bufile 100--ἰ μη ο μι). PIANIST, who will soon’ 20" 

"OCCPSU οτ Aart 
ἯΙ ‘wish to Gall your attention to λῆς 20RD, 

to compete in the TCHAIKOVSKY WORLD ‘MUSIC COMPETITION, CO ῥ, 
in .confidence, ‘we can. tell you that James.is an ardent. " 
member of our Party and his entire energy is put into his © 
music to better himself for whatever help -he can give pan “Ν 
to our Party and to the working class movement---This bes 
too can be said of his wife who is of Peruvian birth. 
Often he Will give a concert to éarn:moniés which Byes 
to our movement--this he does despite his economic Ain anand 
linjitations.. He is a symbol of dedication and devotion to 
the working class and the struggle for peace, I call this 
to your attention so that perhaps you can: study hin further 
as a musician and if he has a promising future, perhaps & 
your teachers and artists can help him, I do not Imow what 
his future commitments are after this competition, put 
should you note that he has the talent we think he has, . 
you. could help in everyway to develop, ἃ ἃ great artist in 

-δ6..- 
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the USA, set an: example in the world of music, and create " 
8. People's Artist, though it be in a country such ag ours. 
I would be Very inuch interested to know how talented he 
really is; and his potential, It is seldom that young 
artists such as he come into our midst, showing such 
devotion and love for our movement, our people, ‘and our 
working class. . Please lét me know. He was ‘brought, into 
our Party by Clara and Jésus Golon (who are now in your 
country) * they raised him politically and became his 
political sponsors for entry itito our Party, 

"Gus. Hall" 

᾿ "The following are some. descriptions. of him 
in the: world of music, 

ft - 
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On sale at Carnegie Hall box office two weeks before recital 

- 8 « 
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μαι μοι + τόνῳ Hae eh Ἐπ 

Tickets: Orchestra $2.50; Balcony $3.00 

Send mall orders to: JAMES STAFFORD RECITAL 
635 West 0th St., Apt. 10-C » New York, N.Y. 10025 

CARNEGIE RECITAL HALL 

Sunday Evening, January 16 at 8 
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"CCOPSU’ ; 

"We are preparing a delegation of: CPUSA Comrades 
to visit USSR in the month of August. These will consist 
of some National Committee members, workers etc, In ali 

_ they may number about 10, Such Comrades ag Archie Brown 
(Bufile 100~3282) and Joe Brandt (Bufile 100-9473) will go 

. from the GDR after they have attended a meeting of the 
Thternatiohal Spanish Brigade (Veterans of the Abraham 
Linesin Battalion) which will be held in the week of 
July 15th, in, Εν Berlin. Perhaps it would be good if 
your veterans? institutions would invite them while they 
are thére, The rest of é6ur delégation will leave from the’ 
USA -- we may consider sending them either in two groups or 
one, This we will decide, deperiding upon who can leave, and 
for how long. We thought it would be better to let you 
know in advance, : ἐ 

"og 582k-8% - Gus Hall". 

"T have. been looking for a portable set such as. 
Listed below: . 

"Portable communications receiver to accompariy 
‘reception of overseas shortwave CW broadcagts--(1) High 
sensitivity requiring a dual conversion receiver-( 2): An 
internal: BFO and band spread -(3) Battery, AC-AC operated 

. receiver, 

"So far have located only the German (West) 1 models. 
Was unable to find any Japanese modéls of the above 
qualifications. 

"GRUNDIG- Satellite, Model 5000, Transistorized, 
AM-FM, bandspread 1,6 = 30 MC with BFO (Beat Frequency 
Occillation) kit, ‘Total cost $179.95. 

'Braun-Transistorized, AM-FM, Bandspread 1.6 .- 
30 MC, built in BFPO, costs $500.00. Both models are. powered 
by πηῇ cell batteries, . : 

a 1 κα 
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"Will continue to look for other models, namely, 
the Japanese. Could you help by letting me know the name of 
the company that manufactures these. 

"Jack Brooks" 

Re above, see NY airtel )/21/66, page 12, 
paragraph one. 

"Sister Millie is next," 

Above refers to next drop operation. 

| "Re radio reception here, Current frequencies 
now are far superior to the previous ones, Radio reception 
in these instances has beén. good this last week, The 
high noise level, has definitely decreased, 

"Jack Brooks" 

Re above, see NY airtels of 4/28/66. and 1/29/66,” 

| Information herein concerning the STAMPLEMANs 
| who are residing in Miami, Florida, is being handled by 

separate communication with a request ‘to handle in accordance 
with Bureau instructions re garding foreign travel of security 
subjects, | : 

Information herein concerriing ARCHIE BROWN will τ᾿ 
1 be furnished to the San Francisco Office for similar handling, 

~ 12 ὦ 
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Roum my ἘΝΥΠΙΟΡΙΙ 
Date: 5/ 2}, 66 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plointext or code} Ὁ 

AIRTEL _ REGISTERED ΝΕ 1 
(Priority) a — | 

TO τ: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428092) 4 ̓  
(Att: FBI Laboratory.) ! ἡ 

FROM: sac, NEW YORK (100-13}}637) VAL pes 
SUBJECT x—“eor 9 Ss “ 

I8-¢ 

On 5/24/66, there was received froih the Soviets, 
via radio, the following ciphered-coded message, the plain. 
text of which is as follows: - 

"Radio time in.June wili be.on Tuesdays 1305 (our), 
on ‘Thursdays 1325 (GMT). Frequencies on Tuesdays 124he, γ, 
13518, 14391. On Thursdays 12534, 13613, WB? ty ᾿ 

εὖ Arr 

- 

Se recta ἢ ¢ 

"" 

* 
τ 

yen 964 FED : 
ΩΣ Bureau (ἘΜ) - 1+ Chicago (134-46-Sub Β) (AM RM) 

1 ΟΣ (a Rec ] 
LT NY 100033463 (ar bo S204 4. “μέ 

Roms : — ST-109 6 MAY 81 1988 

Approved -Sent eM Per 
gént in Charge Lien 

a th 
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| m ΝΞ ROUTE IN ENVOLOPE 
Date: 5/25/66 

(Type in plaintext or code), 

Vig{ AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL. —__ A 
Cr δ πὸ ~~ {Priority) oo 
— wo oe - ee cee te pe ee i et ee ee ee ee me er ee κα 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) | 
—— 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
aid.thvee copies and for New York one copy ὋΣ a letterhead. 
memorandum. entitled, “Comment on. Walk- Out of Observer Dele- 

‘gation. of National, Liberation Front of Algeria from. XXIFI 
Colfigress, Communist Party ‘of the Soviet Union." . 

head memorandum was. orally furnished. by CG’ 5824-S* 4/26/66 
The information set forth in the enclosed letter-~ | 

to SAS WALTER. A. BOYLE and RICHARD We: . HANSEN, _ 
oe 

Ξ. Ὡ- 
-ς Ξ Ἐ 

The engldsed letterhead : nenioraidim hag. ‘been J Be 
classified since unauthorized disclosure of the. τ΄. . 

| informa tion-contained therein could yeasonably resilt in 
the identification of this source who is furnishing ; 
information ‘on the highest Iével concerning thé inteéfna-  - 
tional communist. movement thus: adversely affectifg the 
national security. ΕΝ 

a ' “ 
-" πη + 4 “ 

To. further, protect the” ‘identity οἵ" “this: gourcé, 
the enclosed rete ead menorandum. has been shown, as haying 

ot AL 

1. mend as δ Sp λδμληρύοῦ, D.C, 

| @sursar’ Cine 4) (RN) REC. 18: / Ww “ D504 / oo b ΠῚ 
1-New York (100- 134637) (Enc. -1)\(Info) (RM) 
1-Chicago 
RWH: MDW 
(5). 

ee es 

08 - ἢ Ὁ ΜΡῪ Ba tas ἢ 
5 , 

᾿ Ω 

Sent ὦ - ὦὖῦν βει-- 
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FEI SUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION (iit 

DATE G3-06-2012 ᾿ O ~ 
a a ει * " 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

anf ped 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer ta : File ie Washington, Ὁ, Ὁ. 

May 25, 1966 

pre 

r,COMMENT ON WALK-~OUT OF OBSERVER DELEGATION OF 
CWNATIONAL LYBERATTOW™PRONT-OF ALGERIA (EROMM— 

ἊΝ ἸΣΤΤΥ CONGRESS “COMMUNIST” PARTY OF THE SOVIET sed Shere ee 
i UNION Se 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in April, 1966, advised as follows: 

In April, 1966, a representative of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), in discussing the walk~ 
out by the observer delegation of the National Liberation 
Front of Algeria (NLFA) during the second day of the XXIII 
Congress, CPSU, held in Moscow, USSR, March 29 through 
April 8, 1966, remarked that this action had violated an 
earlier understanding that they had reached with President 
Houari Boumedienne of Algeria. The CPSU representative 
stated that when they invited the NLFA to send observers 
to their Congress, they had informed Boumedienne that repre-~ 
sentatives of the left faction in Algeria, referring to 
the outlawed CP of Algeria, had also been invited to send 
a fraternal delegation and would be present, Boumedienne 
knew of this and accepted it. Cherif Belkacem, who headed 
the observer delegation from the NLFA, knew of this arrange- 
ment and by walking out violated Boumedienne's specific 
instructions to him, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 

}V049309/ σῶς. 
CLUSURE 
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wR, ROUTE IN I ENVELOPE 
‘Date: 8, 251 66 ᾿ 

"(Type in plaintext or code} © 

. REGISTERED MATL yo. . 
| ΩΝ, fPriarity) , ᾿ 1 

νὰ. ΑΜΑΤΆΤΕΙ, 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
ae 

SOLO, | . nt 
pt a Leer 

. + 7 ‘a 

Enclosed herewith. for the Bureau are three ( 

a 

copies each and for the New York Office oné copy each 
of the following captioned informant's statements: 

nternational Publishers, New York, A 
_ New York" ~ 

: be 
2) Mexico City" chloe n BIC 

3) *Request for Invitation of Joseph orth, - fo 
Editor, 'Dialog,” ἢ to. Soviet Writers’ yet hy . 
“Congress arn 

« AAT y 7 

The information, appearing in the enclosed 
informant's statements was orally furnished 4/25-28/66. 

. by CG: 5824-8* to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. 

HANSEN, 
4 

The information appearing in the enclosed 
informant's statements, where pertinent, is being 
disséminated by separate communication to interested 

ea fess itty 00-4270 4|-- πᾷ Δα pleat’. 
~New York® 00: 134637) (Enc. 3) (RM) (£0) eho wen ππτῖτ 

2-Chicago \ 
(1 - A)134+46/sub B-95) STOR. 6 MEY 31 koa: 

RWH: MDW ΝΝ oo - νὰ os 

(6) ΒΒ ee, 7 ἀρ, - 
i" _ γι ἫΝ - - 5 a ᾿ es . =“ * Η NY 1 ΜΝ 
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INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS, NEW YORK, 
NEW. YORK, 

” 

When: HENRY WINSTON, a Vice Chairman of the Conimuttist 
Party, USA (CP, -USA), aYriyed in Moscow, USSR, to attend the 
XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU), which opened March 29; 1966, he brought with hima — . 
document which’ Kad been drawn yp by JAMES ALLEN of International . 

- Bublishers, New York City. This“ document had béen. dfawn up in 
order that. the’ contents. could be taken. up and discussed with ; 
representatives: of Mezhdunarodnaja ‘Kniga (MK),, a Soviet organi- 
gation dealing with the import. and export of books .and printed 
material. The: text of the document prepared hy ALLEN is ‘get. 
forth below: 

Ag: tor IP, it Yeports its sales up by one~ 
third in 1965 over 1964, and its rate of growth 
continues: ‘at sane. pace into 1966. its nain 
probleia. still is to inérease its incone so that. 
it cin take even greater. advantage of néw oppor~. . 
tunities, and expand at an eveh faster pace. - 
Supplementary incomes are therefore of even 
‘grediter importance. With this: in mind, the. 
interested dustitutions should he encouraged: τος. 

1. Pay royalties: in full, 23 goon as they. 
are due. This applies particularly to Progress 
Publishers, which translates. and publishes IP - 
books. xt is necessary, to cont ira definitively _ 

el 

Labor Fact Book 175 and there nay be other titles 
published by them for which they Should make. ‘pay- 
ment. 

2, UK. purchases of IP: books. have been help= 

ful, and it is hoped that this will continue at 
least at the same levél as before, ᾿ 

3, With reference to the 100th Aniiiversary 
of the publication of Capital in 1967, the 
following proposals are made: . 

-α MONIC | — FB ἐξ 
ENCLOSURE ΝΣ ote 



οὖς (8) that the 3-volume edition be printed for 
τς IP in plenty: of tine for the Anniversary, 

- which means now. It may be possible to 
arrange a sinultandous edition for London. 

(Ὁ) that the new edition of A Contiibution. to 
° the Critiqud of Political Econony by Marx 

be published in“plenty of time for the 
Anniversary, . and that an edition be printed... 

_.Yor IP. 

_ (δὴ) We. would like to be κορὲ ‘informed of any - 
- _ Other plang of publication for the Anni- 

versary, . 

4, ΤΕ reference to: ‘the 50th Anniversary of the - 
October Revolution; IP is preparing a special. 
volume showing the. immediate impact of the Réevolu- 
tion in the United ‘States, 

5 In addition to. the above, it (ὦ now beconiing . 
possible to consider thé import oF sheets or books, - 
printed for IP by Progress, of classical works.. - 
The following are initially proposed for immediate 
‘consideration: 

The 3-vol. set of Lenin! S SELECTED: WORKS ᾿ 
The Q=vol. set of Harx & Engels, SELECTED WORKS " 
“The 2.00}. THEORIES OF SURPLUS VALUE 

Regarding details- for 811 the above proposed 
books, IP will communicate directly to MK. But the 

- matter should be settled in principle as s00n as 
possible. 

. In‘late March, 1966, “the above ‘doctinent was disctisgea 
with IGOR MIKHAILOV, Assistant to the’ Head of the North and - 
South American Section, ‘International Department, Central :Com - 
mittee, CPSU, and he agreéd: to take. the matters that, were: 

' referred to, in this, docunent up with representatives of MK, 

; Subsequently, dn early April, 1966, MIKHAILOV advised 
that he had been in contact with representatives of MK. They 
stated theré would be no problems regarding the matters raised 
by. ALLEN and that everything ALLEN had suggested or reconmended | 
was undér consideration. He alsd advised that MK had told him 
that there was no money due for royalties to. International — 
Publishers at this time, Specifically, in regard to certain 

2 



" publications referred. to “by ALLEN in this docunent, MK - 
- representatives advised as follows: ᾿ ᾿ 

The. 3-volune ‘det of “tLenin's Selected Works". | . 
ἀξ in preparation and this will be ready by 1966 or 1967, 

The 2-volume set of "Marx and Engels’ Selected _ 
Works". is now ready and they are holding 2,000 gets for 

_ sale to International Publishers. 

. In regard to a new edition of "A Contribution 
' to the Critiqué of Political Econony" by MARX, they noted 

that no plans had- yet been. set for its publication, 

. In regard to the 3-volime edition of "Capital, 
two ‘of these volunes are now ready or -will be ready in 

a 1966 anid. the last wild be ready in 1967, 



marriage. ‘The CP, USA has keen sending a cex 

' Seeretary, Central, Committee, CR-of Mexico, was in Moscow, 

O | . | Oo 7 

Lo. MEXICO CITY ot 

GUS HALL, General Secretary, Communist Party, . USA 
oted-that he had heard that 
EATRICE SISKIND JOHNSON, : 

current- correspondent for "The Worker" in Havana, Cuba, who 
was going to school in Mexico City, was contenplating. 

ney normally due BEATRICE JOHNSON to 
n Mexico- which the latter was utilizing for hiving | 

Ss upset over the possible marriage. of . 
and remarked, “I won't take care of δὴν 

exican.’ Θ γος that éfforts be made to 
determine whoa intended to marry in Mexico 

hi - 

During April, 1066, ARNOLDO MARTINEZ VERDUGO, First 

USSR, to attend. the. CP of the Soviet —-— .; ᾿ 
Uiiion. The matter of as -- TC ; 
him.’ Atl this tine. VERDUGO agreed. to look —_— ΕΝ 
and find out the identity of the person whom she intende 
marry. He would advise the CP, USA of His findings. 

-1 5 
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- REQUEST FOR INVITATION OF JOSEPH NORTH, 
EDITOR, "DIALOG," TO SOVIET WRITERS' 
“CONGRESS _ 

In March, 1966, HENRY WINSTON, a Vico Chairman, 
Communist Barty, USA (ce, USA); brought with hin to Moscow, 
USSR, a letter which had been prepared by JOS NORTH, 
Editor, "Dialog," New York City, ‘The text of this letter 
is set forth below:. ; 

Aner ican Dialog ins rapidly become an 
important force on the Literary scene here, 
ang abroad. Increasingly prominent writers, 
artists, of America, and the world generdilly, 
appear in its pages, Its. main thrust is 
‘toward the young, the college youth, as well 
us the literary community, University professors, 
too, read the. magazine, and write for it. 

They eone fron. 411 points of the political 
compass, but agree on the need for peace, and 
hencé, good relations with the USSR. Joseph. 
North, editor and founder of Dialog, has just. 
been lected a member of P.E.N., the world writers 
ssociation, the first publicly known Marxist to 

be εὸἍ honored. This attests to the significance 
Dialog is regarded on the national scéne. 

Needless to say, as, in politics generally, 
the relations with the Soviet scehe.is important-~ 
in this case with Soviet writers. The enemies of 
improved US-USSR relations are out to torpedo 
matters, 

It would be helpful to clarity in the American | 
cuitural ‘world if Dialog carried nore first-hand 
material frdm the Soviet literary world, The | 
interview with Alexei Surkov in Dialog's pages 
received widespread attention hére.. It would ‘he: 
desirable if Joseph North, Dialog's‘editor, were 
invited to attend the forthcoming writers’ Con- 
gress, Norman Cousins, editor of Saturday Review, 
and others sinilar, often present first-hand 

᾿ observations. on Soviet literary natters--from 
their, the Saturday Roview's, viewpoint. It is 
important that American Dialog's editor present 
developments in the USSR from the point of view 
of his magazine, 

i 
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After his arrival in Hoscow, WINSTON turned this 
letter over to another representative of the CP, USA who, 
in turn, discussed it with a representative of the North 
and South American Section, International Department ,. 
Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union. Following. the 
discussion, with this representative of the CP of the Soviet 
Union, the latter agreed to take the matter up with the ~ 
proper authorities in the Soviet Union. 
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ft ‘ROUTE,JN ENVLOPE 
ὙΦ, Date: 5/66 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code} 

AIRTEL | 
᾿ ᾿ (Priority) 1 
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- Q TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ΠΡΟΜ : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
4 

‘ SUBJECT *__SOLO 
= 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original . 

and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, A 

‘Fs 

of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "SPEECH BY 
JANOS KADAR, FIRST SECRETARY OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 
HUNGARIAN SOCIALIST WORKERS ' PARTY, ΤῸ XXIII CONGRESS OF 4 Ap 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, MARCH 31, 1966," 

The information in the enclosed LHN was furnished 
on 5/18 and 19/66 by CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE 
and RICHARD W. HANSEN. ‘The text of KADAR's Speech was i 
received by CG 5824-S* at a Solo drop address in Chicago a 
on 5/17/66 from the USSR. x aloft of 

Pe Opp Inj ne 

In order to further protect the identity of 
this source, the enclosed LHM has been shown as having been 
prepared in Washington, D. Ὁ, 

Ζ 

In regard to the security classification of the 
enclosed LHM the following is noted. KADAR addressed the 
Congress on 3/31/66. On Page 7, Columns 5-8, of the 

. 4/1/66 issue of Pravda," the morning daily organ of 
the Central Committee, Communist Party (CP) of the Soviet 
Union, there appears the text of KADAR's speech in the 
Russian language. Howaver, although excerpts from KADAR‘'s 
speech may have appe din the public press in the Engli 
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language, we have not seen a full translation of his remarks. 
Gither in the press or in "The Daily Review," issued by NoySti 
Press. Agency, Moscow, USSR. Furthermore, CG 5824-S* advised 
on 5/19/66 that the translation herein enclosed was prepared 
in limited numbers, and it is the only copy received by the 
CP, USA. In view of this fact; we believe the enclosed LHM 
Should bear a classification of not less than “Confidential,” 
but recognizing the public nature of the information involved, 
no security classification has been placed on the LHM and 
the final disposition of this matter is being left to 
the Bureau's discretion. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDEFSAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to gVashington, D. C, 
FileNo -- May~25, 1966 

. ; SPEECH By zJANOS KADAR, FIRST SECRETARY 
a “a OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE, HUNGARIAN SOCIALIST : 

- WORKERS' PARTY, TO XXIII CONGRESS OF ial 
—— COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, 

MARCH 31, 21.966 

During May» 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

On March 32, 1966, Jano’ Yadar, First Secretary 
of the Central Committee, Hungarian\ Socialist Workerst— 
party _(HSWPy and ὍΡΑ ΞΤαΣ of the Councilvof Ministers of 

the Hungarian People..S Republic, speaking as the leader 
of the HSWP fraternat delegation, addressed the assembled 3 
delegates to the ΧΧΥΤΙ Congress of the Communist Party TANG τι, 
the Soviet Union (CPSU) in Moscow, USSR. The official 
English translation by the CPSU of the full text of Kadar's ᾿ 
Speech is attached nereto,. : . 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 

to be distributed outside your agency, 

Attachment ~~ a ᾿ " ᾿ 

. τ 00“~R309/~ 50,7 
‘ENCLOSURE 
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First Secretary, . 

, Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party 

Esteemed delegates, 

Speech vy Comrade Janos Kadar, 

Dear comradés, , ‘ . 

On behalf of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party our 

delegation heartily greets the 23rd Congress of the Communist 

τ’ Party of the Soviet Union, We convey to the Congress and to 

the great Boviet people, the builder of communism, warm frater- 

“nal greetings and gincere, good wishes of the Hungarian 

people who are building socialiem | 

Comrades, less than 50 years have passed since the Russian | 

| proletarians, sons and daughters of the oppressed peoples of 

. the- tsarist empire, following the call of Lenin, ot the Bol 

sheviks, rose up and took power into their hands in 1917, They 

set out to build a new world, socialist society, in a ruined 

country, on 8 tormented and blood~drenched soil, During this 

' -perilod the Soviet people, under the leadership of the Party, 

have put an end to the remnants of the old world and created 

a powerful economy and a flourishing culture almost from \ 

scratch; Today the Soviet Union, having outatripped the ἃ 

developed capitalist ‘countries, is leading in- vocketry, 

- space ‘exploration, electronics and also in many other spheres 

of science and constructive Labour,” το 

The Soviet people, blazing a trail for mankind and 

surmounting unexampled difficulties, are marching ahead to 

the set goals, are building communist society, The Soviet 
ἐῶ W— sv py ' 
ENCLOSTRE 
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also initiate and inspire a new advance; 

i MN {-.* 

Union's signal successes have deservedly won great- rea 

‘ cognition of all progressive mankind, ‘The-.20th and 22nd 

Congresses of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union were 

landmarks on this historical road; The present, 23rd Congress; 

which we wish great suecess in its work,’ will undoubtedly 

¥ 

Comrades, the Congress is meeting in.a complicated inter- 

national situation, Historically, capltalism is outliving its 

Ae; while the might of the world socialist system, the 

liberation strugyle of the peoples, the influence of the 

Communist Parties and progressive movements in the world are 

_ mounting, At the same time the international gituation 18 

growing more acute because the imperialist, sensing their 

doom, are ‘stepping up their aggressive actions, This above all 

“applies to US imperialism which has committed, and continues 

to-commit acts of aggression against the South Vietnamese 

people and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, — 

- In this gituation it is necessary to be vigilant, to 

atrive for unity of the anti-imperialist forces and effectively 

“help Vietnam and the other peoples subjected to aggression, 

In view of all this, the Hungarian People's Republic, on 

the basis of bilateral end multilateral agreements, is - 

steadily consolidating unity and co-operation first of all 

with the Soviet Union and with other socialist countries, We 

call for raising the efficiency of international organisations 

which play a paramount part in defending socialism and’ peace-- 

the Warsaw Treaty Organisation and the Council for Mutual 

Economic Assistance. 
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We denounce: American aggression against the Vietnamese 

people, demand its discontinuation and render aid to our 

Vietnamese brothers who -are fighting the aggressors and other 

peoples who are waging 8 struggle against imperialism, We hold 

that the imperialists will suffer defeat, that a world war 

can be prevented because the combined might of the great 

Soviet Union, other socialist countries and the world 

progressive movements is invincible,’ | 

As for the state relations between the socialist and the 

Capitalist countries we, giving support to the revolutionary 

forces fighting against imperialism, attach great importance 

to the policy of peaceful coexistence on the basis of respect 
for sovereignty, non-interference in internal affairs and 
observance of principles of mutual. benefit, and invariably . 

pursue it. | | 

Today the striving of the socialist countries, of the 
_ world communist movement for unity is hampered by the 

splitters, which complicates the international situation, 

impedes the progress of socialism and plays into the hands of 

Amperialism, The Hungarian Socialist Workers! Party, guided 
- by the principles of Merxism-Lenini sn, is waging a struggle 

against pseudo-left adventurisn, nationalism, anti-Soviet 

_tendencies, revisionism and all other harmful trends, confident 
. that-the idea of unity shall triumph, 

There is complete unity on questions of principle and 

of policy between the. Hungarian Socialist Workers! Party and 
‘the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and we gladly 
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avail ourselves of the opportunity to declare it once again 

here, at the 23rd Congress of the CPSU. Taking advantage of 

4 ty? . . 
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i 
the fact that representatives of the world communist movement ἱ 

; ( 
‘from all continents are present in this hall, we greet then i. 

in the comradely way on behalf of the Hungarian Communists, 

- We have waged, and will continue to wage, our struggle, 

convinced that life has confirmed the correctness of the 

world communist movement's general strategic’ line, elaborated 

“by the Moscow Heetings of the fraternal parties in 1957 and 

1960, and that this line will in future too serve as an 

effective instrument of the revolutionary forces the world 

_ over, We express our conviction that if, on this basis, we ; 

. steadfastly work for our international unity, our efforts 

will be successful and thereby we will best of all serve 

the cause of socislism, national independence and peace. 

Dear comrades, the, Soviet Union hag rendered the 

‘Hungarian people internetional aid, liberating them from the 

nazis and extricating them from the war unleashed by the 

‘hitlerites, helping them to suppress the counter-revolutionary 

rebellion and assisting in their peaceful constructive work. 

. Phe help rendered by the Soviet people has not been‘in vain, 

True, at present, we still have unsolved problems and not 

: a few of them, but what is nost important is that paople's 

! . rule in Hungery is firm, our economy and culture are making 

| . headway, and we are successfully working to complete the 

building of socialist society, 
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The home policy of the Hungarian People's Republic is 

aimed at protecting and strengthening people's rule and | 

developing socialist democracy. We are invariably striving 

to unite all the progressive forces, ready to accept socialism > 

as the cause and the aim of the whole nation, 

The Soviet Union and the Hungarian People's Republic 

. &ve now bound by deep friendship, co-operation and good 

relations based on the community of ideas and ains,. These 

relations do not depend on the weather, are not of a seasonal 

nature, but are firm, ever-lasting, historically shaped 

, relations, Our Parties, our countries, the Soviet and 

Hungarian peoples wili continue to march together along the 

road of Merx, Engels and Lenin, along the road of socialism 

and communism to final victory, 

Esteened delegates, dear comrades, these days the 

attention of world opinion, both friends and foes, is 

focussed on Moscow, the Kremlin, the Congress of the Communist 

Party of the Soviet Union, Al] who fight for a just cause, 

the oppressed and subjected to aggression, all who take to 

‘heart the cause of peace look with hope and expectation to 

the Congress, and this is only naturnl, We can also understand 
- that, the enemies of communism look at the Soviet Union with 

hatred. On the other hand, strange as it is, today there are 

_&1so those who, while calling themselves "gehuine" Marxists~ 

Leninists at the same time seek to fan anti-Soviet sentiments, 

Hungarian Communists are of the opinion that a principled, 

3 comradely attitude to the Soviet Union has always been, and 

Nn rr ΦτἝὋ᾽'᾽᾽᾿ τ 
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remains, a touchstone: of internationalism, Anti~Soviet 
Communism has never existed, does not exist and will never 

' exist, 

This is what our delegation thinks when it declares 

that the Hungerian Communists fully and unqualifyingly 

side with the Soviet comrades, We have heard the report of 

the Central Committee made by Comrade Brenhnev, Our delo~ 
gation agre with the political line expressed in it and 
the tasks it sets, We wish our fraternal party, the Commmist 

- Party of the Soviet Union, the Soviet people every success 

in carrying out the decisions of the Congress, in fulfilling 

. the Five~Year Plan, 

Long live the Soviet Union, the Soviet people and their 

Leninist Jommunist Party! 

Long live Hungarian-Soviet friendship, and-may it 
steadily grow stronger] ) 

‘Long live proletarian interriationalisn, the unity of 
the Communist and Workere' Parties! 

Long live communism and peace l 

H& 8HMIMUCKOM ASHKe 
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Date: Hay 25, 1966 

To: Director Ὁ | ΝΣ 
Buren: of Intelligonce and-Research “τ 

; Department of State \ 

From: John Edgar Ndover, Director’. ub 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF DENUARK £ Ay” 

_ Pho Lollowing infornation provided by a source 
which has furnished relfabie ‘information: in ‘the past is 
peene brought to your attentiod as. 2 matter of possibile 
Antorest... | 

Xb, Hoerlund, a Scerotaty of tlie Contral Committee, X 
Communist. Pavty of Donnark, attended the 23rd Congréss ‘of tho- 
‘Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) held in Woscow, 

- Russian, March 29 through April 8, 1966, ns 2 fraternal dolegata 
_ from his Party. Soueting prior to this Congress, Noerlund had 
' traveled to South, Yietnan where he hdd spont Sone tine visiting - | 

. with representatives of the National Liboration Front (HLF) of © 
South Vistnon, While in Vietran he céntricted some rare jungle’ 
disezs¢ which required his hospitalization while inVVietnon and 
the Soviet Union, At tho. time of the 23rd Congress of the CPSU 
-Hoerlund stiii had not fully recovered and was. a vory sick man, 
ain view of his iliness, Noorlund piauned ‘to remain. after the 

rat 

ΕΝ Congress: for additional. medical treatment. in the Sovict Onion. 

' ot -Eetause of the problens he had encountered during ΝΣ 
\ his own viglt with the NLF of South Vietion and because of 

the hidtdships which a foreigner mist face in Vietnan, | 
+ 

Noerlund was: advising people whon he met not_tg travel t ΝΙΝ 
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Director 
‘Bureau of Intelligence and Resdarch 
Department of State 

Because of the sensitive nature of the source which 
suundghed ee information, this communication is classified 

t 

1 = Director BY LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency. 
ee ᾿ τὶ Attention: Deputy Director, Plans ifs Mu 

a 

NOTE: ΝΣ 

Classified at * since unauthorized disclosure 
of this information -could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824=8%) who is of continuing yaltie and’ such revelation 
could’ result in exceptionally grave datiage to the Nation. 
Source ‘obtained this information while on Solo Mission 20 in 
the Soviet Union and other communist colintries from 3/18/66 
sto 4/25/66, Data extracted from CGairtel 5/16/66 captioned 
"Solo, isB-c¢," 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
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| τς ROUTE IN ENVELOpE: 
be (18) 100-429091 © _ _ BY LIATSOU 

| 1 - Cotter 
ΝΣ oo . i - Liaison Date: μὰν 25, 4966. 3 — Mastro 
Bos Director 

. Central Intelligonce and Research ς᾽ 
Bepartnont of State \ 

- ᾿ ᾿ r 

‘Fron: John Edgar: Hoovers Director A Ye 

Subject+/ SUDANESE UNZON PARTY (WALT REPUBLIC) 

εἰ 

_ _.. Phe LoVlewing information. provided by a ‘soures. which 
has Zurnished reliable information in. the past. is beiag Ν 
brought to: your attention as a natter of possible interest. 

_. Pollowing the conclusion of the 23rd ‘Congress of 
the Communist Porty of tha Soviet Union held Harch 29 through - 
April &, 1956, in Moscow, Russia, the fratorrial. delegations 
‘fron the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), and tho Sudanese Union. 
Party (ΠῚ ὁ, Republic), (SURIR) hold τὶ brie? méoting.. Tho 

, . Spokosmen fox their respectivo Partics were. Henry ‘Winston, ἢ. 
‘Vice Chairman of thd. CPUSA, and Hadoira Keita; a tenber of ; 
the National. Politburo, SUP. As tho meeting opened, Henry | 
Winston extendéd an invitation to: Keita ond. his Party to send 
a fraternal ddlogation and/or greetings to the forthéoning =. 
48th. National: Convention of the: CPUSA scheduled for June, 
1966, in New York City. 

Wadeira Kodta tlien spoke briéfiy. ‘The essence of : of his’ yenarke was as follows: 

7: S607! 

Trottet- oa , 

-Tele. βου Pn Jl ads 888 , 
olmes “Oe Vie . 

Gandy Ὁ 7. μαϊζποοι LJ τειετυρευν ἢ 

3 = Mastrovich. 



‘Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Bepeatch 

- Department of State 

The SUPMR desires ‘that the people of the 
United States know that it supports them in théir fight 
against the wart in -Vietnan, 

‘The African people ‘have made great progress in 
recent years, but nov the "ned-colonial imperialists" are 
trying to. weverae Θ᾽ things. 

| 

Keita stated the Supa δοιὰ attempt +o have a 
delegation attend the CPUSA, Convention in June, 1966, 

‘Becaitse’ of the. Sensitive nature of the source 
ition, furnished this.: formation, this, communication. is. 
Classified ! 

1 "μος Director κοι BY LIATSON. 
“Central. fatoLtidcnes Agency 

“Attention: Deputy. Diveetor, Plans * 

NOTE :. 
‘Classified τῇ αὐτόθ unauthorized disclosure 

‘of this. information gould réveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824~S*) who is of continuing yalué and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally. grave damage to the Nation. 
Source obtained this information while onSolo- Mission 20 in 
the βον δὲ Union and othexbommmist cottitries from .3/18/666 
to 4/25/66, “Data extracted from. CGairtel 5/16/66 captioned 
"Solo, ISe—:C3" | | 
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Yate: Hay 25, 1866 

fo: - Ddvectory 7 ΝΞ 
Bureau of Intelligonee and Reschrch 

. 

Hepartment of State 

Frou: . Jou fd¢ar- toover, Director ¢ νον ον 
Kit ay Subject: COLUMNIST PANTY OF CANADA Ee 6 

- 1 + Liaison 
i - Mastrovich 

_ fhe Lollowing information provided by a source: 
which hag furnished yeliable information in the past is 
boing brought te your attention δ ἃ matter of possible 
interest. 

Comnlinist Party of Canada. (CPC) tepresentative assigned to' | 
tho headquartors of the Vorid Fedoration of Dexocratic Youth 
(WED) Budapest, Hungary, wis. in Prague, Czcchoslovattia. - 
nomneshy plans to’ travel to Canada soon to attend the 

19th Nationnl Convention of the ΟΡ scheduled to be held oe 
An Toronto, Outaxio, Cavinda; May 21 through Hay’ 24, 1965. δ΄ 

While: in Prague; Szoznesny indicated there was 
very little contact botvoon ‘the WIDY nnd the Communist Party, 
USA (CPUSA), youth. in the Uiited States. Szeznosny expressed 
Ὁ dosire that dising his forthcoming vinit to Cauadd: sone 

Tn Aprat, 506, Wilired Szcznosny (phonctic), the ὦ 
. 

CPUSA youth representative could Toronte. "bs 
Szesnesny suggested that possibly National. BIC 
woth Director, CPUSA, could be the indivi Ἂ to AOL ἕο 

Cie Toronto for this. contact. — pee ay) OL} 0! { (- eo OoZa 

ν ΜΝ Bzcrnessy frihbidetated that there would be no ἢ 
World Youth Festival held in 1966 and that’perhaps of@ fay 
nover bo hold προΐῃ, Szoznesny remarked that the socialist 

Tolsor — τος τὸ COUREPICS are Ro longex coutributing towards ‘tke exponsts σις, 
‘eh OF Buch a festival. TP 4 
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Director . 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

With regard to contacts, Szoznesny réquestdd that 
any CPUSA delegation or youth traveling in Europe make con« 
tact with the WEDY in Budapest. Szeznesny noted that it is 
especially important that. there be contact with the- CPUSA | 
ond Ehe WEDY, particularly on important matters such as. . 

etnan, | 

Szeznesny also noted that the ΣΟΥ receives few 
publications printéd by the "left" in the United, States... 
the WEDY does not even receive, on 4 regular basis, .such 
items as. "Political Affairs," official theoretical organ, 
of the CPUSA, Szeznesny vequested that such publications 
aaa like "fhe Insurgent" be. sent régularly to ‘the. 

Thé Internal Sedurity Subcommittes of the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, Handbook Zor Americans, Document 217, 
April 23, 1956, pages 59. and 93, cited the WEDY as being 
anong “international Commmist fronts. functioning at ὅθ ὁ. 
present tine,'' ! . 

τ Becgude of the sensitive nature of the sourced which. 
nade Wiis sever tion. available, this communication is classi~ 
¥ied "" 1 ΝΣ 

i ~ Director BY LIAISON be 
Centr al Intelligence Agency Y bie 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 7 

NOTE: 
Classified ppp ened" since ugauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824~S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could resuit in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
Source obtained this information while on. Solo Hission 20 
in the Soviet Union, 3/8/66 to 4/25/66. Data extracted from 
CGairtel 5/16/66, captioned "Solo, IS ~ 6," 

Pertinent material contained in this communication 
is being furnished to Legat, Ottawa, separately. 
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1 - Liaison Date: Noy 25, 1966 1 ~ Mastroyich 
To: Divector | 

‘Burenu of Intelligence and “""" 
Department of State . 

‘Fron: John Edgar Hoover, Director _ 

Subject +p socinsase UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY 

‘The following was provided by ἃ source Ὁ ‘has 
furnished volinble information in the past and is being — 
brought to your attention as a matter of possible interest. 

; As of mideApril, 1966, tho new head.of tho séction.—. 
of the International Department; Central Counittee, Socialist 
Unity Paxty of Germany, which doals with comunist and =. 
workers’ parties in capitalist countries, was an individual 
identified.as Leo Youngblood; In this same section, working 
under Youngblood and dealing primarily with matters rolating. - 
to ‘the Communist Party, USA, and the United States was an 
Andividual identified as Heinz Birech., 

 . ... Because of the sensitive nature of ‘the ; urce. which 
‘furnishe this ‘information, this comununicati € | "rep egcret.” - 

1 ~ Director BY LIAISON Ww G (Sen Te ye Central InteLlligonce Agency - ͵ 

Attention: Doputy Director, Plans , (\ 
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Director 
‘Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

NOTE: 
Classified "Top θασέςιν since unauthorized’ disclosure - 

of this information c reveal the identity of the source 
(CG, 5824~$*) who is: of. continuing value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally | grave damage to the: Nation. 
Source obtained his information while on Solo Hission: 20 
in the Soviet ‘Union and Other communist countries. from 3/18/66 
to. 4/25/66, Data extracted from CGairtel 5/13/66 captioned 
"Solo, Is ~ C," 
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Transmit the following ‘ 
n 

: DIRECTOR: FBI (100-428091) 

| + SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub Β) 
(| SUBIEZED. . 

and tp. Enclosed herewith for the Bureau “are the original 
oO reé copies, and for the New York Office one copy, 

Ὗ CoNGRLetterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "SPEECH AT XXIII 
APR 55. OF COMMUNE PARTY OF THE. ‘SOVIET UNION ON 

, DELE GATE FROM THE _MOSCOW 
5 1 PARTY ‘OF THE SOVIET UNION. " oy 

yO) furny is The information in the enclosed LHM was. alr f 
BOYLE Θὰ οὐ, 5/18 and 19/66 by “CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER ΠΟΥ 
SYSOyRy ae RICHARD Ἦν HANSEN; The attached text of 
ata S speech was received by CG 5824-S* on 5/17/66 

Ἵ Solo drop address in Chicago. 

this In order to further protect the- ‘identity “of . 
Source, the enclosed LHM has been shown as Having _ bee | n Prepared in Washington, Ds. Ὁ, . /; 16 

pee. In regard to the security classification of, the. 
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of the international communist movement, relating as they do 
‘solely to internal matters, and not being speeches made by 
leaders of the Communist Party of thé Soviet Union (CPSU). 
However, in this instance it was noted that the spéaker made 
reference to her trip to the USA, mentioning several of her 
contacts by name. Therefore, CG 5824-8* requested that a, 
Special translation be made for the CP, USA delegation, 
The attached is based upon the only such copy received in 
the U.S, At the same time, it is, noted that the Russian 
language text of this delegate's speech appeared on Page 9 
of the 4/5/66 issue of "Pravda," the daily morning organ 
of the Central Committee, CPSU. We have seen no other 
‘English translation in any other source. Therefore, to 
prevent jeopardizing the security of this source aad, thus 
adversely affecting the national security, it is recommended 
that the encl LAM bear a classification of -no Less 

* than ἢ" ᾿ But, recognizing the public nature 
of the information tavolvea mo security classification has 
been placed on the LHM and the, final disposition of this ~ 
matter is being left to the Bureau’s discretion. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. C. 
File No: May 25, 1966 

SPEECH AT XXIII CONGRESS OF COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION ON APRIL 4, 
1966, BY L, A, SYSOYEVA, DELEGATE FROM 
THE MOSCOW REGIONAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION. 

During May, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

On April 4, 1966, L. A. Sysoyeva, a worker on the 
Avenigorodsky State Farm, and a delegate from the Moscow 
Regional Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU), addressed the XXIII Congress of the CPSU. 
The official English translation prepared by the CPSU. 
of the full text of ἢ. A. Sysoyeva's speech is attached 
hereto, 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

Attachment 
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᾿ ᾿ Speech by L.A.S¥SOYEVA, ‘ 

“ Worker, 2venigorodsky State Farm, Moscow Regional 

Party Committee 

Comrades, as I listened to the Leningrad fitter Rusakov 
and the Ivanovo weaver Pukhova I felt that I too wanted to 

Speak and share my thoughts. Comrades Risakov end Pukhova are 

industrial workers while Ty ἃ milkmaid, rupresent the working 

clase of the countryside, ( Applause ;) All of us, workers 
of both town and countryside, are united by our concern for 

our. beloved Soviet motherland and by our desire to do all we 

can to further its prosperity. 

I was deeply moved when on behalf of the Congress Comrade 
Leonid Tlyich Brezhnev, First Secretary of the OC of our Party, 

thanked the Soviet people for their dedicated work, 

f must admit that I’ looked forward to the Congress with 

a sort of special excitement.- When you ponder over all that 

is being done in our country and the Changes that have taken 
place in its development in recent years, you become more 

and more deeply convinced that all of the Communist Party's, 

the socialist atate's concern is for the weal of man, for 

benefitting him. The Report of our Party'S CC is permeated with 
tremendous , real Leninist love for people, 

Broad and clear-cut prospects have now been opened for 

us, workers in agriculture, The decisions of the March Plenary 

‘Meeting of the Gc apsu highlighted the possibilities of 

organising and planning labour in agriculture in a new way 

end pointed to new potentialities, That Plenary Meeting gave 
strength to each and every worker in AS OG TS ἢ pple 
8 86 learning to Ὁ thrift φὰς tion's ‘wealth, and 
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economy is becoming everybody's concern, Take our stato 

[ 
[ 
|. 

| farm. Only recently it ran at a loss, but now it has shown 

a tangible profit, 

The March Plenary Meeting means a lot to us, workers 

in agriculture. It signifies not only work under new condit,® 

ions but also a new approach to the work. We are now obliged 

_to be versed in economics. When I say "welt, I mean 81} 

specialists and all rank-and-file workers without exception. 

Nobody can afford to be thoughtless executor-~ that will not 

do and the times forbid it. We must seek and foresee and 

know what's what. That is why the people reach for education, 

. 

Se Peper eigen era 
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for knowledge. 

We now have economic schools at every farm, but we would 

‘like them to offer moxe profound theoretical training. My 

own experience shows the need for profound knowledge. 1 am 

@ gixth~year correspondence student at an agricultural 

institute (Applause. ) and approach my work in a completely : 

different way. Naturally, not everybody 48 cut out for study 

at an institute, but each must have a minimum of economic 

knowledge. 

‘ Livestock-breeders have the important task of supply~ 

ing the country not only with large quentities of milk, meat { 

and other products but. also of bringing down the cost of 

“these products, At our Zvenigorodsky State Farm the milk yield 

is 3,660 kilos per cow. Bach 100 kilos brings a profit of 

4 rubles. (Appleuse.) ° . | 

Πα am dn charge of sixty cows. Last year I obtained 3,743 

kilos of milk per cow, (Applause,) fo de frank, this is not 

ae 
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too big a yield for our Moscow Region but it was not easy 

" to get it. The work of a milk~maid, particularly in distribut- 

ing feed, still remains hard. In the course of 8 shift each 

of us has to carry over up to a ton and a half of feed 

manually. Its not that we don't have machines and appliances 

The trouble 45 that they are not used as a complex. Regret~ | 

tably the preaent I0-I8~metre cowhouses are not adopted for " 

mobile feed-distributors. I don't know how they were designed, 

but the net result is that the machines and the buildings 

don't go together. (Applause, ) 

What we want are convenient, simple and reliable machines. 

Let me repeat, reliable because the transporters we have aro 

out of commission most of the time. Small wonder that our milk~ 

maids say that if you want to work up a sweat press the button 

of a machine of that sort. (Animation, applause. ) 

Since time immemorial it has been said that a cow's milk 
| 

. “ 

va 
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is on its tongue. That is true. Feeds are the main thing in 

dairy farming. In our central gone we have numerous meadows 

and pastures, but they are turned into cultivated farmland 

much too slowly. It would be advisable for each farm to have 

its own pastures aftor the exemple of the Baltic livestock 

breeders. That would be of tremendous advantage, because 

. at present the herds frequently have to gover tens of kilo 

metres and that is not only ἃ long distance but also involves ἃ 

Large loss in productivity. 

ene neat 

aa ree rar eal ϑυθο με κι υνακ sneha 

Another thing I. should like to mention is the organisation 

of labour in animal husbandry. You get wp early and work 

vill late. You spend virtually the whole day at the farm. 

ae ee Re Aa UN νυ enn YS 
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This stretching of working time frequently frightens young 

=f é 

people. But you will agree that the work of milkmaids can and 

must be orsanised in a different way. In our region we have 

farms the work is organised in two shiftss That would make 

animal husbandry mone attractive for young people. Gonsequently, 

the experience of work in two shifts holds out big promise end 

should be broadly incroduced. (Ap¢lause.) 

in our view, a decision must also be taken on the question 

. of annual holidays for milkmaids. Two weeks are not enough. 

Is our work any easier than that of machinesoperators, who 

get an 18-day holiday? Evidently, the time has come for a 

settlement of this question, too. (Applause.) | ᾿ 

| Attention to and concern for honest Soviet workers is a 

law of our life. In our country everything is done 60 that 

each person gets a worthy remuneration for his work. For that 

_ reason no allowance can be made for those who do not want to 

work, for those who do not value the workers! honour, We. 

_ cannot be tolerant of people who violate labour discipline. 

It is obvious to everybody that shirkers, idlers and drunkards 

are causing our society a great deal of material and moral 

damage, I support those comrades who spoke of the need for a 

stri:t law punishing those who do not want to work, those 

who undermine labour discipline. (Applause.) We have no 

place for idlers,. 

At the same time, the question that each of us must ask 

himself over and over again is what he has done to make it 

impossible for an idler and shirker to appear beside him, 

whether he is able by personal example to fire the heart of 

So πραιαῦν ἢ, 
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somebody else, to teach him not only to work well and effi- 

ciently but also to combat any manifestation of laxness, dis- 

organization and wastefuluess? (Applause .) 

Workers' pride is a magnificent fecling. Two years ago 

I went to the United States of America as a member of a youtna 

delegation, and we had the following incident, In order to 

show us their brand of freedom, a meeting was arranged with 

some senators. Much was spoken about democracy end praise 

was showered on the American system, but suddenly the whole 

thing misfired, Somebody asked me who I was. I replied: 

Deputy to the Supreme Soviet of the Russian Federation and, 

py profession, a milkmaid, / 

I can still see their jaws dropping. (Laughter, applause ὦ 

One can understand their surprise. There are no milkmaidse in 

their Congress, their democracy does not allow it. (laughter, 

prolonged applause. ) 

“Phe gentlemen concerned then decided +o put me to the 

test. In Syracuse, a Mr.lee asked me to show him my hands. | 

"Here, look, Mr Lee," I said, “they're an ordinary workings 

woman's hands." 

But even that proved to be not enough. During a visit to 

an American farmer named Lesher, I was again asked: "Would 

you mind showing us how in Russia you milk cows?" (Laughter, ) 

τ got full marks for the evening milking and Mr.lesher had to 

admit that in the Soviet Union even a member of parliament 

Knows how to milk cows. (Stormy, prolonyed applause.) 

Why am I telling you of this episode? It was not an 

accident, you know. Capitalist, bourgeois propaganda seeks, 

“-, 
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to give people the idea that in our country the ordinary person 

has the right solely to manual labour and that the country is 

- administered only by Communists, They seek to divide out 

people into a ruling class,the Party, and ordinary executors, 

the masses. At the state farm where I work every, 2ifth worker 

‘48 ἃ Communist. We are that very ruling class. (Laughter, 

applause. } 

it's not hard to see why these propagandists lie, The 

US aggressors are up to their necks in the war against. the 

freedom-loving Vietnamese people and ain. an effort to justify 

their crimes they go to all lenghts, But no matter how the 

ARETESSOTS dress; the dirty, bloodstained hands will be seen 

beneath the white cufis of the US military. (Appleuse.) 

More than anybody else, we Soviet women understand the 

grief and suffering of our Vietnamese sisters, who: bear the 

. burden of the monstrous war. More than anybody we understand 

their courage in this war, In our country it would be hard to 

find a family that had not suffered in the past war, The war 

crippled my father, and he died soon afterwards. It took 

away the relatives of many of my friends; The nazi bandits also 

sought. to subjugate us. They burned down our towns and ville~ 

ges, they dropped bombs on us and they strafed us from the alr. 

In the same way as we hated the nazi pirate planes with the 

swastika on their wings, the Vietnamese people hate the US 

fighter-planes, (Applause.) . I should like to tell our Viet~ 

namese sisters and the entire Vietnamese people that we are | 

with them in this struggle. (Applavse.) 

Comrades, when I set out for the Con,cess you should 
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have séen how the people saw me off. They virtually showered 

me with requests to write dow everything in detail, not to 

miss anything and to tell them about everytning | wnen I 

‘returned, Yesterday I went to my state farm and saw my work= 

mates. They are attentively following the work of the Gongress. 

They listened closely to what I told them about the Congress, 

absorbing every word I said, and there was virtually no end 

to their questions. All of them are determined to work still 

better and to do moze for our beloved country. (Applauses) - 

Perhaps I am not conveying everythitg very accurately, 

but even in that simple display of human feelings one can see 

how the Soviet people love their. Party and how they value 

everything it says, (Applause,) One old lady came to me and 

our beloved Party". (Apzlause.) 

| said: "Dear, I want you to convey heartfelt greetings, to 

T am conveying those greetings as the grativude of all 

| women of Movcow Region to our Party, to our Soviet 

Government. (Applause.) 

Would my destiny have been the saie under some other 

system? When my fatner died my mother was left with five 

small children on her hands. Would she have been able to bring 

us all up and put us on our feet if it had not been for 

Skviet rule, for the attention and concern that was shown 

to her, a simple dairymaid? (Applavs..) - τος 

$ have every right to say that I was brought up and educat- 

|< by our Soviet Government, by the Konsomol, by our Leninist 

Party. (Applause.) ) 

I am 25. Only recently I was dccorated with the Order 
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of Lenin for my modest work. (Applause) Just think of 

it, in such a huge country as ours with its millions of people 

my work was not only noticed but was marked with the highest 

award, There Are many people like me. (Applause,) Thar is 

how high the endeavours of each working person, no mavter 

in what sector he Works, are honoured in our country. In 

our country all doors are open to every person. 

Comrades, the draft Directives for the five-year plan 

envisage creative work on a truly enormous scale. Like the 

entire Soviet people, we tillers of the soil, all workers 

in agriculture, are inspired by these plans to further creati- 

vity, to further feats of labour in the name of our beloved 

country's prosperity. (Applause +) 

Dear comrades, with deep emotion and pride we have listen~ 

_ &d to the Internationale, coming to us across hundreds of 

‘thousands of kilometres. This is indeed symbolic. The Party 

| anthem was the first melody to come from the depths of tho 

Universe, (Prolonged applause. ) 

This anthem of the Communists speaks of the invincibility 

| and strength of our ideas. (P rolonged applause « .) 

From the bottom of my heart I want to say: Lead us 

| forward, beloved Party. Lead us to communism. (Prolonged 

, applause: ) 
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Transmit the following in . 
(Type in plaintext or ‘code} 
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(Priority) | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B). 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original | 
ΝΣ and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, 
ἂν of a let erhead memorandum (LHM) entitled SPEECH BY 

YPODGORNY, MEMBER OF POLITICAL BUREAU OF CENTRAL 
PARTY-OF“THESOVIET UNION, TO 

XXTLT CONGRESS OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF ‘THE SOVIET"UNION, Pa 
MARCH 31, 1966730" rr Or ae a : Ἄν 
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The information—in-tne ene tosed-LHM, was orally 
furnishéd on 5/18 and 19/66 by CG 5824-S* to SAs WALTER A. 
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from the USSR. : : ες 
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of "Pravda," the morning daily organ of the Central Committee, 
Communist Party (CP) of the Soviet Union, there appears the 
text of PODGORNY's speech in the Russian language. Furthermore, 
an abridged version of his speech was printed in "The Daily. ᾿ 
Review; Translations from the Soviet Press," published by 
Novosti Press Agency, Moscow, USSR, appearing in the issue 
of Friday, 4/1/66, Volume XXII, No. 76 (3227), Part II. However, 
we have not seen published in any Source an English translation 
of the full text of this speech. Also, CG 5824-S* has stated 
that to his knowledge this is the only such full translation 
in this format received by the CP, USA. Therefore, in order 
not to jeopardize the security of this highly placed source 
by -unauthorized disclosure, thus adversely affecting the 
national security, Chicago recommends that the enclosed LHM bear 
a classification of at least "Co ral.'' However, 

recognizing the public nature Of the inforniation involved, no 
Security classification has been placed on the LHM.and the 
final determination of this matter is being left for the 
Bureau's decision. 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C, 
File No. May 26, 1966 

SPEECH BY NIKOLAI V, PODGORNY, MEMBER OF 
POLITICAL BUREAU OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, TO 
XXIII CONGRESS OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION, MARCH 31, 1966 . - 

During May, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) was held in Moscow, USSR, during the 
period March 29 - April 8, 1966, On March 31, 1966, the 
assembled delegates and fraternal delegations to the Congress 
were addressed by Nikolai V. Podgorny, a member of the 
Political Bureau of the Central Committee, CPSU, and Chairman 
of the Presidium: of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. The 
official English translation prepared by the CPSU of the 
full text of Podgorny's speech is attached hereto. 

- This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal. Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 

Attachment 
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SPEECH BY COMRADE N.V. PODGORNY 

AQ THE 23rd CONGRESS OF THE CPSU 

memyemansyte ΨΥ πὰ 2M de 

Comrades delegates, at times of Party congresses one is 

“more deeply conscious of the immense scale of the work done , 

by our Party, for it is taid bare to the eye in all its vastness, 

In assessing this work we have every reason to say with legiti- 

mate pride that the CPSU is. faithfully following ‘the Leninist 

course in the building of communist society. 

It is a course prompted by the vital interests of the 

Soviet people, by its revolutionary internationalist duty to 

“πα σι EST 

- Ὁ γρασίδι ee μαγεηρηρασαα πὰ 

the fraternal Socialist countries and the working people 81} 

over the world. Our ‘ultimate goal and the common objective laws: 

governing the advance of the new society were defined by 

Marxism-Leninism and formulated in the Programme documents of 

the Party. Yet the practice of communist construction calls 

for the formulation of concrete tasks at every new historical 

stagd. 

sums up what has been done, and takes guidarice in the general ὁ if 

line to draw up a new perspective to suit the level of develop- 

- ment already achieved.- A congress aggregates the thoughts of 

millions of Communists and thus represents the collective brain 

of the whole Party. μη presence eae 

From congress to congress, the Party accumulates experience 

ee ge a ol a ee 

in solving the key questions of communist construction, . This is 

“exer nettle 
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_ why. icts congresses are important milestones along the historical 

path traversed by our people. 

The Report delivered by the First Secretary of the CC CPSU, 
’ Comrade Brezhnev, shows convincingly that the Central Committee 

devoted all its efforts to executing consistently the decisions 

of the 20th, 21st and 22nd Party Congresses, to carrying through 

the basic tasks set in the Programme of the CPSU. 

The Communists , all Soviet people, and our friends abroad, 

Wil2 doubtlessly receive with great satisfaction the facts and 

figures given in the Report concerning our major successes in 

economic and cultural development and the steady rise of living 

standards in the Soviet Union, 

| 

| : 
᾿ς @he country's industrial development went forward in high 

gear, The basic production assets, which are the main part of our 

national wealth, increased nearly double in the past seven years. 

The Lmportant thing is that this growth was marked by deep—going 

qualitative changes. The key industries, on which technical 

‘progress depends, were developed more rapidly than others. an 

Distinct headway was made in the sphere of consumption. 

᾿ The sale of durable goods, for example, increased substantially. 

Climbing wages, greater benefits and payments out of public funds 

and the improvement of the housing conditions of millions of 

people in the last few years testify convincingly to the rise 

in the standard of living. 

The steady development of our economy is evidenced not 

Te Nr Ad et a i ly πασασην στα σαι 

only on the scale of the country as a whole; it is perceptible 

et - π᾿ in every ὕονηι and village, in the life of all Soviet people. 

Another 185 towns and more than 800 townships appeared on the 

hime κα aloe ak a 
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+ our country in the past seven years. This is evidence 

general rapid development of the nation's productive 

and, moreover, of their expansion in each Union Republic. 

τὰ the multinational Soviet state economy develops in the inter- 

eats of society as a whole and, also, in the interests of all 

the fraternal peoples, 

| The rapid versatile development of the Soviet republics 

epitomises the Leninist principles of the equality and friendship 

of the peoples joined together in the Soviet Union. Their un- 

breakable unity is one of the sources of the might of our social-— 

‘ist state, an inspiring example for the peoples of the world. 

In future, too, the Party will work for the closer co-operation 

of all Soviet nations and nationalities in the country's political , 

economic and cultural development, and in the common struggle for 

commbisn. (Applause. ) 

Comrades, we have every reason to say today that the Soviet 

land has grown still richer and still mightier in the past four 

years, and that our social and political system has grown still 

stronger. These successes were achieved by the concerted efforts 

of millions of workingmen in town and village rallied closely 

round the banner of the Communist Party. They are the fruit of 

the immense organisational work done by Party, government and — 

public bodies, 

| ‘However, we Communists speak of achievements only to the 

extent to which it helps us to define correctly the perspective 

of further growth. It was this that prompted the Central Com- 

mittee to give an all~embracing objective appraisal in its Report 

of the state of affairs in the country. The ‘Report dealt candidly 
‘ ‘ 
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with the difficulties and deficiencies that prevented us from 

‘carrying our plans to completion. As you know, this Was due , 

apart from objective reasons, to the negative consequences of 

the subjectivist approach to ‘some important issues in the coun- 

_ try's life. 

At its Plenum in October 1964 the Central Committee defined 

and censured these deficiencies. ‘The Party approved unanimously 

of the decisions taken by the October and the subsequent Plenums 

of the CC CPSU, and has already done considerable work in putting 

them into practice. The Leninist principles governing the struc- 

ture of Party and government organs have been restored. ‘The ° 

Party resolves the problems of communist construction on a. 

scientific basis with an eye to the objective Laws governing 

social development. Economic methods of managing social produc~ 

tion are being accentuated, | 

The big economic and socio-political targets submitted by 

the Central Committee of the Party for discussion at the Con- 

gress are an indication of the fact that the 24rd Congress of : 

the CPSU will usher in an important stage in our advance to 

communism. (Applause.) 

The high rate of economic growth will continue in the coming 

ΕΝ years. This rate is made practicable by the introduction of 

the latest scientific and technical achievements, by the indus~ 

trial development of all social production and by the improvement 

of its structure. ᾿ ς ᾿ 

The national income will climb more rapidly than in the pre- 

. vious five years. This applies particularly to that part of it 

which is earmarked for consumption, As a result, the wages of 
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factory and white-collar workers, the incomes of the 

᾿ SoLlective farmers, and the public consumption fund's will 

" [ncrease,. House~building, too, will be expanded, and so 

will the output of consumer goods, 

In order to carry through the extensive programme 

aimed at improving the people's standard of diving, it is 

essential to make all social production continuously more 

effective, vo make fuller use of production assets and 

. investments, to work for a higher productivity of Labour, 

and to exercise thrift all down the line, Those are the basic 

conditions under which rapid development is achieved at the 
loweSt cost-~something that will enable us to allocate 

ever more resources for improving the living standard, 

This is why we instituted economic methods of manage- 

ment, creating effective pre~conditions for an increasingly 

fuller use of the potentialities implicit in the socialist 

system, for expanding our economy, and puilding up the 

material and technical basis of communism step by step, 

For, this reason, recent references ayrood' ty. "capitalistic 

changes" ostensibly occurring in the Soviet economy, and to a 

‘NLiberalisation" of socialist society that is allegedly | 

developing towards the "democracy" of the so~called free 

world, are totally absurd, ° | 

Such slanderous 2ibs ave no novelty to us, When we were 

just beginning to bui.d our socialist economy we heard howls 

from right and left that by founding industrial trusts, 

“introducing piece rates and shoring up Labour discipline 



: Soviet power had embarked on ἃ path of Mneconciliation with 

the bourgeoisie." 

Lenin used to say that assaults by Lackeys of the bour- 

geoisie on our economic policy, which is aimed at strengthening 

Soviet power, fortify the workers in the conviction that this 

policy is correct. In 1918, when exposing one such critic, the 

Menshevik Isuv, Lenin said with devastating sarcasm: "Isuv 

ought to get a medal from the Bolsheviks, and his thesis ought 

to be displayed at each workers’ club and union as 8 sample of 

the subversive mouthings of the bourgeoisie.” 

We might reply with equal scorn to those who indulge ‘“1em~ 

selves in mirages of a capitalist degeneration of our economy 

, today: we shall continue, for all their talk, to perfect our 

methods and forms of economic management. And in doing so, we 

“shall Keep the essence of our economy, based as it is on 

socialist public ownership, intact, The great socio-economic 

reorganisation of our country is an irreversible process! 

(Applause. ) 

The giant effort put into the construction of the new 

society by the Soviet people was made before the eyes of the 

whole world, No matter how critics of all kinds exert themspives 

to the contrary, our political and economic successes always 
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robe exercise an immense revolutionising influence on all mankind, 

: . on the working-class and the national~liberation movenents, They 

broaden and invigorate tha front of the struggle waged by the 

peoples against imperialisa and war. 

. For nearly 50 years, the Soviet people have been pbuilding 

their new life, And throughout these 50 years old and new prophets 

have been predicting failures or slinging mud at achievenents, And 

each Gime, these prophets Landed on the garbage heap of history, 
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the Soviet people moved irresistibly forward under the leader- 

ship of their Party. (Applause. ) 

Our People are approaching the glorious 50th anniversary 

a 

of the October Revolution with truly grand achievements to 

their credit, worthy of their heroic history. These serve 

as 8 dependable foundation for the further advance to 

communisn, 

Comrades, communist constfuction is a multiple process 

embracing all aspects of social life-~the economy, social 

' relations, the culture and the daily life of the people. Its 

progress, its proper management, are possible only if the 

" millions take active part in it, on the basis of their 

collective experience, 

This is why the building of communism is inseparable 

from the development of democracy, The Party draws the work~ 

_ ing people into this hercvlean creative process through the 

mass ongenisations~-the Soviets, the trade unions, the YCL, 

the co-operatives, etc. 

The country's rising economy, the higher standard of 

. Jiving and the higher cultural level of the people offer 

increasing opportunities for the working paople to participate 

in economic management, and this, in turn, is growing into 8 

powerful factor of economic development, Lenin brilliantly 

‘forosaw this reciprocal process when he ‘said that socialist 

democracy would “exercise its influence also on the economy, 

promoting its reconstruction, and be subject to the influence - 

-of economic development." 

For this reason, the Party considers it a most important 

task to continuously promote the activity of working people 
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. jn all spheres of social life and to improve all the forms 

of enlisting the masses in administration. 

The Soviets of Working People's Deputies have. a special 

role to play in this, being all-embracing organisations of the 

people, embodying the people's unity, It is through the 

Boviets that our people are joined together in their socialist 

state, the chief instrument of communist construction. 

It is primarily through the state, through the Soviets, 

. that our Party organises and rallies the people to the struggle 

‘for communism, exercising plenned leadership over economic and 

cultural development and ensuring the defence of our socialist 

Gains, | 

More than two million deputies of the people serve on the 

Soviets of Working People's Deputies. They lean in their 

| ἮΝ “work on public bodies consisting of more than 2% million 

. . activists, and on ali- sections of the population, 

In recent years; perticularly after the CC Plenums of 

October and November 1964, Party organisations have been 

' devoting greater attention to the Soviets, The CO CPSU and the 

Central Committees of the Communist Parties of Union Republics 

have examined a number of key aspects of their worl. Numerous 

' suggestions on how +o improve their work made by delegates att 

_necent Panty conferences and congresses speak of this increased 

"attention which Party organisations pay to the Soviets, | 

The Soviets have contributed substantially to the successes 

achieved by our people under the leadership of the Party, 

However, the complex tasks of the present stage of communist 
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" construction oblige us to view the work of the Soviets with 

a critical eye, We cannot bub admit that the Soviets are not 

Ro cope with these tasks successfully, it is essential to 

bg 
mm 

making the most.of the possibilities and rights vested in 

them by the Constitution, The organisational work of many 

of the Soviets is still of a’ Low standard, and many Soviets 

are not showing enough initiative, 

The Report of the Central Committee stresses the need 

for improving the activity of the Soviets as organs of 

political power and as the most massive of our public orgeni- 

Sations, It is up to the Soviets to extend their influence 

on economic and cultural development and on all other aspects 

of the life of society, 

The important tasks set by the. Central Committee follow 

from the demands of the Programme of the CPSU and apply equally 

to the work of local Sovieta, Supreme Soviets of Union and 4, 

Autonomous Republics, and to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR; 

consider already available experience and to improve the 

forms and methods of the Soviets! work, to make their sessions 

moxe meaningful, to liven up the work of the standing commis~ 

gions and of the deputies, and to make the executive bodies 

more fully accountable to the Soviets for all they do, 

The programme set out in the draft Directives for the 

new five-year plan presupposes the. active participation of 

local bodies of power in economic life, Their powers afford 

them extensive opportunities of exercising a continuous 

influence on economic and cultural development, and of seeing. 

to it that manpower and natural wealth are used to the best 

* advantage. ' 
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In so doing, it ig the immediate duty of the Soviets as 

organs representing the. interests of the whole people, to 

be exacting in statesmanly fashion to all efonomic. organisa- 

εν tions situated in their territory, regardless of who they 

7 belong to, and to combat departmental parochialism. The cases 

' when departmental blinkers prevent some executives from 

using available opportunities to’ the best: advantage in 

| improving the people's living conditions~~building houses, 

children's institutions and conmunity services for them=~ 

are still deplorably frequent, That is where the Soviet and 

its Executive Committee come in: they must show initiative , 

firmness and a sense of duty. 

. It depends on the work of the local Soviets, on the 

standerd ‘of their leadership, how well local industry local 

nanufactures, Local retail trade and the local community 

services develop. 

In recent years the powers of local Soviet bodies have been 

extended on the initictive of the Central Goumittee. However, 

as noted in the CC Report, a further enhancement of the role 

of local Soviets requires that they be given greater Indepen~ 

dence in handling economic, financial, land and some other 

matters. 

. This requirement stems from the Party's policy to gsuccessie- 

‘y leave matters of Local import to the final judgement of the 

Local bodies of power. At the same time, the Soviets must make 

the fullest possible use of the rights vested in them hy the 

Constitution, | 
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And again we may say frankly that the performance by 

- 

_ the Soviets of all their duties depends to an enormous extent 

on the support they get from Party organs, It is up to the 

Party organs to determine the main trend in the work of the 

Soviets, to encourage useful initiatives, and to help train 

and improve the various government bodies, This requirement 

follows from the Rules of the Party, It will ve recalled that 

the basic principles governing the Party's guidance of the 

boviets were established in Lenin's lifetime at the Eighth 

᾿ Party Congress. 

Naturally, all of us know it. But, unfortunately, we 

violate them all too often in our practical work, Some Party 

. Committees assume the direct functions of the Soviets in many 

questions, instead of instilling respect for the decisions 

of Soviets among our executives in industry and agriculture, 

All too many cases were described at Republican congresses -- 

_ and Party. conferencés when city and district Party committees 

undertook the solution of “ach matters as, say, the technical 

inspection of automobiles, distribution of pastures, road 

vepain, and matters of even lesser importence, 

Some officials of Soviets may even be pleased by it, since 

it rélieves them of responsibility for their duties. There is 

8.50 the ΤΟΙ widespread , though not always justifiable, 

practice of joint decisions by Party and Local government 

bodies concerning economic, community and other similar πιϑυῦθ 5. 

ΟΤῸ is needless to prove that this sort of thing does not help 

to enhance the responsibilities of the Soviets, 

| “Comrades, among the basic tasks set by the Party for the 

immediate Luture, that of. elevating farm output ought to get 
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our closest attention, The major economic and social measures 

charted by the Central Committee offer realistic opportunities 

for ἃ rapid development of agriculture and for a consistent 

approximation of living standards in town and country. 

Accentuating democratic prinesples in collective farm 

management has considerable bearing on this matter. The new 

model charter for agricultural artels, which is to be adopted 

ὋΣ the forthcoming Third Collective Farmers! Congress, is ᾿ 

going to, be an important step inthis direction. The Central 

Committee has submitted for discussion to our Congress yet 

another proposal concerning the further development of democratic 

principles of collective farm management. I refer to the 

establishment of kolkhoz-co-operative organs. . ’ 
TON eee ee ei a . 
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Implementation of this proposal , which was received with 

‘ approval by the delegates of our Congress, will unquestionably 

confront the Soviets with a number of view practical problems, 

To begin with, there will be the problem of their relation to 

agricultural co-operatives and that of the further development 
of collective-farm democracy, It isthe positive duty of 
Soviets to see that the charter of the agricultural artel is 

strictly observed,. to promote the growth of farm output, and to 

a ‘The village Soviets, too, have a big part to play along~ 

side the @istrict Soviets in settling the vital problems of 

agriculture. Many of them are showing initiative and striving 

to influence the state of affairs in the village, on the 

collective farm or the state farm. However, one cannot but 

note that there are a number of circumstances that put spokes in 

ἰ . theiz wheel. Often, they have no chance to fully discharge 
their powers in, say, the matter of land use, the planning and 

improvement of villages, and as regards cultural and community 

| Ξ services. 

control timely fulfilment of plans. and commitments to the state. 

“ le 
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. population. Local Party and Soviet bodies must devote con~ 

“clubs, shops, canteens, and medical institutions, and the best 

way ὕο organise their work. However, there are many Soviets 

‘enterprises of cultural and public amenities are not being 

utilised fully. In the last five years, the plan for 

O° O 
a, raral Soviets are’ the primary link of the Sovict 

er and they directly contact millions of working people, 

“pear dity is to take care of all-round services for the 

siderably more attention to the activity of the rural Soviets 

A thorough enalysis must apparently be made of their work, 

specifying their powers and finding solution for a numer of 

pressing issues. wiaeenc seer ess 

It is the task of local Soviets to co-ordinate and 

control the activityvof all institutions and organisations 

engaged in the service industries. Who but the Soviet should 

know, of the cultural and everyday needs of the working people, 

and of the best way to distribute, site and use the cinemas, , 

which do not devote enough attention to this. 

ΤᾺ a number of Republics, the allocations for building: 

commissioning hospitals and polyclinics in Azerbaijan was 

fulfilled only by 46 per cent; that of pre-school children's 

establishnents in Kazakhstan, by..67 per cent; that of gecondary 

schools in Turkmenia, by 68 per cent. 

Such facts go to show once again that there is need to 

intensify control by the Soviets and their standing 

commissions over the activity of executive bodies in economic 

and cultural construction. This is one of the main direc~ 

tions in enhancing the role of the Soviets, which are the 

basis of the eitire state apparatus. An effort should be made 



other administrative bodies are discussed by Presidiums and 

practice that should be turned into a systems 

at its sessions should be extended, 

Soviet over the organs accountable to it. In this connection, 

Oo ~"" oOo 
. nave all. executive committees and their departments and 

“ives report regularly to the Soviets and to the 

public, , What is most important is that these reports 

should be business-like and not a ‘mere formality » 

In our opinion, the correct practice has been taking shape 

lately in a number of Union Republics, where Councilsof Minis- . 

ters report to the sessions of the Supreme Soviets not only on 

t 
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the results but also on the course of fulfilment of economic 

plans and budgets. The reports of ministries, departments and 

Standing commissions of Supreme Soviets. We think this is a 

Comrades, our Party's course for the consistent develop- - 

ment of Soviet democracy and the enhancement of the role of 

the Soviets must find reflection also in the activity of our 

highest organ of state power, the Supreme soviet of the USSR. 

ft is to carry through a number of important measures, flowing 

from the Congress decisions, and to discuss and approve the new 

Five~Year Economic Development Plan, ‘The range of economic , 

social, cultural and constitutional questions to be brought up 

We should continue to-intensify the control of the Supreme 

it is quite justified on the. part..of.the, Party Jentral Committee 
to have raised the question of extending the practice of hearing 

reports by the Government | at’ sessions and of setting up new 

Standing ‘commissions in the chambers of the Supreme Soviets 

This will in turn open up additional possibilities for 
a 
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ingreasing the activity of Supreme Soviet deputies and will 

" €nable them to make even greater use of thein experionco and 

to take fuller account of the opinion of the electorate, 
The next election to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR is 

due to be held in June. Τῇ will take place in an atmosphere 

of the high political and labour activity of the masses 

brought about by the decisions of the 23rd Congress of the 

CPSU. These decisions will actually become our Party's 

election programme, 

In the course of preparations for the election, all our 

Soviets usually report to the people on their activity. It 

᾿ς §0es without saying that the’ electors will speak not only of 

successes but will point out the existing shortcomings as 

well, The Supreme Soviet of the USSR and the local Soviets 
Will have to draw practical conclusions for their work from 

these criticisms, 

The demands made by the working people on their deputy are 

risings The Soviet people judge a deputy above all by his 

practical efforts in carrying out the Communist Party's plans. 

itis a sign of the high standard of popular demand when 

nominees are rejected and when electors recall deputies who 

fail to live up to their trust. Last year, for instance, more 

than 350 deputies of Soviets'at all levels were recalled, 

‘It is a duty of the Soviets, their Executive committees 

and Party organisations to raise the prestige of deputies and 

render them every support. After all, the success of the 

work of the Soviet among the masses largely depends on the 

. full-blooded actiye work, persistence and principled attitude 
4 



of the ‘deputies, who ©. always in the midst of QO. people, 
“ἢ τὰ 

a ‘Lenin used to say that organisational work constitutes the 

‘|./ central, basic and: fundamental task of the Soviets. 
μν 

! 

wi There have been many proposals in connection with the 

Party's course towards a further enhancement of the role of 

. 3], the Soviets, ‘They should apparently be studied thoroughly 

and, in the light of available experience, the operative 

. Legislation on the local Soviets standing commissions, and 

Da working procedures in the supreme organs of state power should 

be specified on some points. 

Comrades, the Party has done a great deal of work to 

strengthen Socialist law and order, eliminate the harmful 

consoquences of | the personality cult, and improve 

Soviet legislation, Economic and cultural development brings 

up more and more questions requiring legislative regulation, 

After all legality is -one of the effective means of economic 

nanagement, extension of the gost accounting-.ayeten, 

strengthening of state discipline, and combating legal wrongs. 

The time is ripe for bringing into conformity with the demands 

of the present day our legislation on the procedures governing 

, ‘the use of lands, minerals forests, water resources and certain 

| other matters, 

We should also greatly enhance the responsibility of 

_ ministries and departments for observance of legality in the 

. enterprises and organisations within their ambit, increase | 

supervision by the procurator's office over the exact execum 

tion of laws, and prevent any violations of the rights and 

interests of citizens. It is necessary to wage a determined 

struggle against manifestations of red tape, and inattention 
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“+ and tagtlessness (dealing ‘with the working poplets proposals 

and complaints, Al Soviets must concentrate on these matters, 

) The further strengthening of Party guidance of the Soviets 

is the basis of the fresh upswing in the activity of the | 

people's representative organs, and is an earnest of the 

steady consolidation of the Soviet state. The political line 

laid down by the 23rd Congress will be pivotal to the work of 

“the Party and the state, and will be the basis for the activity 

of all Soviets of Working People's Deputies (Applause). 

Comrades, the Central Comnittee devotes great attention 

to foreign policy issues. It sees its task in conducting the 

Leninist general line in this sphere of the- Party's 

wtultifarious activity. 

The Party and the Soviet state are actively working to 

create the most favourable conditions in the international 

arena for the development of our country and the whole socialist 

system, and for further successes in the anti-imperialist 

struggle’s 

"All-round consideration of the objective tendencies of 

historical development, and thorough analysis of the arrange- 

ment of class forces is the approach to the complex processes 

of international life that has enabled the Central Committee . 

to find the most correct decisions in its foreign policy 

activity, combining purposefulness and principled approach 

_- With mobility and flexibility in the fulfilment of the tasks 

it sets. 

One of the main directions of Soviet foreign policy is 

the consistent development of fraternal co-operation with the 

socialist countries along all lines, and the further political 
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and ec onoinic. con Ridation of the socialisQoria ; system, 
this’ respect, the CC Report noted, substantial results have 

deen achieved, 

in 

/ Internationalist solidarity is at the basis of our resolute 

and all-round support of the Democratic Republic of Vietnan, 

which is standing up courageously for its freedom and indepen~ 
dence (Applause). ‘Phe Statement of the Supreme Soviet of the 

. ' USSR, condemning the US aggression in Vietnam, is an expression 

of the stand. taken by. our Party and State and of the feelings of 

all Soviet people. ‘The sppeal to the Parliaments and govern- 

ments of all countries to work for an immediate end to the US 

ageression, contained in the Statement, has helped to 

invigorate world opinion in resisting the aggressors > 

! We are giving our Vietnamese brothers economic assistance 

ει end are supplying them with weapons. We are also helping them 

at ἮΝ in. the political plane, and are supporting the position set 

} forth by the Government of the DRV and the National Liberation 

Front of South Vietnam as the basis for a settlement of the 

‘Vietnam problem. 

The firm statement in the Report of the Central Committee 

"concerning the Soviet Union's determination to continue giving 

increasing assistance to the Vietnamese people in their just 

‘heroic struggle will undoubtedly meet with full support Yron 

the Party and the whole Soviet people (Applause). 

The striking speech delivered by Comrade Le Zuan at the 

Congress, and the warm response it evoked from the delegates 

~ gies wR - evidence of the truly fraternal friendship which 

firmly links the Soviet. and Vietnamese peoples in their common 

‘ struggle against imperialism, for socialism and commubism 

, -CAnonlause), ° 
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Comrades, in recent years the forces of socialism and 

τ 

the national liberation and world working-class movement have 

continued to grow and become stronger while those of imperia~ 

lism have growing weaker, Such is the unswerving historical 

process that cannot be reversed, 

_It would, however, be simplifying things to imagine that 

history advances along a straight line, that the struggle 

against the forces of imperialist reaction is devoid of 

difficulties, Imperialism does not relinquish its positions 

voluntarily. It fiercely clings to them and uses every means 

to hold up the process of the renewal of the modern world. 

_' This is shown by the US aggression against the Democratic 

Republic of Vietnam, the hostile acts against Cuba and the 

armed interference in the internal affairs of the Dominican 

Republic. Recent events in various parts of Africa and Asia 

testify to the fact that the colonialists are seeking to 

regain the ground they have lost. 

All these events are links of one and the same chain. We 

cannot afford to underestimate the..threat. to peace and the 

freedom of nations from such actions of the imperialists who 

still possess considerable resources. For that reason Lt 

is highly important to secure unity of action by all enti- 

imperialist forces, Actions to the detriment of this unity 

only play into the hends of reaction, 

The attention of the Central Committee has always been 

focussed on the question of the unity and solidarity of the . ' 

world communist and working-class movement. The efforts that 
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‘y Central Committee has been making in this direction with 

great restraint, tact and perseverence are mentioned in the 

᾿ report, The importance of securing a guccessful solution of 

this question makes it imperative for the Central Committee 

$0 continue these efforts. 

Comrades, a review 5f the changes that have taken place 

in the world in the balance of class forces confirms that our 

Party and the Soviet Government are pursuing a correct foreign 

policy Line, an inseparable element of which is the struggle 

' to implement the principles of peaceful coexistence of states 

a 
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with different social systems. 

In years gone by when the Land of Soviets was surrounded. 

by capitalist countries and the colonialists held sway over 

vast territories, the smpLementation of this principle, which 

was theoretically substantiated and successfully applied by 

Lenin in practice, disrupted the imperialist plans to isolate 

and destroy the world's first state of workers and peasants. 

Today when the might of | our country has grown 
ap = 

immeasurably and the balance of forces tn the world has changed 

radically in favour of socialism, the Communist. Party, while 

continuing to expose the aggressive policy of imperialism, 

consistently and undeviatingly pursues a policy of peaceful 

coexistence of states with different social systems. This Ὁ 

nas distinctly manifested itself in the work of the CO CPSU 

and enabled the Soviet Union to establish normal business 

relations with most countries of the world and explode the 

myth that the USSR has aggressive designs + 
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Our standpoint is that despite falsifying lnterpreta- 

ΨΥ λων δ σον pee Ay ἀπὰς δοὲ 

4 
tions, peaceful coexistence is a principle of relations 

between countries with different social systems, It is 
wwe 

absolutely inapplicable in the class struggle between the Ὁ 

exploited and exploiters, in the atruggle between colonialists 

_ and the oppressed peoples, between socialist and bourgeois 

. ideology. Under modern conditions the, application of this 

principle facilitates the triumph of socialism in the economic 

competition with capitalism and facilitates the successful 

struggle of all contingents of the world working class. and 

national Liberation movements, (Applause) 

. With the achievement of political independence by the 

peoples of colonial countries, this struggle against capitalism 

moves more and more to the economic sphere. The aid rendered 

to these-new states by. the Soviet Union and other socialist ΝΣ 

‘countries primarily helps to develop their national economy, 

which, is the. foundation of real independence. From the 

political point of view, the promotion of our economic co~ 

operation with the developing countries conforns with the 

common desire of tho peoples“to" see a weakening ‘ofthe 60 \ 

positions of imperialism. 

- $ide by side with other socialist countries, with all 

’ peoples, the Soviet Union is consistently and- unwaveringly 

working for peace, against the threat. of another world war, 

Here it is important actively to explain the peace-loving 

policy pursued by our. country. | 

This purpose is served by the steady development of 

. contacts between Soviet people and people abroad along the 
ΕΝ i 
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; “Line’ of trade union, youth, women's, co-operative and other 

ΝΣ organisations. 

. A considerable role is played by parliamentary contacts, 

- A sizeable contribution towards an improvement of our rela- 

7 tions with a number of countries has been made by the exchange 

of delegations of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR and the | 

_higher legislative bodies .of these countries. In the past 

four years visits to the Soviet Union have been made by 35 

parliamentary delegations,..almost half of which came from 

newly ~independent countries. In recent years first-ever | 

visits to the Soviet Union have been paid by parliamentary 

delegations from Canada, Chile and the Lebanon. In their turn, 

deputies of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR have visited .21. 

, countries, They met with representatives of different strata 

of the population. and with statesmen, and spoke in the 

parliaments of the United Arab Republic, Mali, Turkey, Mexico, 

Bolivia, Somalia and other countries. In some cases, 

deputies of the Supreme Soviet blazed the trail, as it WELe y 

“jn building up contacts between counbries. 
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In order to preserve and strengthen peace, further efforts 
es 
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should be made to promote relations between the Supreme Soviet 

of the USSR and the parliaments of other countries, as well 

as contacts between people in the Soviet Union and abroad. - 

The efficacy of a policy is assessed by results. Thanks 

to the constructive internal and active foreign policy of the 
to. 4 ἢ . 
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Soviet Union and other socialist countries, socialism is 

winning increasing numbers of supporters in all continents. 

- 
. 
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At the same time, the aggressive imperialist circles 

are finding themselves isolated more and more. The peoples 

remember the grim experience of the Second World War. They 

are seeing for themselves who is playing a dangerous gale 

with fire, and are drawing their own conclusions. Ever 

broader strata of the people are joining the struggle for 

peace, A reappraisal of established foreign-policy concepts 

is beginning in the military-bloc member-countries as well. 

The contradictions between the imperialist countries are 

. growingse All this is shattering the foundations of aggressive 

alliances and Groups. 

The Central Committee has given, the Congress an outline 

of the measures that it would be important to implement in the 

further struggle for an improvement of the international 

situation, the promotion of peaceful co-operation among 

nations. There is no doubt that these measures will receive 

the support of the Party and of the entire Soviet peoples 

(Applause s) 

: Guided by the decisions of the 23rd Congress, the 

Communist Party and the Soviet Government Will persevere in 

ΝΣ impLementing a peace-loving foreign policy , which springs 

from the very nature of the socialist system. They will 

continue to give a rebuff to the designs of the aggressors 

and, on a world scale, utilise every possibility to promote 

the cause of socialism, progress and peace. (Applause «) 

Comrades, the Party will mabilise all its strength and 

energy, draw upon its entire experience and. activate all 
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levers to carry out the déclsions of the Congress. Implemey. 

tation of ‘these decisions will become a matter of the Party 

and the whole people, — * 

Tn the final analysis, success will depend upon the 

creative work of millions of Soviet: peoples This is the 

decisive condition for the fulfilment of the decisions of our 

Congress and the plans set forth by it. 

Firmly adhering to its Leninist line, our Party will 

secure further victories in the struggle for a bright future 

"for the whole of mankind, for communism. (Prolonged applause). 

Bacrynnenue .TlogPopHoro 
H&a @HPIMMCKOM 'ABHKE 
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BOYLE and' RICHARD. W. HANSEN, The text of NICOLAE ‘ 
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Union (CPSU), there appears the text of NICOLAE CEAUSESCU's 
Speech in the Russian language. Although excerpts from 
CEAUSESCU's speech may have appeared in the public press, 
we have not seen a full translation of his remarks either 
in the press or in "The Daily Review, Translations from the 
Soviet- Press," published by Novosti Press Agency, MoScow, 
USSR. Furthermore, CG. 5824-S* advised on. 5/19/66 that he 
was informed by the CPSU that the translation enclosed 
herewith was prepared in limited numbers. CG 5824-S* also 
noted that to his, knowledge this is the only such full 
translation in this format received by the CP, USA, Therefore, 
in order not to jeopardize the security of this source by 
unauthorized disclosure, thus adversely affecting the national 
security, Chicago recommends brome the ee LHM bear 
a classification of at least " 1 " However, 
recognizing the public nature of the information involved, 
no security classification has been placed on the LHM and the 
final determination of this inatter is being left for the. 
Bureau's decision, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D, C, 
File No. May 26, 1966 

SPEECH BY NICOLAE CEAUSESCU, GENERAL 
SECRETARY, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, RUMANIAN 

‘ COMMUNIST PARTY, TO XXIII CONGRESS OF 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, 
MARCH 31, 1966 

In May, 1966, a source who has furnished reliable | 
information in the past, advised as follows: 

The AXITI Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) was held in Moscow, USSR, during the 
period March 29 ~ April 8, 1966. On the third day of the 
Congress, March 31, 1966, Nicolae Ceausescu, General 
Becretary of the Central Committee, Rumanian CP, speaking 
as the head of the Rumanian fraternal delegation to the 
Congress, addressed the assembled delegates and fraternal 
delegates. The official English translation prepared by the 
CPSU of the full text of Ceausescu's speech is attached 
hereto. ; 

This dvauncnt conlains neither recommendations not 
conclusione of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is toaned to your agency; it and its contect 
are not to be distributed outsitle your agency, 
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SPEECH BY N. CEAUSESCU, 

GENERAL SECRETARY, CENTRAL COMMITTER, 

RUMANIAN COMMUNIST PARTY 

Dear Oomrades, allow me first of all to thank you on 

behalf of the delegation of the Rumanian Communist Party for 

the invitation to attend the 23rd Congress of the Communist 

Perty of the Soviet Union. (Applause.) It is my pleasant 

mission to convey to you, delegates to the Congress, all 

the Communists, your entire people warm greetings and a 

message of friendship and international solidarity of the 

Central Committee of our Party, the Communists, the working 

people of the Socialist Republic of Rumania. (Applause. ) 

The Rumanian delegation is following with special . 

interest the work of your Congress. The documents you are 

discussing, the extensive report made by Comrade Brezhnev 

and the speeches of delegates strikingly reflect the- sense 

of high responsibility with which Communists approach 

questions of developing the country's economy and culture 

end the work of the Communist Party for the consolidation and 

further prosperity of the Soviet Union. (Applause. ) 

The Rumanian people wholeheartedly rejoice in the 

outstanding achievements scored by the peoples of your 

country in developing industry and the material and technical 

basis of agriculture, in raising the material and spiritual 

standard of the working people, scored in all spheres of social 

endeavour, The deep changes in the Soviet economy and the 

rapid growth of the 00. = mar ἮΣ. transf org ca 

Hoviet Union into a soci 

AP. ἜΣ ° th 8 Fh doer mendous 9 colonic 
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potential, into a Large industrial power of the contenporary 

| world. 

The signal successes scored in space exploration, 

the use of nuclear energy, in rocketry and other spheres 

of decisive importance for the development of civilisation 

place the Soviet Union in the forefront of world science 

end technology. (Applause. ) 

Lhe Soviet Union's achiévéements--the fruits of the 

people's heroic, creative and selfless labour and the 

great organisational and political activity of the tried 

and tested Communist Party of the Soviet Union-~are a - 

prime contribution to strengthening the economic and military 

might of the world socialist system and they considerably 

promote the rise in the influence of socialism, the growth 

of the forces of progress the world over. (Applause.) 

Determining the Directives for the new Five~Year Plan 

‘and outlining the tasks of the country's furthér development, | 

the Congress of thé Communist Party of the Soviet Union ; 

is opening up inspiring perspectives of a further advance of 

the economy, science and culture, 811 social lite, the 

continued forward movement of your country along the road 

to communism for the benefit of the Soviet peoples and the 

cause of socialism end peace. (Applause,) We wish you, 

dear comrades, every success in accomplishing these 

sweeping tasks. (Applause, ) 

Comrades, the Rumanian people who have completed an 

important stage in building socialist society, have recently 

summed up the substantial achievements in industrialising thele 
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᾿ country, in the socCiist remaking of agricul Qe and 

raising the Living standard of the working people. Now 

they are concentrating on carrying out the programme f oxr- 

_the country's comprehensive development mapped out by 

the 9th Congress of the Rumanian Communist Party. Creatively 

applying the Marxist-Leninist doctrine in Rumania‘s 

conerete conditions, utilising the accumulated experience, 

our Party is constantly improving guidance of the economy, 

research work, education and other sectors. . 

Our Party, while continuing to lay emphasis on the 

country's industrialisation--the basis for developing the 

entire economy and raising the people's living standard 

devotes special attention to agriculture, .its material and 

technical facilities and to an improvement of the guidance 

of this branch in line with the greater requirements of the 

period of completing the building of socialism. To ensure 

wider participation of the peasantry in directing agriculture, 

to extend democracy in the co-operatives and socialist 

democracy in general, in keeping with a decision of our 

Party's Central Committee, district and regional unions of 

agricultural producer co-operatives have been set up and 

recently a congress of peasant members of co-operatives has 

been held at which a National Union of Agricultural Producer 

Co-operatives has been founded. (Applause: ) , 

Although little time has passed since our Party 

Congress, the results registered during this period, the _ 

inspired labour of the people in implementing the Congress 

decisions attest to the feasibility of the tasks set, their 
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conformity to the country's vital requirements; they are 

én earnest of the successful fulfilment of the targets of 

the new five-year plan and further advance of socialist 

Rumania, (Applause, ) 

Comrades, firm relations of friendship and alliance 

and comradely co-operation in the economy, technology, 

science and culture are developing bebween the Rumanian 

and Soviet peoples, between our countries; fraternal ties 

between the Rumanian Communist Party and the Communist Party 

‘of the Soviet Union, exchange of experience in building 

the new social system, mutual consultations and visits of 

delegations are being extended. The recent visit of a Rumanian 

Party and Government Delegation to your country, talks with 

the leaders of the Party and the Soviet state and meetings 

with the population helped strengthen friendship between our 

Parties, countries and peoples in the interest of socialism 

and peace, (Applause.) | 

The Socialist Republic of Rumania, while making 

friendship and fraternal alliance with all ths socialist 

countries, the hub of its foreign policy, is developing 

relations of co-operation with all states, irrespective of 

their social system, 

International co-operation and the preservation of 

peace presuppose the observance of the principles of national 

sovereignty and independence, equality, non‘tinterference in 

internal affairs. mutual advantage, the sacred right of 

each people themselves to shape their future, to choose, 

in accordance with their will and interests, the road of 
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political, economic and social development, Loyal to these 

principles, our country condemns the actions of aggressive 

imperialist circles who are resorting to intervention in 

the internal affairs of other countries, to pressure and 

plots, are encroaching on the independence and gains of 

the peoples and are endangering the peace, The Party and 

the Government of our country are resolutely calling for 

én end to the imperialist aggression of the United States in 

Vietnam, withdrawal of all foreign forces and observance 

of the Geneva agreements, are supporting the just struggle 

of the Vietnamese people for the freedom and independence 

of their country, (Applause, ). 

Noting the greater aggressiveness of imperialism headed by 

US imperialism, its denger to peace, the report made by 

Comrade Brezhnev at the same time emphasised that the CPSU 

was fully resolved to work for strengthening the unity of 

the socialist countries and the wor]d communist movement on 

the basis of equality, independence of each Party, non~ 

interference in internal affairs, Marxism-Leninism and 

socialist internationalism. 

Huge forces in all continents now work for democracy 

eng social progress, for world peace and against the 

aggressive plans of the imperialist circles. Cohesion of the 

Sodialist countries, the international communist end working~ 

class movement and of all the anti-~imperialist forces is . 

an essential requisite for victory in this noble struggle. 

(Applause, ) 
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Life demonstrates that to achieve and strengthen this 

unity it is of decisive importance consistently to apply 

the basic standards of relations between fraternal. parties, 

to examine questions of common concern sincerely, in a 

compadely fashion, in a spirit of reciprocal respect of 

one Party for another, one leadership for another. 

Our Part, holds that the difficulties existing in 

the Gommunist movement are not insurmountable and that it is 

not too late to prevent, through persistent efforts of all 

Parties, efforts marked by a sense of responsibility and 

patience, an exacerbation of contradictions and a deepening 

of the split, to preserve the unity and cohesion of the 

international communist and working~class movement. (Azplause. ) . 

Voicing its conviction that the common interests and aims 

which unite the Communist Parties under the banner of 

Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism prevail, 

that they are stronger than the divergencies in views, 

the Rumanian Communist Party will continue to bend every 

effort so as to promote the consolidation of the unity of 

the socialist countries, the international communist 

movement, (Applause. ) 

Dear comrades, 

In conclusion I once again wholeheartedly wish you full 

success in the work of the Congress, in carrying out the 

decisions you will make for the happiness and wellbeing of 

the peoples of the Soviet Union, in the interest of communisn 

and peace, (Applause. ) 
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" Long live fraternal Rumanian-Soviet friendship! 

Long live the unity of the socialist countries, of the. 

international communist movement. (Stormy, proLonged 

applause, All rise. ) 

Bucrymienne T.4aylmecky 
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there appears the text of GOMULKA's speéch in the Russian 
language. Although excerpts from GOMULKA's Speech 
may have appeared in the public press, we have not seen a 
full translation of his remarks either in the press. or in 
"The Daily Review; Translations from the Soviet Press ,;" 
‘issued by Novosti Press Agency, Moscow, USSR. Furthermore, 
'CG 5824-S* advised on 5/19/66 that he was informéd by the CPSU 
that the translation enclosed herein was prepared in- Limited 
numbers, CG 5824-S* also stated that to his. knowledge this 
is the only such full translation in’ this format received 
by the CP, USA. Therefore, in order not to jeopardize _ 
the security of this: highly placed source by unauthorized 
disclosure -of this information, thus adversely affecting the2, 
national security, Chicago eee ORL tone LUM 
bear a classification of at least " “ However, 
recognizing the public nature of the information involved, 
no security classification ‘has been. placed on the LHM and the 
final determination of this matter is béing left for the 
Bureau's decision, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ, Ὁ, 
File No. May 27, 1966 

SPEBCH BY WLADYSLAW GOMULKA, FIRST 
SECRETARY OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE, POLISH 
UNITED WORKERS PARTY, TO XXIII CONGRESS 
OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, 
MARCH 30, 1966 

During May, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) was held in Moscow, USSR, during the 
period March 29 - April 8, 1966, On the second day of the 
Congress, March 30, 1966, Wladyslaw Gomulka, First Secretary 
of the Central Committee of the Polish United Workers 
Party, speaking as the head of the Polish fraternal delegation 
to the Congress, addressed the assembled delegates and 
fraternal delegations to the Congress. The official English 
translation prepared by the CPSU of the full text of Gomulka's 
Speech is attached hereto, 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to 
be distributed outside-your agency. 
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SPBECH BY COMRADE W.GOMULKA, 

FIRST SECRETARY, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 

POLISH UNIZED WORKERS! PARTY 

x 

Dear comrades, on behalf of the Central Committee of the 

Polish United Workers' Party I warmly greet the edrd Congress 

of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and convey to you, 

comrades delegates, and through yqu to your entire Party and 

the Soviet people cordial and fraternal greetings of our 

Party, the Polish working class and the Polish people. 

(Applause. ) 

The 23rd Congress of your Party, the leader of the Soviet 

peoples in their historic advance to communism, is a memorable 

event in the political life of your great country. It is an 

. event of epochal significance which today attracts the 

.attention of the entire international working-class movement, 

the national liberation forces and public opinion of all 

countries, 

᾿ ΤῊ our epoch of historical storms and revolutionary 

transformations, when the working people of many countries 

are already building a new, socialist system, when the old 

‘colonial system .has collapsed and the peoples of Asia, Latin 

America and Africa have awakened to an independent life, at 

a time when the question of war and peace has become a matter 

of life and death for entire peoples, the Soviet Union is 4 

pastion and champion of all the liberatory, socialist and 

peaceful aspirations of mankind. (Applause.) 

z ENCLO stp ΗΝ 
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a Ζ Your 23rd Congress is being held in a period of keen 

if ("exacerbation of international tension. Together with you and 

together with all the supporters of peace the world over, we 

are disturbed by the aggressive policy of the United States. 

of America which has assumed the role of capitalism's world 

policeman, is escalating the dirty war against the Vietnamese 

people, bombing the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and re- 

sorting to armed intervention against movements for independence 

‘and progress in other parts of the world, 

The policy of force, the policy of armed interference 

in the internal affairs of other states must be banished from - 

the arsenal of methods employed in international relations. 

Today it has already become clear to all world opinion that 

attempts to settle the Vietnamese question by bombs, napalm 

and terror are doomed to failure. (Prolonged applause. ) 

Our Party and the Polish people express their solidarity 

with the Vietnamese people. Together with all the other 

socialist countries, Poland has rendered, and will continue 

rendering, moral and material aid to embattled Vietnam. 

; (Stormy applause.) 
wv 

The present international situation more than ever 

before dictates the unity and cohesion of all the socialist 

forces, of all the countries of the socialist community and 

also of all the Communist and Workers' Parties in the world 

struggle against imperialism. (Stony applause.) 
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This unity has been and remains the chief requisite 

for the success of our actions and our peace efforts, the 

chief instrument of action and influence by the states of the cts 

socialist system on the development of events in the world. 

“fhe joint assistance and coordéméeed action in defending 

the Democratic Republic of Vietnam,ooordinated action of 8. 

the socialist forces, the Communist and Workers' Parties in 

rendering aid for repuleing American aggression against the 

Vietnamese peoples is the pivotal issue around which we must 

build this unity. 

Our Party welcomes and approves the deterinination, 

expressed in Comrade Brezhnev's report, to work for the unity 

of ‘all the anti-imperialist forces~-the great worldwide front 

of struggle for preventing another war, for peace and respect 

_ for the sovereignty of the nations. (Stormy applause. ) 

The main obstacle on the European front of struggle for 

peace is the aggressive policy of the Federal Republic of 

Germany, its cold war policy reaffirmed in the note the Bonn 

Government has recently sent to the governments of other 

countries, including the governments of the socialist countries. 

The Bonn Government adhering to the position of revising — 

' Poland's present Western border and seeking, under the cover 

of hypocritical slogans about the unification of Germany , 

to liguidate the peaceful German state, the German Democratic 

Republic, pursue a peace~endangering policy which cannot be 

concealed by any of its “peace" phraseology. 

+ 
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Our Party expresses full solidarity with the position 

expounded in Comrade Brezhnev's report on the German problem 

and on the question of strengthening peaceful relations in 

Europe. (Stormy applause.) 

To defend peace in Iurope it is necessary to resist any 

attempt to place, directly or indirectly, nuclear weapons at 

the ‘disposal of the West-German: militarists, it is also. 

neceasary resolutely to protect the sovereign rights of the 

‘German Democratic Republic. (Stormy applause. ) 

The forces of socialism, of the national liberation 

_ Movement and the peace movement in all countries are capable 

of blocking the road to the aggressive intrigues of the 

imperialists wherever they are manifested. To attain this 

aim it is, necessary to achieve unity of action, to leave aside 

everything that divides and put to the forefront everything 

that unites the great anti~imperialist front of our age. 

) The socialist countries and the entire world communist 

movement have an ideological platform for such coordinated 

action, τὸ is the 1957 Declaration and the 1960 Statement of 

81 Parties, 

Our Party, as the opsu and the other fraternal Parties, 

unshakably adheres to the fundamental principles underlying 

these historical documents of our movement. (Applause. ) 

“Dear comdradaa, the working people of the world are 

watching with profound interest the tremendous achievements of 

the Land of Soviets in communist construction, a concrete. 

section of which are the Directives for the present five-year 
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plan on the agenda of the 23rd Congress. The Directives contain 

new, high rates of growth of the people's living standard and 

consolidation of the Soviet Land's economic potential which 

underlies the might of the entire community of socialist 

states, | | 

We acclaim with deep appreciation the splendid achieve- 

ments of your country in space exploration. It is highly 

symbolic that it were the sons of the world's first state of 

the victorious triumphant socialist revolution who first 

ventured inte outer space, first placed the pennant of the 

USSR on the moon and first reached other planets with their 

rockets, (Applause,) - 

Our people, the working masses and all progressives in 

the world are proud of the achievemonts of the Land of Soviets 

in every sphere. 

The Directives on the five-year plan which your Congress 

has to examine are of immediate, exceedingly great significance 

for our country. Successful economic development of the Soviet 

Union, with which-Poland is linked by such all-round economic 

᾿ co-operation, is an important factor of our country's economic 

progress. Our Party attaches great importance to Polish~Soviet 

economic co-operation and regards it as an integral part of 

economic co-operation with other socialist countries within the 

framework of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance. ° 

Lively trade between the countries of our community, 

co-operation in production and specialisation in industry, 

joint capital investments and joint technical and scientific 
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‘ projects-~all this is an important factor in the advance of 

" each socialist country, Undoubtedly the further dynamic 

development of the socialist countries requires further 

co-operation, the introduction of rational division of labour, 

broader econoinic ties between our countries and close inter- 

action and mutual assistance in technical and scientific 

progress. ) 

Both our Parties are intimately bound by ties of 

, fraternal solidarity and co-operation in all spheres of life. 

' ‘The deep~rooted friendship and alliance welding our peoples 

together are a product of the revolutionary traditions of 

struggle by the working class of both countries; they were 

cemented in victorious battles against the nazi invaders and 

consolidated in the course of fratermal co-operation and- 

mutual assistance throughout the more than 20 post-war yoars, 

(Applause. ) We confirmed this last year by renewing the Treaty 

of Friendship, Mutual Assistance and Co~operation which | 

Guarantees the inviolability of the Polish border on the Oder 

and Neisse, seals the unbreakable fraternal friendship and 

alliance between our countries and peoples and is also a 

decisive factor in safeguarding peace ‘and security in Europe. 

‘(Applause .)΄ 

Today we are united by a common position on all key 

questions of international politics, by deep and, unshakable 

' unity of aims -and ‘aspirations which follows from the ideological 

community, from the Marxist-Leninist doctrine which. is the lode~ 

‘star in all our activity, 

| 

“| 



alliance with the Soviet Union and on membership of the social, | 

‘ist community. No one and nothing can weaken the ties binding . | 

- They are with. you in the struggle for a relaxation of intor- 

throughout the world. (Applause.) . | . 

. in fulfilling its decisions, ‘(Applause. ) 

. of the Sovie% Union! (Applause.) 

“Sees ~ 7 = O ) ᾿ we. 
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This year, the Polish People's Republic is celebrating 

the thousandth anniversary of the Polish state. We are 

observing this great anniversary as a socialist country whose , 

new place in the world and future rest on friendship and 

our Parties and our peoples, ( Applause.) 

The Polish people are with ‘you, dear comrades! (Applause,) 

national tension, general disarmament, peaceful coexistence 

of all states regardless of their system, for banishing the 

danger of war from the life of mankind, for a lasting peace 

Our Panty and People's Poland are fully resolved to do 

everything to continue strengthening the friendship and 

brotherhood of both our states and peoples, to multiply the 

strength and might of the socialist camp, which is the 

cornerstone of our security and peace ‘in Europe and the 

world over. (Applause. ) 

We wholeheartedly wish your 2dr Congress fruitful work 

and, your great Party and the peoples of the Soviet Union success 

_ bong live the great Party of Lenin, the Communist Party 

+ . 

Long live fraternal friendship between the Polish pooplo 

and the peoples of the Soviet Union! (Applause. ) 

May the immortal cause of socialism, freedom and ‘peace 

triumph! (Stormy, prolonged applause, All rise.) [ 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, ἢ, Ὁ, 
File No. May 27, 1966 

SPEECH BY TSOL EN GEN, MEMBER OF POLITICAL 
BUREAU AND DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF CENTRAL 
COMMITTEE, KOREAN LABOUR PARTY, TO XXIII 
CONGRESS OF COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET 
UNION, APRIL 1, 1966. ΒΕ 

During May, 1966, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

The XXIII Congress of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU) was held in Moscow, USSR, during the 
period March 29 ~ April 8, 1966. On the fourth day of the 
Congress, April 1, 1966, Tsoi En Gen, a member of the 
Political Bureau and a Deputy Chairman of the Central 
Committee of the Korean Labour Party, speaking in the name 
of the Korean fraternal delegation to the Congress, addressed 
the assembled delegates and fraternal delegations. The 
official English translation prepared by the CPSU of the 
full text of Tsoi En Gen's speech is attached hereto. 

This document contains neither recanmendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to 
be distributed outside your agency. 
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SPEECH BY COMRADE TSOT BN GEN 

MEMBER OF THE POLITI CAL BUREAU, DEPUTY CHAIRMAN 

OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE KOREAN LABOUR 

PARTY 

, Dear comrades, 

On behalf of the Central Committee of the Korean Labour 

Party permit me to convey hearty greetings to the 24rd 

Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and 

through the Congress to all members of the Party, and to the 

fraternal Soviet people, (Applause) 

Under the leadership, of. the great Lenin the heroic 

Russian working class overthrew the rule of the capitalists 

and landowners und created the Tinst state of workers and 

peasants in the world. 

The Victory of the October revolution has opened up to 

menkind a new era of the proletarian revolution and has lit 

. the road of struggle and liberation to the oppressed peoples. 

Overcoming numerous difficulties and severe trials in 

conditions of capitalist encirclement, the Soviet people, have 

blazed the unexplored road to the building of a new society. 

The forces of world imperialism pounced on the young 

Soviet state in an attempt to strangle it in its cradle. 

But the Soviet people rallied firmly around the Communist 

-Party and brought to naught the infamous attacks of internal 

and external enemies and safeguarded the revolutionary gains 

with honours: 
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wnat? the leadership of the Communist Party the Soviet 

people have successfully carried out the industrialisation of 

* the country and the collectivisation of agriculture and have 

won great victories in the building of socialism, 

In the grim years of the Second World War the Soviet 
people bore the heavy burden of the war with fascism, 

exhibited unprecedented heroism and selflessness. and saved the 

peoples of many countries from fascist enslavement, 

In the violent years of the revolution the Soviet people — 

unflinchingly refused to give in to any difficulties and 

exhibited a firm revolutionary spirit and mass heroism, 

setting en exemple of struggle against the class enemy ὁ 

Today the Soviet people are working for the creation of + 

the material and technical basis of Communisme The Soviet | 

Union has become a socialist power, with the most progressive 

Sclence and engineering in the world, The achievements of 

‘Soviet science and engineering in the conquest of space are 

| 8. great contribution to the development of world science and. 

. engineering, and a proof.of the viability of the socialist 

wees mee system. 

The Korean people rejoice in all successes of the 
" 

ΝΞ fraternal Soviet people and congratulate them warmly on these 
Ly 

.  guecesses (Applause). 

b . The new Five-year plen being discussed at the Congress. 

envisages en increase in industrial output by 47-50 per cent 

and also an increase ‘in the average annual volume of agricul- 

tural output by 25 per cent in comparison with the average 

. yearly output of these products in the preceding five yoars, 
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Ἢ The fulfilment of the new five-year plan will be yet 
/ . another step towards the building of the material and | | 

technical basis of Communism and the raising of the people's 
welfare; it will help to reinforce the might of the Soviet 

Union. 

We feel sure that by its creative work the Soviet people 

| will fulfil the sweeping tasks set ‘by the Congress with 

| nn oS 
Through the fault of the American imperialists Korea 

has been divided for more than twenty years nows The American 

‘imperialists have transformed South Korea into ‘their colony 

and military base; they are trying to use it as a spring- 

board for a new aggressive ware All the disasters and 

sufferings of the South Korean people are the result of the | 

policy of colonial enslavement conducted by the American 

imperialists and. the anti-nathonal policy of the treacherous 

Pak Chon Hi clique. . 

On instructions from the American imperialists the 

Japanese Government headed by Sato and the clique of South 

Korean puppets have recently concluded the illegal "South 

Korean~J apanese treaty." This "treaty" is not only a politic- 

al and economic deal of the Sato government with the puppet 

‘ Clique of South Korea but also a military alliance between 

them, 

~ 

On the basis of this "treaty" the American imperialists 

are trying to knock together an aggressive "military alliance 
; ᾿ countries 

of the North-East Asian"/and to complete the creation in 
ere 



Asia of a united enti-Communist bloc. i 

The US imperialists are now expanding their aggressive 

war in Vietnam and are intensifying their piratic bombings ὶ 

of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam, The aggression of 

the American imperialists against Vietnam is a gross provo~ 

cation against the socialist camp, aimed at suppressing the 

national liberation movement and at undermining world peace., 

The aggression of the American imperialists in Vietnam 

end the heroic struggle of the Vietnamese people against 

this aggression has now become the centre of the struggle of 

_ the anti-~imperialist forces against the forces of imperialism, 

| Facts prove the correctness of the Declaration of the ; 

“Meeting of Representatives of Communist and Workers! Parties, 

which designated American imperialism as the main stronghold 

of world reaction, as. the international policeman and erlemy 

of the peoples of the World ¢ 

The present situation demands that all anti-imperialist 

forces firmly consolidate end intensify their struggle . 

against American imperialism (Applause). 

When all enti~imperialist forcés are united under the» 

leadership of the socialist camp, the world Communist and 

Sn chert arr are RA PSAP ROE ER re ne 

working Class movements and the national liberation, movenent , 

it will be fully possible to checkmate the policy of | 

aggression and war conducted by the American imperialists, 

As in the past, our country will remain faithful to - 

its internationalist duty~or-: struggling for peace, national 

' independence and socialism (Applause). 
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Our Party will spare no effort in defending the 

solidarity of the socialist camp and the unity of the interna~ 

tional Communist movement, based on Marxism-Leninism and 

proletarian internationalism (Applause)» 

The Korean and Soviet Peoples are linked by ties of 

friendship from the time of their joint struggle against 

Japanese imperialism (Applause). | 

We feel certain that the friendship and co-operation 

between our two countries -~ Korea and the Soviet Union -~- 

will develop in the interests of the peoples of our countries, 

in the interests of the socialist camp and the international 

communist movement (Applause). ; 

in conclusion permit me with all my heart to wish the 

Soviet people new successes in the creation of the material 

aud technical basis of Communism. 

‘Long live the friendship end solidarity petween the 

Korean and the Soviet peoples! (Applause). 

Long live the unity-of the socialist camp and the 

solidarity of the world communist movenentl (Applause) ὁ 

. Long live: the banner of all-~conquering Marxism-Leninism 

(Stormy, prolonged applause. All rise). 

tom σ “νυ 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428092) GW 
FROM :, ΒΑ, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B): 

ΠΝ 
SUBJECT? “SOLO 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 

“and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, 
\ /of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "SPEECH BY 
MTSOL_EN GEN MEMBER OF POLITICAL BUREAU AND DEPUTY’ ‘CHAIRMAN 

OE CENTRAL, COMMITTEE. KOREAN, LABOUR PARTY, ΤῸ ΧΧ 
,  CONGRESS_OF COMMUNIST BABIY ὦ OF | THE ἢ Sov IRE ἴ ‘UNION, “APRIL 1 θὰ 

1966.. Ὡ 4 
᾿ Ke JT PK, RB. ra Co x 

=f The information in “ee enclosed ΤΗΝ -was orally 
εἶ. furnished on 5/18 and 19/66 by CG 5824-S* to ἘΠῚ WALTER A. 

BOYLE. and RICHARD W, HANSEN.. The text of TSOI EN ‘GEN's 
Speech was received at a Sold drop address | in Chicago: on 
5/17/66 from the USSR, ΝΕ ᾿ 

1 agnor? 

in order to further arotect the identity of this 
source, the encloséd LHM has been shown as: having been ἢ 

prepared in Washington, D, 6, ᾿ ’ 

ry 
ἃ 
—" 

> ες In régard to the security classification of 
- the enclosed LHM, the following is. noted. TSOI EN GEN 

{ addressed the Cotigress on 4/1/66. . On Page 8, Columiis 1- 4; 
‘FG of the 4/2/66 issue of "Pravda," ‘the: morning ‘daily organ 
et 
a / 

2 , 
ae 

of the “Dhan walla, Sak e, Comniunis t, Party of the Soviet 

QB) - ΝΣ (Ene apie. ὁ ) RM): 
1 -- New York CS -134637) (Encls. 2) Γ 1 £0 

j _ vs | 1 = Chicago. ἡ } Or he Ge’ 
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Union (CPSU), there appears the text of ΤΟΙ EN GEN's speech | 
in the Russian language, Although excerpts from TSOI's speech 
may have appeared in the public press, we have not seen a 
full translation of his remarks either in the press or in 
"The Daily Review; Translations from the Soviet Press,” 
issued by Novosti Press Agency, Moscow, USSR, Furthermore, 
CG 5824-S* advised on 5/19/66 that he was informed by the CPSU 
that the translation enclosed herein was. prepared in limited 
numbers, CG 5824-S* also stated that to his knowledge this 
is. the only such full translation in this format received 
by the CP, USA. Therefore, in order not to jeopardize 
the security of this highly placed source by unauthorized 
disclosure of this information, thus adversely affecting the 
national security, Chicago recommends that the enclosed ‘LHM 
bear a classification of at least i " However, 
recognizing the public nature of the information involved, 
no security classification has been placed on the LHM and the 
final determination of this matter is being left for the 
Bureau's decision. 


